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Abstract
Imaging system development often involves impact assessment of design choices.
For systems that generate images for human consumption, such as cameras and
displays, the effect of design decisions are often evaluated using ‘real-world’
images. System changes can have complicated effects on pictorial images that do
not, as yet, have specified instrumental measurement methods. Consequently,
human observers are often used in image quality assessment. However, human
observers can react differently to complex pictorial stimuli both between
observers and for a single observer over the course of a lengthy experiment. In an
experimental setting, pictorial scenes present a greater opportunity than do
uniform patches for observers’ individual differences to significantly impact the
process. This study was conducted to increase the understanding of the optimal
design of pictorial stimuli for more effective and efficient perceptual experiments.
The goals of this dissertation were to:
1. Understand the impact of image content on visual attention and the
consistency of image comparison experimental results
2. Understand how visual attention changes with successive viewing of
pictorial images
3. Apply this understanding to develop guidelines for pictorial target design
for perceptual image comparison experiments
To achieve these objectives, a series of experiments were conducted to evaluate
the impact of pictorial scene complexity on fixation and experimental response
consistency. For these experiments, scenes exhibiting a range of perceived
complexity were required. To select appropriate scenes, the concept of what
constitutes a complex image was first considered. Experiment I was conducted to
evaluate the number of areas perceived to be important in a variety of scenes.
Observers were asked to identify the important areas of pictorial scenes. The
scenes were also electronically segmented. The results from Experiment I were
used to select scenes that provided a range of complexity for stimuli in
Experiment II. This test examined the impact of image complexity on observer
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viewing behavior. Along with evaluating eye movements, observers were asked to
describe the test scenes using up to five keywords. The results of Experiments I &
II indicate that perceptual methods, segmentation, and eye-tracking generally
provided consistent results with regard to image complexity. The exceptions
involved issues of scale such that scenes viewed from afar blended into one
significant object while one object viewed up close lacked a point of focus.
The results of Experiment II were used to generate a proposal for guidelines for
designing pictorial stimuli for image comparison experiments. Using these
guidelines, scenes were selected and tested in Experiment III. The fixation
consistency results of this experiment were generally as expected. However,
fixation consistency did not always equate to experimental response consistency.
Along with scene complexity, the image modifications (global versus local) and
the difficulty of making the image equivalency decisions played a role in the
experimental response as well. The results of Experiment III were used to
confirm and augment the proposed guidelines.
The guidelines developed in this study will benefit those conducting perceptual
experiments with pictorial stimuli. Specific examples include color reproduction,
perceptual color standards, and image equivalency research. A better
understanding of what makes images equivalent may be useful in developing
automated approaches to measuring image quality. And the guidelines may be
useful in the improvement of the quality of images themselves. Fredembach
(2011) has proposed that perceived image quality can be improved by increasing
the perceived saliency of the main subject matter. These guidelines, including the
use of blur, will be helpful in achieving this aim.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Dissertation Objectives
The goals of this dissertation are to:
1. Understand the impact of image content on visual attention and the
consistency of image comparison experimental results
2. Understand how visual attention changes with successive viewing of
pictorial images
3. Apply this understanding to develop guidelines for pictorial target design
for perceptual image comparison experiments

1.2 Pictorial images and the human observer
In designing and developing imaging systems, the impact of changes must often
be assessed. These may be evolutionary updates or refinements, such as a faster
laser writer or a new toner in an electrophotographic printing system. They may
also be revolutionary approaches or hardware, such as high-dynamic range
display or multi-spectral image capture. When imaging systems are meant to
create images for human consumption, as opposed to machine readers, the
impact of such changes are often assessed visually. This is especially true since
revolutionary changes and even refinements can result in complex changes in
pictorial images that do not have specified instrumental measurement methods.
And the perception of pictorial images is a considerably more complex process
than the perception of single color patches. Consequently, human observers are
often used in assessment of image quality.
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However, humans are generally not ideal observers. In their seminal work on
signal detection theory and psychophysics, Green and Swets (1966) discuss the
ideal observer as one that can optimally separate the signal from the noise. They
state that the best detector will base its response on a monotonic function of the
likelihood ratio. The authors were discussing threshold detection as might occur
for the detection of artifacts or color differences between patches. In the
situation, however, in which observers are asked to evaluate various renderings of
complex pictorial scenes such as might occur with analysis of reproduction
workflows, high dynamic range image processing, or gamut mapping algorithms,
the scenes themselves add to the noise.
Experiments involving observers are expensive and logistically difficult. It is,
therefore, of interest to limit the number of observers. It is not helpful to include
stimuli in the experiments that make the differences in perceived quality between
image renderings more difficult to reliably determine by broadening the response
distributions. As Green and Swets (1966, p.152) warned, having a stimulus that
makes the signal more difficult to detect for the ideal observer will make it more
difficult for actual human observers to detect as well. This could lead to the
search for psychological or physiological explanations for effects that are actually
attributable to the stimulus. In experiments involving perceptual evaluation of
pictorial scenes, the stimuli should be optimized such that the interested observer
may perform as close to the ideal detector as is possible.
The complexities of the human visual system are rarely given consideration in the
design of stimuli for visual testing. The impact of the content of complex pictorial
images as it affects visual attention and, consequently, consistency of information
provided by perceptual experiments is not well understood. It seems obvious
that pictorial scenes produce a more complex visual experience than color
patches, for example, and, in an experimental setting, present a greater
opportunity for the individual differences in our cognitive machinery to
significantly impact the process. Judd et al. (2011), in a study comparing fixation
patterns of images at a wide range of resolutions, found that inter-observer
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fixation consistency depended on the complexity of the target image with simple
images being more consistent.
Babcock et al. (2003a), in their work evaluating the differences in attention as
determined by eye movements for different psychophysical protocols, included a
task in which observers were instructed to adjust the color of a patch embedded
in a pictorial image, a mosaic, or a flat gray field. The researchers found that
observers looked around more at the surround for the pictorial image and the
mosaic than they did for the uniform gray field and that the patch adjusted in the
uniform gray image had less variance than in the other two experimental
situations. The researchers suggest that the higher information content of the
surround led to the higher variance. The fact that the results were the same for
the mosaic image and the pictorial image suggests that a variety of colors had
high enough information content to be distracting. A balance may be needed
between images of scenes that are simple enough to produce consistent results
and complex enough to represent ‘real world’ imagery and produce relevant
results.
Complex pictorial scenes are likely to have a large number of segments or
possible regions of interest. This is relevant because people have limited shortterm visual memory capacity. In his seminal work on memory, Miller (1956)
found that people are adept at remembering only a limited numbered of ‘chunks’
or individual pieces of information. More recent work (Luck and Vogel, 1997) has
refined the visual short term memory capacity limit to about four objects. Alvarez
and Cavanagh (2004) suggest, though, that the limit is dependent on the
information content of the objects. In their testing, the simplest objects, colored
squares, had a limit of 4.4 objects while random polygons had a limit of 2.0
objects, on average.

The impact of object complexity on the short term memory capacity seen in the
work of Alvarez and Cavanagh (2004) may be due to our ability to ‘chunk’ the
information content of an object. Duncan (1984) conducted experiments that
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indicated that the number of objects that may be attended at one time is limited.
He proposed that any object properties that are perceived as part of the whole,
such as color and shape, may be ‘chunked’ while individual details of the object
may not. Duncan cites the case of windows and doors on a building. Another
example might be ornaments on a Christmas tree. Based on these results, it is
possible that observers will have difficulty remembering more than four (or
fewer) regions or objects of any given image. And it is also possible that the
regions or objects that are remembered may change over the course of a lengthy
experiment. Because the information about an image that can be remembered
between repetitions is finite, use of pictorial scenes having a high number of
distinct regions may lead to less consistent visual results.
A study by Einhauser et al. (2008b) supports the idea that the number of distinct
objects in an image may be important. Their work indicates that the important
objects in a scene, as determined by observer recall, correlated better with
fixation patterns than image saliency. (However, saliency was predictive of the
objects that observers were able to recall.) If true, then scenes containing many
objects having salient characteristics may catch the attention of different
observers in different ways, leading to less consistent visual results.
Biederman (1982) conducted a study on how context affected the perception of
objects within the scene. His work suggested that not just the objects in a scene
but the relationships between them are perceived in the first views. He suggests
that ‘store window display’ scenes may be more difficult to process due to lack of
context. Though he was considering early viewing, this may be important to
consider in designing stimuli for perceptual experiments. Targets designed for
visual analysis in International Standards work could often be described as ‘store
window display’ scenes. Consider the target in Figure 1.1. Engledrum (2001), too,
emphasized the importance of context in his description of ‘hazards’ of
perceptual scaling. He warned that unfamiliar content may reduce scene context
and, consequently, not provide a meaningful quality scale.
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Along with the phenomena that occur for human observers in general, individual
observers have their own physiology, history, and experience with viewing
images. In processing visual input they, at least to some extent, compare it to
imagery that they have seen in the past. The things that people attend to are of
interest in determining what is remembered and possibly in understanding how
people evaluate images in perceptual image quality experimentation. Buswell and
Yarbus both suggested that eye movements are relevant to understanding the
process of visual perception. According to Buswell (1935, p.9), “…the movements
of the eyes are significant only in so far as they are symptoms of the perceptual
processes which appear while looking at a picture.” And Yarbus (1967, p. 190)
proposed that “Eye movements reflect the human thought processes; so the
observer’s thought may be followed to some extent from records of eye
movements…”

Fig. 1.1: N5 Target from the large gamut image set (ISO/CD 12640-3 CIELAB SCID)

People bring different visual histories to the laboratory when participating in
experimentation involving image evaluation. Werner and Thies (2000) found
that observers with experience in playing, coaching, or refereeing football
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detected changes in football pictures significantly faster than observers who had
no experience with the game. In contrast, Buswell (1935, p.130) found, in his
seminal work on the study of eye movements when viewing paintings, that
observer’s experience with art history did not result in a significant difference in
viewing patterns. Despite this finding, among the conclusions of his work,
Buswell stated (1935, p. 143) that differences in fixation duration correlated more
closely to observer differences than to differences in the test images. It is possible
that observers’ gender, age, and nationality may also affect their visual attention.
Their points of focus or the objects or scene characteristics to which they attend
may well be different. These differences in attention may have an important
effect on results of visual experimentation.
In this study, the impact of scene content on observer attention and experimental
consistency was evaluated and the results used to generate guidelines for
designing pictorial stimuli for perceptual experiments. To do this, a series of
experiments were conducted to evaluate the impact of scene characteristics on
image difference results. The main product of this study is a set of guidelines for
designing complex pictorial stimuli for image difference experiments. These
guidelines are a product of the results of the experiments conducted. The
guidelines developed were verified by conducting testing with scenes predicted to
produce consistent results and scenes predicted to be less robust.

1.3 Motivation
Personal experience over years of involvement with perceptual experiments, both
from the perspective of an experimenter and as a participant, suggests that the
regions of complex images used to make decisions can shift throughout the
course of perceptual experiments. Observers frequently comment that they feel
that their decision criteria have changed over the course of a single experimental
session. It is possible, even likely, that observers will get bored and shift their
gaze among various areas of the test images during long experimental runs.
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Boredom may have been a factor in a study conducted by DeAngelus and Pelz
(2009) to replicate and update the seminal study by Yarbus (1967). In the Yarbus
study, an observer examined an image according to seven different instructions.
For each task, the observer viewed the image for three minutes. Yarbus found
that the fixation patterns measured varied by task. In their re-examination of this
study, DeAngelus and Pelz included 17 observers. They found the highest
variability for the final task of the study, which was estimating how long the
‘unexpected visitor’ in the painting had been away. Though they found that there
was generally more variability in eye movements between tasks than between
observers, they found that, for the final task, the observer variability increased to
the level of the between-task variability. The authors speculate that this may
have resulted from observers using information gathered during the course of
earlier tasks and not fixating on informative areas, however, boredom may also
have played a role.
Shifts can also occur when different areas of test images capture the attention of
the observer as testing progresses or as different images are compared. In work
by Babcock et al. (2003a, 2003b) involving the eye movement evaluation of
observers performing color image evaluation tasks, significantly different
performance was observed for a scene containing an array of vegetables. This
scene had lower correlations between experimental tasks than the other scenes in
the test. This scene differed from the others in that it contained many distinct
objects each having colors familiar to most observers, and each of which could
potentially be of interest to the observers as they made their judgments.
According to the results of Duncan (1984), observers would not have been able to
process this image as a whole and could not attend to all of these objects at one
time. Results of Posner et al. (1980) indicate that observers, in fact, could not
simultaneously attend to two non-contiguous regions, which would have been an
issue even in attempting to compare a single object of two image renditions. With
so much available to look at, Babcock suggests (2003a, p. 223) that it was “likely
that observers moved their eyes toward different regions out of curiosity”. The
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observers apparently were curious about different objects in the scene, leading to
inconsistent results among the various evaluation tasks.
Gaze shifts may occur because different areas of test images capture the attention
of the observer or they may occur out of boredom. In either case, the longer the
experiment, the greater the opportunity for such gaze shifts to occur. These shifts
could negatively impact the consistency of results from such experiments, leading
to a requirement for increased sampling to account for noise in the data.

Fig. 1.2: The ‘Firelight” painting used in the Current Practices in Fine Art Reproduction
study, sponsored by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

In addition to shifts in attention by individual observers, it is reasonable to expect
that different observers may attend to different regions in different images.
Observers bring varied histories and levels of experience with looking at images
to the experiment. Regions of critical interest to one observer may be entirely
irrelevant to another. As an example, in a project supported by The Andrew W.
Mellon foundation, experimentation was conducted evaluating the efficacy of
current image reproduction workflows in fine art reproduction. (Frey and
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Farnand, 2011; Farnand et al., 2011) One of the original pieces of artwork being
reproduced was an acrylic painting of a young woman reading by a wood, brick,
and brass-trimmed fireplace, Figure 1.2. There was a large candle in the
foreground of this painting, which for most observers was something to look past.
However, for at least one observer, this was a point of focus. Another observer
focused almost exclusively on the woman’s denim jeans. Because most of the
other observers focused primarily on the woman’s skin tones, the results for this
observer were considerably different from the mean of the remaining observers.
If these areas are affected differently by the experimental treatments, this could
lead to statistically noisy, or even erroneous, results.
Among the reports in the literature of others who have experienced this kind of
variability is a study by Endo et al. (1994) evaluating eye movements when
viewing complex images. These researchers found that an image of a woman’s
face had fewer inter-observer differences in gaze area than other images tested
and that the most complex scenes had the widest gaze areas. They also found
that image degradations that were applied outside of the gaze area for the two
most complex images (a fruit basket scene and a chart) impacted the observers’
impression of quality while degradations outside of the gaze area in the other five
images included in the test did not.
In their work on image quality assessment, Larson and Chandler (2010) found
that the strategies used to evaluate images depended on their overall quality.
They suggest that the human visual system uses different strategies under
different conditions. Specifically, for higher quality images, observers employ a
visual search strategy to look for image distortions or artifacts. For lower quality
images in which the distortions or artifacts (in this study, noise or JPEG
compression artifacts) are readily apparent, observers judge quality by their
ability to recognize content. This difference in strategies may lead to a global
assessment of image quality for lower quality images and a more local assessment
based on inspection of image elements for higher quality images. Observers may
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concentrate on different areas of the higher quality images, leading to varied
results.
In a similar study in which regions of interest determined by monitoring eye
movements were compared in free-viewing and image quality rating situations,
Redi et al. (2011) found that the regions of interest for individual images were
smaller for lower quality images than for higher quality images. (In this study the
images were degraded by adding noise or blur.) The authors state that a main
contributor to this smaller ROI was that the observers looked for a shorter time at
the lower quality images and looked longer at more elements of unmodified
images. The results were consistent with those of the Larson and Chandler study.
Observers may be globally assessing the lower quality, distorted images and more
closely inspecting the higher quality images, which would increase the possibility
that different observers will look at different regions in images of higher quality.
As a final example, Kivinen et al. (2010) conducted an evaluation of the efficacy
of color difference calculation methods in predicting perceived color differences
for natural images. They found that performance varied for the scenes included
in the testing, with two of the scenes receiving a relatively wide range of perceived
color difference assessments. It is difficult to develop effective metrics for images
that receive a wide range of perceptual assessments, so it is of interest to
understand the underlying reasons for the differences. The two scenes receiving
the wider range of perceptual assessments were a picnic scene, Figure 1.3, and a
scene titled Autumn Road that included blue sky, gray pavement, and mixed
foliage regions. Both of these images contained more potential regions of interest
than the remaining scenes, which included four scenes of various colors and types
of foliage, one scene with foliage and blue sky, and one with grass, mountain and
blue sky regions. The range of differences in perception may have resulted from
different observers focusing on different areas of the two scenes, which may have
been impacted differently by the changes used in the experiment. The results of
Duncan and others suggest that the number of objects or regions that may be
attended at one time is limited.
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Fig. 1.3: ‘Picnic’ scene, left, that produced a wider range of color difference assessments
than other scenes that included only foliage or only foliage and blue sky (similar to image
on the right) in experimentation by Kivinen et al. (2010).

In their work evaluating image compression, Triantaphillidou et al. (2007)
suggest that there are different sources of image content dependency including
the relative visibility of artifacts, the susceptibility to digital processes, and
difference in observer’s quality criteria. They warn that, when working to
understand the impact of different algorithmic choices, it is desirable to limit the
impact of the other sources. It may be possible to accomplish this by keeping the
images simple. A balance may be needed between images simple enough to
produce consistent results and complex enough to adequately fulfill the
requirements of the study.

1.4 Application
Understanding how to design stimuli for effective perceptual experiments is
useful in almost any application in which complex pictorial images are involved,
from comparative analysis of various image processing techniques, such as those
examined in the work of Triantaphillidou et al. (2007), to evaluation of advances
in imaging systems. Some specific examples include color reproduction, gamut
mapping, image quality modeling, and image difference evaluation.
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Fig. 1.4: Scene from the ISO 12640-3 SCID image set for testing wide-gamut systems

Fig. 1.5: The ‘Veggies’, ‘Kids’ and ‘Bug’ image from the work by Babcock et al. on eyetracking observers for various psychophysical tasks.

An understanding of effective image design might be particularly beneficial to
international standards efforts. In his review of the progress of the CIE Division
8 – 09 Group on Archival Color, Buckley (2010) reported that the most desirable
advance at present is a method for evaluating reproduction accuracy. He goes on
to say, however, that current test targets are not representative of images being
captured. Many of the test targets used in International Standards procedures
use contrived scenes containing many objects. The Standard Color Image Data
(SCID) image set, for example, which was designed for the evaluation of widegamut color systems, comprises images that are relatively busy, Figures 1.1 & 1.4.
This is understandable since the objective for these targets is testing wide gamut
color reproduction. However, given the results of Babcock et al. (2003a, 2003b)
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in which the ‘Veggies’ scene containing many different objects had the least stable
performance, this may not be the most effective approach. In this study, the Bug
and Kids scenes had the most consistent performance, Figure 1.5. These scenes
had one or two areas of main focus central to the image with relatively uniform
and uninteresting backgrounds.
Evaluation of imaging system gamut size and gamut mapping approaches is
another area that may prove particularly applicable for image target design or
selection. Gamut mapping or shifts in gamut size have the potential to impact
different areas of the images in different ways. Morovic and Wang, in their
experiment involving image content impact on results of testing of gamut
mapping algorithms, found that image differences had a more significant impact
on their results than the changes in gamut mapping algorithms. (Morovic and
Wang, 2003) This is indicative of the care that must be taken in the choice of test
images since poor image selection can yield misleading results. While an
algorithm’s performance may vary for a given image set, so may observers’
evaluation strategies. Gamut mapping can affect different image areas in
different ways and it is possible that some observers will focus on different areas
than others.
In image quality model development, research has indicated that weighting
visually important image regions more heavily results in more optimal model
performance. For example, Triantaphillidou et al. (2007) found that the visibility
of image artifacts was impacted by the importance or visual weight given the
affected region of the image. Miyata et al. (1997) also found that image quality
metrics were generally more effective when applied to attended areas. This study
included two images, one with a very limited gaze area (this image included a
human face) and one with a much broader gaze area (a café scene). The metric
applied to the whole image did not work well for the scene with the limited gaze
area. If gaze area and the areas in which the image quality metrics are applied
are consistent, the metrics should be more effective.
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Finally, knowledge of effective complex pictorial targets could prove useful in the
study of visual equivalency. Understanding of attention could be used in
conjunction with image difference models such as iCAM to better predict
perceptual differences between images. (Johnson and Fairchild, 2003)
Understanding what elements of a complex image are important to the human
visual system is important to understanding the impact of image differences or,
alternatively, ‘visual equivalency’. (Ramanarayanan et al., 2007) For complex
images, image quality is not just about what differences are perceptible but what
image differences are important to the message being communicated. Two
images that have no differences relevant to the message may be defined as
visually equivalent. The images in Figure 1.6, for example, have differences that
are clearly visible, but not obvious. Visually equivalent images should have no
differences that ‘pop out’. Any differences that do exist may be masked due to
‘clutter’ or image complexity. Rosenholtz defines clutter as “the state in which
excess items, or their representation or organization, lead to a degradation of
performance at some task”. (Rosenholtz et al., 2005) When considering clutter,
the size of image objects or regions is important. Knowing how observers visually
segment images may inform the concept of visual equivalency. It seems possible
that, as long as segments remain intact across two images, the overall color has
not changed, and the images are natural and artifact-free, the images may be
considered visually equivalent.
Ramanarayanan et al. (2007) suggest that metrics of visual equivalency are
needed. They state that determining apparent visual differences is important in a
variety of applications including print evaluation for online defect detection and
other image quality assessment tasks. While these metrics are beyond the scope
of this study, understanding how the human visual system works to determine
visual equivalence would be beneficial for formulating effective metrics.
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Fig. 1.6: Two image renditions that have readily visible differences that have limited
impact on the overall message and could therefore be considered visually equivalent.
(There are some dark areas within the green area to the right of girl’s hair and in the
white area on the left that do not appear in the image on the right.)
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2
Background
A tremendous amount of visual information is available at any given moment.
Indeed, far too much information is available for the human visual system to
successfully process. Filtering must occur. How these choices are made within
the visual system has been a subject of research in recent years, which has yielded
proposals for models of visual attention based on both ‘bottom-up’ and ‘topdown’ processes. These models have increased the understanding of how visual
attention may be deployed during perceptual image difference experimentation
involving pictorial scenes, both from what they are able to predict and what they
are not.
This section begins by reviewing the discussion of top-down versus bottom-up
processes of visual attention and introducing a few of the proposed attention
models. Then, visual memory is discussed. Visual memory capacity is of interest
in understanding how much information can be retained between stimuli in
perceptual experiments. Following this, a review of how eye movements have
been used to study how humans look at pictures – how they move their eyes and
how they direct their attention when looking at pictorial images - is given.
Finally, an overview of studies of image content effects in image quality and color
difference experimentation is provided.
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2.1 Models of visual attention
Understanding how people gather visual information from pictorial scenes and
how the human visual system resolves the competition over what of the
abundance of information available gets selected for further attention has been
the subject of much research. So, too, has been the development of effective
models of the processes involved. The visual attention processes and models
developed are often described as being either ‘bottom-up’, in which visual
information comes ‘up’ the visual pathway from the input stimulus, or ‘top-down’
where information comes ‘down’ from higher cortical regions. In describing the
difference between bottom-up and top-down, Ramachandran and Blakeslee (pp.
109-110, 1998) ask us to consider the difference between seeing a cat and
imagining a cat. When seeing a cat, information on color and shape is fed from
the retina up to the visual cortex. When imagining a cat, information is fed from
memory down to the visual cortex.
Many models of visual attention consider two stages of visual processing. The
first stage comprises reflexively reacting in a bottom-up manner to salient
characteristics of input stimuli, such as color, shape, or orientation, that make
certain scene elements more conspicuous relative to other scene elements. The
second stage operates under top-down attentional control processes involving
various regions of the brain. Many of these models, however, are designed to
predict fixations that are driven by bottom-up, stimulus characteristics. This
aspect of the overall attentional response more readily lends itself to scientific
study and modeling and is important in applications such as computer vision.
These models and the underlying perceptual processes provide valuable insight
relative to understanding how image content and visual attention impact
perceptual image difference experiments. Consequently, some of these models
will be discussed. Then, more qualitative approaches to describing visual
attention to complex stimuli will be considered.
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2.1.1 Attention models based on bottom-up input
Julesz (1991), in his review of early human vision, focal attention, and object
recognition, describes the visual ‘searchlight’ of attention, a metaphor he
attributes to Helmholtz (1896). He writes that it is focal attention that selects
objects from the many available for further processing and that it is focal
attention that is responsible for the thorough visual analysis of detailed objects.
He describes how texture gradients ‘pop out’ pre-attentively via parallel visual
processing mechanisms without need for scrutiny, but that inspection of
elements on either side of this gradient requires serial processing using the
attentional searchlight. He provides the example of X’s and T’s in a field of L’s,
where the X’s pop out, but search is required to locate the T’s.
Treisman and Souther (1985), also discuss the idea of serial versus parallel
processing and the ‘pop-out effect’, in which a target can be found easily
regardless of the number of distractors. These authors cite the example of a Q in a
field of O’s, stating that the Q pops out because its tail is an added feature that
clearly distinguishes it from the O’s in the display. Because of this added feature,
the Q can be processed in parallel with the rest of the visual field. The O in a
field of Q’s, in contrast, lacks a feature that the remainder of the image elements
has and requires serial processing to locate. The authors suggest that a serial
search requires ‘focused attention’. Observers may get the gist of the scene using
parallel processing, but need serial processing to inspect local scene elements.
Their experimental findings indicate that a serial search results in a linear
increase in search time required to correctly locate the target as distractors are
added to the visual field. In recent work by Mazyar et al. (2013), the authors state
that for most searches, serial, rather than parallel, processing is employed and,
therefore, that visual search becomes more difficult as set size increases.
Comparing images – if considered a form of visual search – may become more
difficult as the images become increasingly complex.
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Many researchers have built on the ‘searchlight’ approach. Among the first were
Koch and Ullman (1985), whose proposed model of visual attention is shown in
Figure 2.1. They describe a two-stage approach to human visual perception in
which the first stage is ‘preattentive’ (bottom-up) and the second ‘attentive’ (topdown). The first stage involves the rapid processing of the entire visual field,
essentially providing the ‘gist’ of the scene. The second stage involves the more
focused, detailed, serial analysis of image elements. Like, Julesz, the authors
suggest this process may be thought of as a “spotlight illuminating some portion
of the visual field”.

Allocated attention
Winner Take All
Saliency map

Feature maps

Fig. 2.1: Schematic diagram of the model of attention proposed by Koch and Ullman.
After Koch and Ullman (1985, p. 225).

The framework for Koch and Ullman’s proposed model (1985) is composed of
feature maps, constructed pre-attentively, of scene element characteristics such
as color, orientation, motion, and depth that feed into a global saliency, or
conspicuity, map. From this map, one object or element is selected for further
attention using a ‘Winner Take All’ approach. The authors suggest that saliency
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is driven primarily by contrast or the degree of difference of a given location from
surrounding areas. And they propose that image areas having similar properties
are mutually inhibitory, at least initially. Once a location is selected for attention,
the ‘Winner Take All’ system seeks the next most ‘conspicuous’ location. This
may be influenced by proximity and similarity to the chosen location. If a
location having similar properties to another location is chosen, the initial
inhibitory effect transforms to an amplifying one.
Several researchers have since refined this approach. Itti and Koch (1998; 2000)
continued this work, adding the component of ‘Inhibition of Return’. And
Walther and Koch (2006) propose a model that adds mechanisms to the Itti and
Koch model to account for the fact that we can attend to objects before we can
recognize them.
Other researchers who have built upon Koch and Ullman’s approach include
Canosa (2005) and Torralba et al. (2006). Canosa’s (2005) model adds an object
map to the intensity, orientation and color maps in generating the final
conspicuity map. In designing her model she takes into account the sensitivities
of rod and cone vision, the center-surround organization of receptive fields, the
human contrast sensitivity function, figure/ground segmentation, and the
general bias toward viewing in the central region of an image.
Canosa tested her model in an experiment involving free-viewing of complex
scenes. She found that the best performance was achieved when the maps are
used together with weighting for the individual feature maps. This suggests that
color and orientation, as well as individual objects, have an effect on determining
fixation locations. Weightings were optimized for the experimental data to yield
the highest metric. A method for algorithmically determining appropriate
weightings for various image types requires further study.
That image content impacts the weightings suggests that context and top-down
factors have an influence on fixations. Torralba et al. (2006) propose a model
that adds scene context. The authors propose a local pathway that computes
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saliency from local features and a global pathway that is impacted by task and
context. These feed into a single computation of a ‘scene-modulated saliency
map’. The authors test their model by recording eye movements of observers
searching color photographs. They found that their contextual model was able to
consistently predict the first few fixations, though the model worked better for
some images than others.

2.1.2 Top-down attention models
The models discussed above generally focus on predicting fixation patterns based
on bottom-up characteristics of the stimuli with some adding effects of top-down
factors. Rayner (1998) proposes that it is physiologically ‘plausible’ that lower
level factors determine eye movements and fixation points because this would
free the viewer up to concentrate on processing the fixated information. And
Bruce and Tsotsos (2009) assert that the characteristics of the visual stimulus
have an important contribution in determining the locus of attention.
Other researchers, however, disagree. In her work toward developing a model of
visual attention, Canosa (2005) reported “little correlation between low-level
factors of saliency and fixation location in complex images”. Rothkopf et al.
(2007) demonstrated that gaze location is highly task dependent. While the
models based on bottom-up saliency have been shown to function respectably for
free viewing of two-dimensional images, at least for the first few fixations,
Rothkopf et al. showed that, when performing a real-world task, bottom-up
saliency cues were rendered all but irrelevant, especially after the first fixations.
In their proposed model, gaze is directed at the location providing the most
relevant information for updating awareness of the environment, which is
determined in large part by the task at hand. Einhäuser et al. (2008a) suggest
that, while bottom-up mechanisms are dominant when visual attention is first
deployed, top-down mechanisms quickly take control. They state that this is
consistent with activity in the V4 area of the visual cortex, which, they contend,
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indicates that object recognition occurs early in viewing, and that impact of task
takes over later.
In related work, Einhäuser et al. (2008b) found that important objects, as
determined by observers’ ability to recall them, were a stronger indicator of
where observers fixate in an image than low-level saliency. However, saliency, in
this study, was related to which objects observers were able to recall. The work of
Fredembach et al. (2010) supports the finding of the importance of objects in
allocation of attention. These researchers found that perceptual image quality
depends not on the quality of the entire image, but on select regions that gain
observer attention. They found that models based on low-level saliency
characteristics did not do an adequate job of predicting observer attention.
It should be noted that Desimone and Duncan (1995) found that top-down
selections could be over-ridden by ‘well-learned’ bottom-up factors. They cite the
example of hearing your name in a noisy room. For free-viewing of pictorial
scenes, two-stage models that account for both bottom-up stimulus-driven
factors and top-down attentional factors may be appropriate. When the task of
evaluating image difference or visual equivalency, which both involve visual
search for differences, is assigned, bottom-up factors may become less relevant,
although it seems plausible that, over the course of a long experiment, certain
‘well-learned’ bottom-up factors, such as poorly represented memory colors – a
blue banana - could effectively ‘call the observer’s name’.

2.1.3 Global-to-local attention models
Henderson et al. (1999) evaluated eye movements of observers viewing complex
line drawings. They also cite the importance of salience. However, in the
qualitative model they propose, input salience from the stimulus is only used to
determine the first fixation of a region. After that, salience and, consequently,
fixation locations are primarily determined by cognitive factors. Essentially, eye
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movements are determined by global scene semantics initially and local
semantics as viewing progresses.
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Fig. 2.2: Letters made up of letters, as used in testing by Navon (1977), on left, and
Shulman and Wilson (1987), on right.

This global-to-local concept of scene viewing had been around for some time.
Navon (1977) was among the first to propose a ‘forest before trees’ priority of
visual processing. He conducted studies in support of this concept using stimuli
similar in nature to Stroop’s (1935) colored color words (the word ‘blue’ written
in red). In one test, he demonstrated that global differences between a pair of
geometric shapes made up of smaller geometric shapes were more readily
detected than local differences. He suggests that this indicates that the large
geometric shape was processed before the smaller shapes that comprised the
large shape. In another test, with large letters composed of much smaller letters,
such as an H composed of S’s, Figure 2.2, the small letters did not impact the
recognition of the larger ones, however, large characters did slow the
identification of smaller ones. The author suggests that these results indicate that
the global perception of a scene precedes the local perception. His studies further
showed that observers could not process the local information without processing
the global information as well. The observers could not report changes to the
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smaller shapes without also recognizing the changes to the large shape even when
they were told to concentrate only on the changes to the small shapes. This result
may be important in perceptual experiments, especially image equivalency
testing. Observers may more readily perceive global changes than local changes.
In this regard, it is important to note that, as part of his study, Navon showed
that it was not the size of the shapes that was causing them to be processed
secondarily. In a test using letters, he showed that when the small letters
appeared alone and not as part of a larger letter, observers were able to process
them as rapidly as the larger letter.
Other researchers have also proposed a global-to-local progression of attention
and perception. Loftus and Mackworth (1978) proposed a qualitative model of
attention in which people first get the ‘gist’ of the scene, then they get a rough
approximation of the objects within that scene, and finally they analyze the
objects. Oliva (2005) describes the ‘gist’ of a scene in some detail, stating that it
aids object detection and control of attention in cluttered scenes. Torralba et al.
(2006) conducted studies that indicate that a general concept of a scene can be
gathered from low-level features. They suggest that getting the gist of a scene
from such global features allows this process to occur independent of scene
complexity. They point out that building a representation of a scene by having to
parse individual objects would require greater computational resources. Bruce
and Tsotsos (2009) also propose a model in which the visual system establishes a
general idea of the scene or image through bottom-up scene characteristics
followed by an analysis of image details with the selection process being governed
by higher visual areas. Wolfe and Horowitz (2004), in discussion of their work on
visual attention, suggest that a complex image is initially processed as a single
entity with segmentation of the image into individual objects occurring
subsequently. Though, Watt (1994) suggests that objects in scenes are perceived
as wholes rather than segmented by the edges. And, Greene and Oliva (2009)
found that the global appearance of an image is a better predictor of rapid
classification than single objects. The authors suggest that humans see the
‘forest’ first, then resolve the individual ‘trees’; that perception begins with a
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holistic view and narrows to analytic processing. When images are complex, the
regions of interest, or ‘trees’, may differ among observers.
Biederman et al. (1982), in contrast to many others, proposed a model in which it
is not the bottom-up characteristics of the input stimuli that drive initial scene
perception, but the contours and semantic relations between scene objects. He
argues that it is not just the objects that are processed but the scene context as
well. The emphasis by Biederman et al. on context is interesting with respect to
the impact of scene content in perceptual experiments. Their conjecture that
‘store window display’ scenes, which lack context, may be more difficult to
process is relevant since pictorial targets are at times constructed with an array of
objects of potential interest out of their typical context, Figure 1.1.
The spatial frequency of the image components was examined in the context of
global-to-local visual processing. Shulman and Wilson (1987) conducted a study,
similar to Navon’s (1977) work with large letters composed of smaller letters,
indicating an effect of spatial frequency on attention. In their testing, observers
were asked to detect grating stimuli while attending an image of a large letter
composed of much smaller letters. They found that when the observers were
attending the larger letter, they could more easily detect low-spatial frequency
stimuli and that when they were attending the smaller letters, they could more
easily detect higher spatial frequency stimuli. Though the experiment did not
involve pictorial scenes, the result that global versus local allocation of attention
impacts the efficacy with which stimuli of different spatial frequencies can be
detected may be important in understanding how observers evaluate pictorial
scenes. The search for image difference likely involves attention to high
frequencies while a general image comparison may involve lower frequencies.
In other research, Zelinsky et al. (1996) propose that the time needed for
attention to shift from a global view to a local view is related to scene spatial
frequency, indicating that attention is scene dependent. And Oliva (2005)
suggests that the layout of a scene is represented by ‘blobs’ while edges represent
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surface and texture. She contends that the ‘gist’ of the scene is acquired from the
low-frequency ‘blobs’ without requiring fixation, while the high-frequency edges
are fixated to acquire the visual information contained in the details of a scene.
This may help explain the result of Babcock et al. (2003a) that observers’
reporting of regions important to their color decisions did not match their eye
movements. It may be that observers were getting the color information that
they needed from the low-frequency representation of the scene, while their eyes
were examining the detail of objects in other areas.
2.1.4 Conclusions
The research on models of fixation and attention indicate that only the first few
fixations, if any, may be successfully modeled. This would suggest that these
models would be useful in perceptual experiments only in the case where
observers are looking at images in such rapid succession that only a few locations
on each individual image are fixated. It is possible that, over the course of a long
experiment, observers will identify regions or objects of interest and only fixate
on these. More frequently, observers are likely to get the overall ‘gist’ of the scene
and then begin to analyze the individual objects. Because, the models suggest,
this process is driven top-down, different observers are likely to be driven to
inspect the images in different ways. Torralba et al. (2006) suggest that scene
complexity does not influence the perception of the gist of the scene. However, it
is likely to affect the parsing of the scene into individual objects. The results of
Navon (1977) suggest that the parsing process occurs as whole objects or regions
followed by the details of those objects or regions. This suggestion is supported
by the results of Einhauser et al.’s study (2008), which indicated that objects
were more predictive of fixations then low-level saliency. Additionally, the results
of Duncan (1984) indicate that only a limited number of these objects can be
remembered from image-to-image. Taken together, these results seem to suggest
that limiting the number of key objects or regions, though not necessarily the
detail within these regions, may result in more consistent viewing of
experimental stimuli by observers.
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2.2 Memory and attention
The physiology of human visual attention may impact the consistency of
information provided in perceptual experiments. The aspects of visual memory
and perceptual learning that are potentially relevant to human performance in
perceptual image comparison testing are briefly discussed. Further detail on the
physiology of attention is included in Appendix 0.
2.2.1 Visual Memory
Attention is important in determining what is remembered. But, visual short
term memory is limited. Land (2009) refers to vision and memory as ‘scarce and
valuable’ and suggests the systems for visual perception must be constructed to
make best use of the wealth of visual input available.
The psychologist George A. Miller (1956) conducted seminal work in the area of
short-term memory capacity, establishing the ‘magical number’ of seven. In his
experiments he found that people could remember about 5 to 9 ‘chunks’ of
information. He suggests that we have developed techniques for increasing the
information that we can retain by organizing input into ‘chunks’. Although he
states that images are much harder to study, he suggests that we may be recoding
these as well, possibly into about seven ‘chunks’ of information.
Subsequent studies have shown that this limit is actually about 4 or 5 objects or
pieces of information. Duncan (1984) conducted studies indicating that preattentive processing segments the visual field into objects that are attended one
at a time. Luck & Vogel (1997) also found that the capacity of visual memory
involved objects rather than characteristics. In their testing, observers could
remember four colors, four orientations, or the color and orientation of four
objects. Work by Vogel & Machizawa (2004) indicated that the number of objects
that observers could remember varied from about 1.5 to 5 objects, with this
difference being detectable using event-related potentials (ERPs). This individual
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variability on the number of objects that can be remembered is an interesting
result to consider with regard to the impact of visual attention and image content
on experimental variability in perceptual testing. Alvarez & Cavanagh, (2004)
propose that this limit on visual memory capacity is dependent on the complexity
of the objects being tested. They found that observers had a memory capacity of
only 1.6 shaded cubes but 4.4 color patches. It seems plausible that the 3-sided,
shaded cubes could not be effectively grouped as a single object and were,
therefore, each essentially three colored patches. A capacity of 1.6 three-sided
cubes would then be equivalent to about 4.8 colored patches, a number in fairly
close agreement with the experimentally determined capacity for colored patches.
The ‘chunking’ of information may be related to the processing of input as
‘wholes’ rather than individual elements. O’Craven et al. conducted studies
(1999, 2000) providing evidence for object-based attention as opposed to the
‘spotlight’ theory, in which the movement of the fovea around a scene leads to the
spatially-based gathering of information by the visual system. They discuss
experimental evidence that scenes are processed by the objects composing them
rather than by individual locations. Watt and Phillips (2000) conducted testing
indicating that ‘chunking’ or ‘dynamic grouping’, which they consider necessary
for memory to be effective, occurs at every level of vision.
Additional evidence is reported specifically for faces (Kanwisher et al., 1998;
O’Craven et al., 2005), which, like words rather than letters, appear to be
processed as single entities. For further information on the perception of faces
and the physiology of grouping, please refer to Appendix 0.
Biederman (1972) conducted an experiment in which he cut and rearranged
scenes. He showed that distinct objects were significantly harder to locate in
these jumbled images than in unmodified versions of the same scene. He
concludes that context may impact object recognition. The concept of context
may be related to chunking of information and processing of wholes. In related
work, Kelley et al. (2003) found that changes made in more central areas of
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images, which were more readily detected when the images were right-side up,
lost their advantage when the images were upside-down. They attribute this
degradation in change detection ability to a reduction in the impact of scene
context and related efficacy of top-down factors.

Kelley et al.’s work involved change blindness, which is the astonishing inability
to notice changes in scenes even when they are quite significant in size and even
if we are told to expect them. Astonishing because people are generally not aware
of just how blind they are to changes that occur. Simons and Levin (1998) even
found that an interviewer could be surreptitiously changed in the middle of an
experiment without half of the observers noticing. Change blindness has been
used to further understand visual memory and attention. Rensink (2002) found
that, while experimentation indicates that 4 or 5 objects can be remembered,
change blindness testing indicates that, for some types of changes, only a single
change can be correctly identified at once. And many researchers (Rensink,
2000; Tse, 2004; Simons & Rensink, 2005) have found that changes are
generally only seen in objects or image regions that have been attended. Even for
attended objects, if the general meaning of the scene is retained, changes may go
unnoticed. The results of change blindness studies have important implications
for perceptual testing involving pictorial scenes. Certainly, observers should not
be expected to compare images in a serial manner (unless the objective is to
determine image differences irrelevant to the message of the scene for image
equivalency testing).
A study involving eye movements (Gazzaniga et al., 2009, pp. 352-3) provided
interesting results in relation to change blindness. The results suggest that
observers are sensitive to changes in complex scenes even if they are not aware of
them, possibly indicating that bottom-up factors are attracting attention prior to
the analysis leading to the realization that a change has occurred. This result
highlights the possible differences between eye movements and scene awareness.
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The interaction between color and visual memory is relevant to understanding
how visual attention and scene content impact observer performance in
perceptual studies. Rosenholtz and colleagues’ studies (2005; 2007) exploring
perceptual effects of clutter indicate that color plays a role in what is remembered
about an image. She suggests that the number and range of different colors is
important to image clutter. (Rosenholtz, 2007) Results of work by Spence et al.
(2006) suggest that color aids memory by strengthening the encoding. The work
of Gegenfurtner and his colleagues is supportive of this statement. Hansen and
Gegenfurtner (2009) conducted testing that indicated that color enhances object
recognition. In reporting on related testing, Gegenfurtner and Rieger (2000)
propose that color facilitates image segmentation and object recall possibly
because it adds an attribute to the object representation.
Wichmann et al. (2002) conducted testing examining the relationship between
early sensory processing and memory capacity. They propose that color enhances
our ability to segment a scene, which may lead to enhanced representation in
memory. In their experiments, observers found man-made objects easier to
recognize. They also found that, for falsely colored images, observers seemed to
be focusing on limited areas, possibly the strangely colored objects, which
represented novel information.
These falsely colored images were not
remembered as well as natural, color images. The memory response for falsely
colored images was more similar to that of black and white images. They propose
that color’s role in memory and recognition includes that color increases
attention, enhances segmentation, and possibly aids the transfer of information
to short term memory.
Biederman and Ju (1988), however, found no difference in reaction time or error
rates when observers were asked to identify objects in color photographs relative
to line drawings. They conclude that surface properties such as color and texture
play a secondary role in object recognition and that it is the object’s edges that are
the primary driver.
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2.2.2 Perceptual learning
In perceptual experiments involving pictorial scenes, observers may be asked to
view many images, sometimes repeatedly. This gives the observer an opportunity
to learn the task and to, in effect, learn to see the images. In perceptual
experiments, it seems likely that some level of perceptual learning, which Gibson
(p. 3, 1969) defines as “an increase in the ability to extract information from the
environment, as a result of experience and practice”, is taking place. How this
may affect the testing is important to consider. In the introductory remarks of
their collected works on perceptual learning, Fahle and Poggio (2002) state that
perceptual learning improves discrimination between stimuli and increases
detection sensitivity. This may mean that differences in images may be easier to
detect over the course of a long experiment involving repetition of images. They
state that perceptual learning is task and stimulus dependent. This may be in part
because, they found, different observers use different strategies and learn at
different rates and that these differences are greater for difficult tasks. This
suggests that stimuli that comprise a difficult task, such as might be the case with
pictorial scenes, would enhance the differences in observers. It would also
indicate that expertise could play a role. In this section, discussion of the possible
impacts of perceptual learning through image repetition and as a result of
observer expertise will be given.
In considering the impact of perceptual learning in image difference experiments,
one of the factors involves the repeated viewing of images. This repetition likely
results in ‘priming’, which Fahle and Poggio (2002) describe as a short-term
version of perceptual learning. By their definitions, perceptual learning happens
implicitly – learning how rather than learning what as would happen in explicit
learning - and may persist over months or years. Priming, in contrast, would be
implicit learning that persists for seconds or minutes.
Chun and Jiang (1998) discuss the impact of context on priming. They suggest
that the general layout of a scene is implicitly encoded within the first few
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hundred milliseconds of visual processing, without eye movements, necessarily.
They found that visual targets appearing in previously viewed scenes were more
easily detected then the same targets in novel scenes, but that a target shown in a
given context was easier to find in a novel scene having that same context.
In their work on attention and fixations, McPeek et al. (1999) also discuss the
impact of priming. In their testing, targets recently determined to be of visual
interest were fixated almost reflexively. They suggest that this priming increases
the efficiency of the saccadic system by supplying it with relevant, current
information contained in the viewing environment. This idea that the saccadic
system is primed to target image elements that were recently determined to be of
interest may be an important consideration in perceptual image quality testing
that involves repeated presentation of sample images. This suggests that areas of
images determined to be of interest early in experiments may garner attention
automatically upon repeated viewing. Different areas of more complex pictorial
images could capture attention early leading to different responses over the
course of a long experiment.
Ahissar and Hochstein (in Fahle and Poggio, 2002) conducted testing in support
of their Reverse Hierarchy Theory of perceptual learning. According to this
theory, learning of simpler tasks occurs at higher cortical levels and more difficult
tasks at lower cortical levels. They provide evidence that learning occurs even for
the simplest tasks. Their experimental results also indicate that, to learn a
difficult task, it is most effective to start with a simple version of the task before
moving to the difficult task. Observers who trained exclusively on the difficult
task never mastered this task, while observers who had one simple version of the
task significantly improved their performance. It is worth noting however, that
observers who trained exclusively on the simple task had difficulty mastering the
difficult task, as if the pathway for that task had been too firmly established.
Finally, the results of the study indicate the observers could only learn one task at
a time and that attention was needed for learning to occur. The seminal work of
Stroop (1935) involving color names printed in different colors, produced a
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similar result in that as results improved for the more difficult task of correctly
identifying color names that were different from the color in which they were
printed, the results for the easier task of correctly identifying color names printed
using the same color, deteriorated.
Jacoby and Dallas (1981) conducted testing that indicated that spacing
repetitions of stimuli was more effective in perceptual learning than massed
repetitions. In extended perceptual experiments, if we wish to limit the impact of
perceptual learning, different renditions of the same scene should, perhaps, be
presented consecutively. They also found that prior presentation of images
facilitates recognition of fragments of those images, which is of interest in the
present study in which cropped versions of scenes were used. For this reason,
each observer saw only one rendition of each scene. The authors also comment
that their observers describe previously viewed images as seeming to ‘jump out
from the page’. This language is reminiscent of that used by Treisman and
Souther (1985) with regards to parallel search targets. This invites speculation
regarding a shift from serial to parallel processing with increasing familiarity.
Neurological evidence supports the idea that experts interpret images differently
than others do. Electrophysiological recordings generally show a higher
amplitude response, labeled the N170 Event Related Potential, for faces than for
other objects (Bentin et al., 1996, for example). Tanaka and Curran (2001) found
that objects, other than faces, with which the observer has extensive experience,
evoke a similar response. They conducted experiments in which the N170 ERP
response was recorded for dog experts looking at images of dogs, but not for
these experts looking at images of birds. The inverse results were obtained for
bird experts. They argue, based on this evidence, that experience can impact
early levels of perception. Similarly, Gauthier et al. (2003) found that car experts
exhibited the N170 ERP response to car images. Further, they found that the
simultaneous presence of car and face images impacted the N170 response to
faces. The authors argue that this interference indicates a perceptual contribution
to the holistic processing of objects of expertise. And Roisson et al. (2002) taught
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observers to recognize ‘Greebles’ after which images containing these imaginary
creatures yielded a similar neurological response to that for faces, but only in left
hemisphere.
Face recognition is one example of a well-learned response. Another is memory
color. Witzel et al. (2011) conducted a study that showed that the presence of
memory colors impacts the perception of color. In this work, objects with wellknown colors, such as bananas, appeared to have those colors even when
presented achromatically.
The results of Roisson et al. (2002) indicate that observers can be taught within
the experimental context. Indeed, Beiderman and Shiffrar (1987) conducted a
study demonstrating that observers could be taught a reputedly difficult
perceptual task by giving them simple instructions. In this work involving
teaching observers to determine the gender of day-old chicks, the observers were
basically shown examples of differences and given a point of focus. This suggests
that it may be possible to make the viewing task easier for observers by giving
them a focal point either through instructions or well-designed stimuli.

2.3 Eye movements when viewing complex images
2.3.1 Why study eye movements?
To adequately sample the visual information in the world around them, humans
must move their eyes. The foveal region of the eye is largely responsible for high
resolution information needed for visual tasks such as object recognition. The
foveal region is relatively small, spanning about 2o of visual angle (Palmer, 1999,
p. 31), Figure 2.3. The eye must be moved for this region to adequately gather
needed visual information. The fovea can be moved by moving the head or by
moving the eye itself, or both. Understanding eye movement patterns of humans
as they visually gather information regarding their environment or when viewing
pictorial images has been a topic of research for many years. Researchers have
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studied many aspects of how people look at pictures including what scene
elements were visually important to viewers. Understanding how scene content
impacts observers’ attention is one of the objectives of this dissertation. Eye
movement patterns relative to image content and how they change with
successive viewing of pictorial scenes were of interest in developing guidelines for
selecting pictorial scenes for perceptual experiments. Research examining eye
movements of observers looking at pictures is reviewed.

Fig. 2.3: Schematic representation of the human eye (left - from Fairchild, 2005), rod
and cone distribution in the retina (center) and a cross-section of the fovea (right)

Guy Thomas Buswell (1935) was the first to research and publish results
regarding people’s eye movements as they look at complex images. His work
covered a number of topics that were to be covered more thoroughly in
subsequent experimentation and raised questions that spawned a number of
studies. His experimentation generally involved the question of where and for
how long people looked at given pieces of artwork. This topic alone included
questions of the location of first fixations, the areas of the images in which most
fixations occurred, fixation patterns, the temporal course of fixations, and the
effect of image content. Along with these questions, he also examined the impact
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of observer characteristics and the influence of the task or instructions. Each one
of these questions deserves a body of work in its own right and indeed most of
them have been subsequently examined in detail by other researchers in novel
ways as new technologies were introduced. Some of these studies are reviewed.
2.3.2 Fixation Location
Understanding where people look when they view pictures is a central tenet in
determining how image content affects observer performance in perceptual
experiments. In his experimentation, Buswell (1935) examined eye movements
while observers looked at a variety of paintings. He divided each of these
paintings into a grid of sixteen equally sized rectangles, Figure 2.4. By
determining the number of fixations the individual observers made in each of the
rectangles, he garnered a basic understanding of where in the images his
observers were looking and where the initial fixations occurred. This analysis
showed that observers tended to fixate first on the upper central part of a
landscape-oriented picture. Though he states that there was no fixation pattern
that applied to all the pictures tested (Buswell, 1935 p.41), for every image for
which he reported results, observers generally fixated first on one of the central
rectangles and almost never fixated in the corners. Results of subsequent studies
concur with this finding, for example He and Kowler (1991), Mannan et al.
(1997), Rayner (1998), and Judd et al. (2011) This central tendency may have
resulted in these studies in part because the stimuli used were pictures, which are
generally composed with the objects or information of interest in the central area
of the image, although in the Judd et al. study, the central tendency was strongest
for the noise images, which had no object of interest or information to convey.
Research by Zelinsky et al. (1996), also exhibited central tendency even though
this area was empty in the scenes used in this experimentation. Similar results
were generated in work by Fredembach et al. (2010). It is also important to
consider that this tendency to focus first in the center of the image may be an
artifact of the experimental methodology. If the observers started the experiment
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by fixating in the center or simply facing forward, it would be natural for the first
experimental fixations to take place in the center of the image.

Fig. 2.4: Image from Buswell (1935, p. 34) illustrating the rectangular segmentation and
fixation results. The percentage of fixations in a rectangle is shown within the circle.
Note that the largest numbers are in the top left center (15.3) and bottom right center
(13.4) regions.

Buswell noted a general eye movement pattern when viewing complex images in
which observers look first at the center of the image and gradually move to other
areas of the image in which interesting details are located. He further noted that
patterns of fixation existed that changed over the course of picture viewing and
suggested that the process of looking at a picture was generally a “survey of its
major features”. (Buswell, 1935 p. 55) Many researchers who evaluated possible
fixation patterns found similar results. Yarbus (1967) is likely the first to provide
corroborating evidence, finding that observers scan important elements of
complex images in a “series of ‘cycles’, each of which has much in common”.
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DeAngelus and Pelz (2004), who recently repeated Yarbus’ study, did not see the
same extent of ‘cyclic’ viewing that Yarbus did. The eye movements for the one
observer that they required to view the painting for 3 minutes for each task, as
Yarbus did, tended to wander more than was the case for Yarbus. They attribute
this to the significant differences in eye-tracking equipment, Figures 2.5 and 2.6.
This may also be the result of differences in image viewing experience for
observers of the 1950’s, when this work was conducted, relative to the past
decade. However, in both cases, only one observer was tested.

Fig. 2.5: Eye-tracking equipment from Yarbus’ eye movement study (From Yarbus 1967,
pp. 41, 44).
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Fig. 2.6: Experimental setup showing eye-tracking headgear used by DeAngelus and
Pelz (from DeAngelus and Pelz, p. 797, 2009).

Results obtained by Buswell and others that followed in his path indicate that,
while first fixations tend to be centrally located, subsequent fixations are largely
image dependent. This is an important result regarding the effect of image
content on attention and consistency of perceptual image difference testing.
Buswell was interested in the effect of image content on eye movement patterns
and fixation locations. He noted that art historians had published ideas of what
served as the center of interest in certain artworks, with little data to support
their assertions. He wondered whether his eye movement results would support
their statements. He found that they often did not. For example, in the Winslow
Homer painting “Stowing the Sail”, there is a small, red flag at the front of the
boat that art historians claimed drew the viewer’s attention. In Buswell’s study
(1935 p. 41), this was not the case. The viewer’s, rather, were drawn primarily to
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the human figure in the painting. In fact, he found that human faces generally
served as centers of interest.
Yarbus (1967, p. 182-3) confirmed this finding, stating that when faces are
present observers often look at nothing else. It was generally people, objects, and
horizon lines that attracted fixations in Yarbus’ experimentation, which involved
free-viewing of pictorial images. He found that fixations were not affected by
object characteristics such as detail, texture, lightness, or color. He stated that
“human eyes voluntarily and involuntarily fixate on those elements of an object
which carry or may carry essential and useful information. The more information
is contained in an element, the longer the eyes stay on it.” (Yarbus, 1967, p. 211)
He found that viewers are more likely to fixate on people than objects and on
faces more than other areas of people, with eyes, then lips and noses, attracting
the most attention of all. DeAngelus and Pelz (2009) noted frequent attention to
faces in their updating of Yarbus’ study. And Babcock et al. (2003a), in their
work evaluating eye movements as function of psychometric scaling tasks, found
that faces, memory colors and informative or unexpected objects or colors
typically received more fixations than other objects. Their results support the
idea that, for images of humans, faces are the point of reference; the rest is
distraction. It is also interesting that memory colors drew attention in their taskbased study. Color, in their work, would have been informative.
Mackworth and Morandi (1967) conducted experimentation in which they found
a correlation between image element predictability and fixation. In their
experiment, observers viewed two images, one of a masked face showing only the
eyes and one of the Baja California coastline. They divided each of these two
images into 64 squares, much as Buswell had done but with a finer grid. The
results indicated that squares containing unpredictable contours or textures were
highly fixated, squares having predictable contours or smooth, predictable
texture were not fixated. The squares having unpredictable contours were more
likely to be informative and it was these that attracted the most attention.
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In their experiment investigating where people look in pictures, Loftus and
Mackworth (1978) also divided the pictures into regions, put this time by object
rather than using uniform grids. They categorized the scene objects as
informative (octopus in a farm scene) or uninformative (tractor in a farm scene).
The experimental results indicated that people looked first and longest at
informative objects. Generally, it took about twice as many fixations for
observers to fixate the uninformative objects as informative ones. After their eyes
eventually reached the uninformative objects, observers would then tend to fixate
on these. Similarly, Joubert et al. (2007) found a decrease in accuracy and speed
of a categorization task when a salient object was present. This decrease was
more significant when that object was unexpected. The authors suggest that this
might be explained by a redirection of attention. Treisman (1969) found that
observers were not able to divide their attention between two or more inputs. To
attend to multiple inputs, time was needed to allow for serial analysis. This
finding may be relevant for perceptual testing involving pictorial stimuli, which
could have multiple changes for different renditions occurring at once.
Antes (1974) provided important information regarding patterns of fixations
when observers viewed complex images. Similar to the results first reported by
Buswell, Antes conducted studies in which observers demonstrated a ‘pattern of
visual exploration’ characterized by a fixation on an informative area followed by
fixations of nearby details then a long saccade to another informative area
followed again by fixations on neighboring details. The results showed that as
viewing time increased, the number of fixations on detailed areas increased. He
referred to informative areas as ‘bases of operation for visual exploration’. Antes
(1974) suggested that these results may indicate that ‘cues’ near the fixation point
provide information regarding possible informative elements further away. Antes
found that there was a brief orientation period of a few images after which the
informative areas in the pictures were fixated ‘immediately’. This may have
implications in studies using complex images where areas of interest will be
fixated ‘immediately’ as the study progresses. If the informative areas are
inconsistent among observers, experimental variation may result.
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Torralba et al. (2006), in their work on contextual guidance of eye movements in
pictorial scenes, also find that areas of pictorial scenes that differ substantially
from neighboring areas attract attention early in viewing and that irrelevant
objects fade into the background while informative objects gain attention. They
note that efficient control of attention is important since attentional resources are
limited, so squandering them on uninformative regions or objects needs to be
avoided. Attentional resources may be limited in perceptual experimentation,
especially longer tests, and image areas that may be considered uninformative
could shift over the course of a lengthy test.
In Antes’ study (1974) regarding fixation patterns, the author suggests that
peripheral vision is involved in locating informative regions prior to the first
fixation. In contrast to this proposal, Brandt and Stark (1997) argue against the
use of peripheral vision in determining the location of the first fixation. Noton
and Stark (1971) suggest, rather, the possibility of scanpaths determining the first
fixations in images, where the perceptual ‘scanpath’ is define as a “fixed path
characteristic of that subject viewing that pattern”. They conducted a study that
showed different ‘scanpaths’ for different people for the same image. They found
in their studies, in which they presented a variety of patterns to observers, that
when a given pattern was shown to an observer multiple times that the observer’s
initial eye movements were generally the same as they were when viewing that
pattern the first time. As a result of their work, they suggest that memory for a
scene includes this scanpath. Though scanpaths will not be quantitatively
evaluated in this study, this result indicates that observers may use the same
pattern of fixations for a given scene within a perceptual experiment.
The work of Noton and Stark and Brandt and Stark was performed primarily with
abstract patterns. When natural images are used, the evidence regarding the
existence of repetitive scanpaths is mixed. Jaimes et al. (2001) examined eye
movements that occurred when viewing pictorial images. The content of the
images used in this experimentation fell into one of several categories. They
found observers exhibited similar viewing patterns for the images included
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within each category. In their tribute to Buswell in which observer’s eye
movements were monitored as they looked at scenes prior to image capture and
as they edited pictures, Babcock et al. (2002) also found similar fixation patterns
for three image categories. This may indicate that having scenes in different
categories is important in perceptual testing. In their work on advertising, which
involved complex stimuli containing headlines, body text, and pictorial imagery,
Pieters et al. (1999) found that fixation locations were consistent across image
repetitions. However, the results of Mannan et al. (1997) in their study of eye
movements for pictorial scenes suggest that scanpaths do not exist in the viewing
of complex images.
Parkhurst et al. (2002) examined how low-level factors capture attention in the
initial viewing of complex images. They conducted an experiment examining the
correlation between image salience, as determined by of color, intensity, and
orientation, and fixation location. Their results showed higher than chance
salience at first the fixation point and that the strength of this correlation
between salience and fixation decreased with fixations until about the fourth
fixation, where it stabilized at a level that was still above chance. The authors
suggest that this indicates fixations in free-viewing are stimulus-driven, or the
result of ‘bottom-up’ attentional mechanisms. They also found that the
correlation between fixation and color and intensity was higher than with
orientation. The authors advise that this result demonstrates the importance of
considering a range of features in generating feature maps. The experimental
results showed, too, that there was a significant effect of general image content,
with color mattering most for abstract and home interior images and intensity
mattering most for natural landscapes and cityscapes. Orientation had the lowest
correlation of the three factors for all but the cityscape images. This may indicate
that including scenes from different categories could be important in perceptual
testing. There was a stronger correlation between fixation locations and salience
for abstract images than for home interior, cityscapes and natural landscape
scenes with the weakest correlation for home interiors. This result, the authors
argue, may be indicative of influence of “top-down” strategies that would be less
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likely to be in play when viewing abstract images than pictorial scenes, such as
cityscapes, landscapes, or interior scenes, which contain many details that may be
of interest from a top-down perspective.
Parkhurst and Niebur (2003) conducted subsequent experimentation evaluating
the effect of contrast on fixation location. They compared the contrast level at the
point of fixation to random locations in the image as well as to that particular
fixation location in another, randomly selected image. The results indicated that
local contrast was reliably greater at the fixation points. Again, they found that
this result varied with image type (300 images from the previous experiment
were used) with the highest correlation between contrast and fixation location
occurring for the images having higher local contrast, specifically, cityscapes and
natural landscapes.
In response to conflicting results generated in experimentation by Einhauser and
Konig (2003), Parkhurst and Niebur (2004) conducted additional testing
evaluating effects of both luminance and texture contrast on stimulus salience
and allocation of attention, finding that both contribute. They conclude with the
statement that both bottom-up and top-down factors play a part in the allocation
of visual attention and attentional guidance in natural scenes.
Other researchers have conducted testing that showed that fixations were more
concentrated in high contrast regions. Mannan et al. (1997) concluded that edge
density and image contrast were the only characteristics of complex natural
scenes that occurred at a level that was significantly greater than chance.
Reinagel and Zador (1999) conducted a study that indicated that pixels occurring
at fixation points tend to have a lower level of correlation with surrounding pixels
than that obtained at randomly selected locations, a result that Parkhurst and
Niebur (2003) found as well. They found that this effect is stronger for images
having high degree of local contrast, indicating a significant effect of image
content. They suggest that in images having high local contrast, attention is more
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reliably drawn to these regions while in images that do not have a high degree of
local contrast, attention is drawn by a variety of other factors.
In alignment with global-to-local models of attention, many researchers have
found evidence of a global-to-local pattern of fixations such that a sense of the
image was generated by an overall, global view of the picture, which was followed
by a local examination of image detail. The work of Zelinsky et al. (1996), for
instance, showed a ‘coarse-to-fine’ or global-to-local viewing pattern rather than
a serial inspection of image objects. The results of work by Henderson et al.
(1999) regarding the effect of semantic consistency on eye movements suggest a
pattern of perception where the first fixations are made on globally important
objects, and gradually shift to locally important information.
One image characteristic of possible importance in determining where observers
look when they view pictures is color. Neither Buswell nor Yarbus found
significant effects due to color, but the data in both of these bodies of work were
extremely limited. Buswell, for instance, had only one color picture in his study.
(Buswell, 1935 pp. 93-97) Yarbus’ (1967) experimental results suggest that color
had little impact on fixation location, though his data, too, were limited. He
speculated that unless color conveys information, it will not affect eye
movements. Oliva’s (2005) visual attention work also provided evidence that
color influences recognition only when it is relevant to the scene. However, other
researchers have cited color among the low level, bottom up factors that draw
attention early in viewing. (For example, Henderson et al., 1999; Parkhurst et al.,
2002) And Sun and Morovic (2002) found that, in cross-media reproduction,
color differences were more notable than contrast and detail differences.
In a recent study, Judd et al. (2011) examined the impact of image resolution on
fixation patterns. They found that consistency of fixation patterns was dependent
on resolution and scene complexity. Scene complexity was defined in terms of
how easy the image was to distinguish as resolution decreased. Scenes with a
single area of interest were ‘easy’ and scenes with a high degree of detail were
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‘hard’. Low resolution, detailed scenes had the lowest fixation consistency as
measured by comparing the performance of each of eight observers against the
other seven. High resolution easy scenes had the highest consistency.
Interestingly, for ‘hard’ scenes the highest level of consistency was achieved for
the mid-level resolution image. The authors speculated that this peak in
consistency at a mid-level resolution occurred because the images were clear
enough to be interpretable but not cluttered with tiny details. The ‘easy’ images a
slight (just statistically significant) peak in the mid-level resolutions as well, but it
was not nearly as pronounced as for the ‘hard’ images. Noise images were
included as a control. Consistency for these images, which were reported to have
natural image statistics, was lower than for a ‘center map’ prediction created by a
Gaussian fall-off around the center. Observers generally fixated near the center of
these images. Also, consistency was not dependent on resolution for these
images.
On a cautionary note, when working to understand images areas having the most
significant impact in decisions of image quality or image difference, observers
may not serve as a reliable source of where they are looking. Babcock et al.
(2003b) found that self-reported regions of interest did not correlate well with
recorded fixation locations. This could mean that the observers are not aware of
the image elements catching their attention and that they are not using the
information that they believe that they are using in making their decisions. Or, it
may mean that there are broader regions of importance than indicated from eye
movement data. It could also be that people are, in fact, using the information
that they believe they are using but gathering it using covert attention. Luck and
Hillyard (1994) conducted studies using electrophysiology that showed evidence
of covert focusing of visual attention occurring before completion of object
recognition. Melcher and Kowler (2001) found that scene memory was not wellcorrelated with eye movements. Also, Posner et al. (1980) and Szczepanski et al.
(2010) found that observers did not necessarily shift their gaze along with shifts
in attention. In their discussion of the attentional system, Posner and Petersen
(1990) report that attention increases the efficiency of visual information
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processing, even when a location or object is attended but not fixated. They
suggest that this increased efficiency is important in the selection of subsequent
fixation locations.

2.3.3 Fixation duration
Rayner (1998) reports that fixations are longer and saccades are shorter and
more frequent in serial search tasks, relative to parallel search tasks, indicating
viewers are studying the images more carefully and gathering more information.
While the images involved in these studies are generally not pictorial scenes, the
idea of parallel versus serial processing may be relevant to consider with respect
to global to local patterns of fixation. This assertion that longer fixations are
indicative of more careful study suggests that, to understand how people look at
complex images, it is not just important to consider where people look, but also
how long they look there. It is believed that the length of the fixation relates to
the interest in and importance of the objects being fixated. Like Rayner, Buswell
proposed (1935, p. 83) that fixation duration is “related in some intimate fashion
with the mental process of perception, since the movements and fixations of the
eyes are simply the involuntary adjustments to this process”. In his
experimentation, he found that observers’ first fixations tended to be the
shortest. As observers’ attention shifted throughout the image, the fixation
duration gradually increased throughout the viewing time. Buswell (1935, p.51)
also reported that, in reading, fixation duration increases when difficulties are
encountered. Though he noted that the act of looking at pictures is not
necessarily comparable to reading, he suggested that “fixations of longer than
average duration may indicate a position of special interest to the subject and
that the mental processes going on at that time may partake more of mental
reflection than of the simple characteristics of visual perception”.
As with fixation location, the work of subsequent researchers built on Buswell’s
findings in regards to fixation duration. Like Buswell, Antes (1974) found in his
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studies regarding the changes in eye movements with time that fixation duration
increased while distance of saccades decreased as viewing time progressed. And
several researchers reported results suggesting a correlation between fixation
duration and processing time. In their experiment investigating where people
look in pictures, Loftus and Mackworth (1978) found that fixation durations were
consistently longer on informative objects, indicating, the authors suggest, that
these objects were processed to a greater extent. Rayner (1998) and Henderson
et al. (1999) also found that fixations were longer on semantically inconsistent
objects. In a subsequent study, Henderson and Pierce (2008) found that the
duration of some, but not all, fixations are driven by scene content. Pieters et al.
(1999) found evidence in their study of eye movements in advertising that as the
advertisements became more familiar, fixation duration declined markedly and
that fixation duration varied with the components of the advertisement, with it
being longest for text and shortest for pictures. Tatler et al. (2011), in their work
on eye movements during natural tasks, suggest that fixation duration is
indicative of the time needed to extract information from the visual field. This
may be of interest in perceptual experimentation since, as objects or scenes
become more familiar, observers may not look at them as closely. It seems
plausible that attention could be recaptured with a significant change to the
image.

2.3.4 Observer characteristics
Perceptual experiments involving pictorial scenes frequently consider observer
characteristics such as age, gender, and level of training. In their work evaluating
observer eye movements for various color quality scaling tasks, Babcock et al. (p.
11, 2003b) state that past research has demonstrated that “where people look is
not random” and that “level of training, the type of instruction and observer’s
background all have some influence on the observer’s viewing strategies.” This
past research includes that of Buswell, who was, perhaps, the first to evaluate eye
movements of observers viewing pictorial scenes, in this case, paintings.
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Included in his work was an examination of the effect of observer characteristics
including training in art appreciation, age (sixth graders versus adults), and
ethnicity (Asian and American observers). He found little effect due to any of
these observer characteristics.
Some years later Yarbus conducted
experimentation examining eye movements when viewing a pictorial scene. He
noted that all seven participants in his evaluation of the differences between
observers were well-educated and familiar with both the picture, “The
Unexpected Visitor”, and the time frame represented in it. He commented that
this may have been a contributing factor to the similarity in the resultant fixation
patterns and that observers having a wider range of backgrounds might produce
a wider range of fixation patterns.
Zangemeister et al. (1995) conducted experimentation evaluating how observer
training affected their scanpaths when both free-viewing and studying realistic
and abstract paintings. The three tasks were free-viewing, studying the works
carefully so as to be able to remember them, and examining the artistic detail of
the works. These researchers found that all observers had similar scanpaths
when free-viewing both realistic and abstract paintings. However, they found
that skilled observers had different strategies for free-viewing versus studying or
examining abstract paintings, while unskilled observers followed the same
strategy for all tasks and paintings. This difference associated with training may
be an important point to consider in the design of some perceptual experiments.
They also determined that fixation duration and the length of the saccades did
not change with either task or skill level. However, blink rate decreased for the
detailed examination task for all observers, which the authors attributed to the
increase in visual effort.

2.3.5 Task Dependence
Yarbus (p. 190, 1967) stated, “Eye movements reflect the human thought
processes”. In most viewing situations, including perceptual image quality
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testing, the ‘human thought process’ will be powerfully influenced by the task at
hand. Buswell (1935, p. 144) noted that the observer’s goal and past experience
can influence the allocation of attention. Other researchers have since found task
to be an important factor regarding where people look in pictorial images.
Torralba et al. (2006), in their study involving visual search, found that task and
scene content have a larger influence on fixation patterns then observer
differences and that the best predictor of fixation patterns for three search tasks
was where previous observers had looked in a given image. Babcock et al.
(2003a), in their report on research regarding eye movements in varied
psychometric scaling tasks, found strong evidence of task dependence. McPeek
et al. (1999) found that focused attention was required for detailed viewing while
global or distributed attention was used for tasks involving pattern recognition.
And Ballard, Hayhoe, and colleagues have performed several investigations
demonstrating that task overrides bottom-up saliency factors, see Rothkopf et al.
(2007) for example. However, perhaps the most interesting example of the
impact of task on eye movements is also one of the earliest. Alfred L. Yarbus
(1967) conducted experimentation in which he recorded the eye movements of an
observer looking at a reproduction of the painting “The Unexpected Visitor” after
receiving seven different instructions. The observer looked at the painting for 3
minutes for each instruction. Figure 2.7 shows the results for the free-viewing
and the ‘estimate the ages of the people in the image’ tasks. We can see from
these traces that the observer concentrated intently on faces when asked to
estimate ages while his eye wandered a great deal more when instructed to just
look at the picture, though the faces still drew a great deal of attention.
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Fig. 2.7: From Yarbus’ study, eye movements while free-viewing (left) and when
instructed to estimate the ages of the people (right). From Yarbus (1967 p. 174)

The eye-tracking equipment used in the early studies of eye movements was
exceedingly uncomfortable and yielded experimental data that was extremely
tedious to evaluate. Willing researchers and observers were few in number. In
part for this reason, DeAngelus and Pelz (2009) revisited Yarbus’ study. They
included more observers. Also, they allowed their observers to determine the
time needed to examine the image. In contrast, Yarbus required his observer to
view the painting 3 minutes for each of the seven instructions given. DeAngelus
and Pelz found that the eye movement patterns were task dependent but not to
the striking degree that Yarbus did. They found differences in eye movements
patterns for the observers, though there was a greater range in eye movements
for the tasks than for the observers. They also found that observers spent the
shortest time on the final task. They suggest that their observers may have used
information gathered earlier in the experiment in performing this task.
(Observers today also have greater experience with looking at displayed images,
which may impact viewing patterns.) This finding may hint at a possible change
in eye movement patterns over the course of lengthy experiments that may
influence results. Also, they had one observer who viewed the image for 3
minutes for each task, replicating Yarbus’ approach. This is a long time to view a
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single image. (Imagine looking at your screen for three minutes while you are
waiting for something to download!) They found that the observer’s attention
wandered to regions that were not task-relevant (secondary objects and
background areas) late in this time period. This kind of drift in attention could
occur over course of a long experiment involving repetition of complex image
stimuli. The influence of task on eye movement patterns supports the notion of
top-down impact on attention. This experiment demonstrated that, as task
changes, so does the relative information content of the image objects or regions.
One other clear result of experiments showing the impact of task on eye
movements is that it is essential to give clear, consistent instructions to the
observers in experiments involving the viewing of complex images.

2.4 Image content effects in perceptual image quality
experimentation
In examining how image content impacts the consistency of information obtained
in perceptual experiments, it is important to build on the relevant results already
available. Many researchers have included the effect of image content in their
visual studies and some have investigated the impact of image content
specifically. The work of Triantaphillidou et al. (2007) evaluating the impact of
image content on the quality of compressed images, for example, showed that
image content affected the perceptibility of compression artifacts, with one image
having significantly different performance then others, Figure 2.8. This,
however, has to do with the masking ability of the image content.
Triantaphillidou et al. suggest that there are different sources of image content
dependency including the relative visibility of artifacts, the susceptibility to
digital processes or image processing algorithms, and differences in observer’s
quality criteria. When working to understand the impact of different algorithmic
choices, it is desirable to limit the impact of the other sources. It may be possible
to accomplish this by keeping the images simple.
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Fig. 2.8: Two images from Triantaphillidou et al. showing the impact of image content
on the relative appearance of noise (images b and d have added noise). From
Triantaphillidou et al., 2007.

Other research relevant to this study is that of Farnand evaluating the impact of
image content on the perception of color differences. In this work, it was
determined that image complexity and the size of the image elements, rather than
memory color, were linked more strongly to the perceptibility of color difference.
(Farnand, 1996) In a more recent, related study on the effect of image content on
the perceptibility of differential gloss, she found that the location within the
image of the differential gloss and the image element size were related to the
differential gloss perceptibility. (Farnand, 2011) Aldaba et al. (2006) also
conducted experimentation investigating the perceptibility of color differences.
These researchers reported seeing significant variation in the visibility of color
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differences with different images, though this was greatly reduced when color
differences were expressed in units of S-CIELAB. This is in general agreement
with the general findings of Farnand.

Fig. 2.9: Mountain and Portrait scenes from the Fernandez et al. (2005) study on
impact of ethnicity on color preference, obtained from the Corel® image database.

In his work on the cultural impact of color preference, Fernandez (2005) found
that a portrait of a woman had the most consistent performance of the scenes
included in the experiment. This scene contained only the woman’s face, hair,
and bare shoulder against a light gray background, Figure 2.9. It could be argued
that it had a single point of interest (and a single memory color) while most of the
other scenes were more complex, having many areas of interest and generally
more than one memory color. Examples include a mountain scene with blue sky,
grass, blue-gray mountains, and snow; a dinner scene having many plates of food
near a wooden door, a gray koala surrounded by tree bark and leaves, and a gray
church set against a blue sky, grass, and yellow and red flowers. Although it is
certainly true that skin tones have a narrower preference range than other colors
(Bartleson, 1962), the relatively simple composition of the woman’s portrait may
be related to the higher degree of consistency of the experimental results.
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Fedorovskaya et al. (1997) also found that observers exhibited unique
performance for a portrait of a woman relative to other images. In this
experiment, observers seemed to use different criteria with different images,
generally liking slightly more colorful images, though not for the portrait. And
Halonen et al. (2008) determined that image content had a significant impact in
determining the effect of paper grade on image quality.
In experiments involving eye-tracking, Buswell (1935), Yarbus (1967), Babcock et
al. (2003a, 2003b), and Canosa (2005), among others, report the influence of
image content with regard to where people look in complex images. Canosa
(2005), in her work on development of a model for predicting fixation patterns
when viewing complex images, also states that fixation locations are determined,
in part, by scene-dependent, top-down viewing strategies.
Many researchers have cited the impact of scene content on experimental results.
Several have investigated how scene content impacts image rendering for
processes such as image compression and gamut mapping. Generally at issue is
how the content interacts with the algorithm. A useful list of image content
characteristics is suggested by Engledrum (2001): spatial content including the
size of the main object of interest, the presence of memory colors, and the general
scene category (portrait, indoor scene, landscape scene).

2.5 Image Difference and Image Equivalency
A number of researchers have investigated color differences in complex images
over the past two decades. As discussed earlier, Farnand and Aldaba et al.
conducted experimentation regarding the perception of color differences. Both of
these studies grew out of work by Stokes et al. (1992), whose work, among other
results, indicated no significant impact of image content on color difference
perceptibility. Uroz et al. (2002) conducted a similar study evaluating
perceptibility of color difference for complex images printed using a large-format
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ink jet printer. Also building on the study by Stokes et al., CIE TC8-02 has been
working in recent years toward the development of a standard procedure for
evaluating color differences in complex images made on the same medium when
viewed under the same conditions. Parraga et al. (2005) found that observers
were most sensitive to small spatial changes in scenes having natural scene
statistics. More recently, Wang and Hardeberg (2009) proposed a new approach
to color difference measurement that applies spatial filters to remove high
frequency noise without blurring edges. And Kivinen et al. (2010) evaluated the
efficacy of various color difference metrics on predicting perceived color
differences. The results of this study varied by image, with two images in
particular producing unstable results. No explanation was offered regarding
what set these two images apart from the others. If results for an image are
observer dependent, this will complicate understanding the impact of the
metrics.
These studies all evaluated color differences between complex images viewed on
the same medium, i.e. print or display. Morovic and Wang (2003) conducted
studies aimed at developing a metric for measuring the differences between a
hard-copy original and a soft-copy reproduction. They found that though the
perceived differences were heavily weighted toward color, spatial differences also
needed to be accounted for to generate an effective metric. Zhang and Wandell
(1996) developed a color difference metric, S-CIELAB, which spatially filters the
images being evaluated to eliminate high frequency components that are not
detectable with the unaided human eye prior to performing a pixel-by-pixel
CIELAB calculation. Johnson and Fairchild (2003b) developed a similar
approach of including spatial filtering in evaluating color difference, SCIEDE2000, with their model based on the CIEDE2000 color difference
equation. Aldaba et al. (2006) found a reduction in impact of image content on
color difference results when S-CIELAB was used relative to other color
difference formulae.
Farnand (1997) also found an impact of spatial
characteristics on color difference perceptibility, but this effect occurred at
frequencies detectable by the human visual system. CIE TC8-02 reported no
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significant difference of using S-CIELAB relative to other color difference
formulae on color difference perceptibility in their work developing a standard
procedure for evaluating color differences in complex image. (CIE TC8-02,
unpublished)
Much work has been conducted in the past twenty years involving the modeling
of image differences. Of particular interest to this work are Daly’s Visible
Differences Predictor algorithm and Fairchild and Johnson’s iCAM. Daly (1993)
developed the Visible Differences Predictor algorithm, Figure 2.10, which
includes a Contrast Sensitivity Function to filter image differences that are below
the threshold of the human visual system, to provide maps of visible differences
between an ideal image and the image as it is represented by a given imaging
system. This algorithm was intended to provide visible feedback for choices made
in the development of imaging systems, especially for, what were then relatively
new, digital imaging systems. Since that time, the algorithm has been updated
for use with high dynamic range systems. (Mantiuk et al., 2005)

Fig. 2.10: Schematic of the Visible Differences Predictor. From Daly (1993)
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Fairchild and Johnson (2004) developed the iCAM framework, which describes
the appearance of spatially complex color stimuli and may be used in the
assessment of image differences, Figure 2.11. While color appearance models
allow the calculation of perceptual attributes including hue, chroma, lightness,
brightness, colorfulness, and saturation, image appearance models add in spatial
attributes as well. By including both spatial and color information, image
processing tasks that require both, such as predicting color appearance
differences in complex color stimuli, evaluating efficacy of gamut mapping
techniques, or high dynamic range image rendering, may be performed. The
iCAM framework incorporates elements, such as spatially localized contrast and
adaptation modules, that allow it to successfully accomplish these tasks.
Spatially localized adaptation is good for both image rendering and image
difference evaluation. The framework also includes a spatial filtering module,
which is useful for perceptual image difference assessment since it, like the VDP,
eliminates imperceptible information for image difference measurement.
The VDP and iCAM were both constructed with idea of filtering differences that
are not visible when conducting image difference analysis. While there are many
image differences that are imperceptible, there are also differences that are
visible, but not entirely noticeable or relevant. Some image differences do not
matter to observers. It may, then, also be of interest to understand not just when
two images are visibly different, but when they are visually equivalent. In their
work in imaging rendering, Ramanarayanan et al. (2007) proposed the idea of
visually equivalent images as those that convey the same information even if they
are visibly different. Visual equivalency could prove a powerful tool in the
evaluation of image quality. If two images are considered visually equivalent, it
would imply that they are of equal quality, even if they have visible differences. At
present, however, metrics for visual equivalence are needed.
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Fig. 2.11: The iCAM color appearance framework. (Source, Fairchild and Johnson, 2004)
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3
Experimental Overview
3.1 Dissertation goals
The goals of this dissertation were to (1) understand the impact of image content
complexity on visual attention and the consistency of perceptual image
comparison experimental results, (2) understand how visual attention changes
with successive viewing of pictorial images, and (3) apply this understanding to
develop guidelines for pictorial target design for perceptual image comparison
experiments. The experiments that were conducted to meet these goals, the
individual experimental objectives, and the results generated that were used in
subsequent experiments and in generating guidelines for pictorial stimuli design
are listed in Table I.
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Table I: Dissertation experiments, their objectives, and their results used in subsequent
testing and guideline generation
Title
Objective
Results
Experiment I:
Determining the areas
perceived as important
in potential pictorial
stimuli

Determine the perceived number of areas
contained in potential scenes for
subsequent experiments.
Perceptual
results
and
automated
segmentation algorithms are compared.

• Mean number of areas and variability of identified
areas that each scene and its cropped versions are
perceived to contain
• Scenes selected for Experiment II

Experiment II:
Evaluating the impact of
scene content on fixation
time and consistency

Evaluate fixation consistency relative to
scene complexity as determined by the
number of visually important areas that
they contain.

Experiment III:
Scene content effect on
fixation and response
consistency in image
difference experiments

Evaluate observer consistency in image
equivalence evaluation over as a function
of scene complexity.

• Understanding fixation consistency relative to image
complexity
• Observer-identified critical areas
• Framework proposed and scenes selected for
Experiment III
• Consistency results were used to verify framework
for selecting test stimuli
• Understanding relationship of fixation and response
consistency
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4
Experiment I:
Determining the areas
perceived as important in
potential photographic
stimuli
4.1 Experimental objective
Experiments II and III of the dissertation required pictorial scenes of varying
complexity as stimuli. Before these experiments could be undertaken, these
scenes had to be selected. To achieve a range of complexity, each of these scenes
had to have five or more perceived key areas of interest. Further, it was required
that each of these could be cropped to versions perceived to have three or four
key areas of interest and one or two key areas of interest. The objective of
Experiment I was to evaluate the perceived number of key interest areas in each
of the potential scenes and its cropped versions. The perceptual results were
compared to results determined using an automated image segmentation
algorithm.

4.2 Experimental summary
The main outcome of Experiment I was the list of scenes used in Experiment II,
Table IV. The results of this experiment were used to identify appropriate scenes.
Other key findings were that observer instructions were found to have an impact
on the number of areas observers determined to be important in the test images.
Finally, the areas perceived to be important by the observers correlated well with
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those obtained using the segmentation algorithm for 55 of 60 scenes. One of
these five scenes that did not correlate well (‘Sunset’, Figure 4.8) was included in
Experiment II in part to see whether the fixation results would follow the circling
or segmentation results and in part because of a lack of other qualifying outdoor
scenes.

4.3 Experimental protocol
A total of 60 scenes were used in this experiment, Appendix I. The majority of the
scenes were selected from the Corel database available at RIT. An additional
resource was publicly available pictorial ISO targets used in imaging standards
since this is an important possible application for the results of the study. A
digital capture of a painting from a fine art color reproduction study (Frey and
Farnand, 2011) was included. This scene of a woman by a fireplace included artist
renderings of skin tones, brass, and wood. The remaining scenes needed to fill
out the scene set were selected from the College of Imaging Arts and Sciences
stock photo database and from the personal images of Dr. Mark Fairchild and the
author.
Twelve scenes were selected for each of five typical categories of pictorial scenes
used in perceptual experiments: (1) people, (2) natural landscapes that include
foliage and sky, (3) still life scenes including fruit, vegetables, or flowers, (4)
man-made objects such as yarn and buildings and (5) composite scenes
containing natural settings or objects made of materials such as wood and metal
along with man-made objects. Scenes in these categories are often used in
perceptual experiments so that imagery containing memory colors such as skin
tones, blue sky, green foliage, and neutrals are well-represented. Scenes
containing wood and metal are often used as well because the appearance of
these materials can be difficult to reproduce. Scenes containing brightly-colored
man-made objects are also often used so that a range of colors may be evaluated.
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A variety of scenes were being incorporated in this testing because several studies
examining fixation locations suggest that scene category may have an important
effect on attention. Testing by Jaimes et al. (2001) and Babcock et al. (2001)
indicated that eye fixation patterns were relatively consistent within categories.
And results of a study by Parkhurst et al. (2002) suggested that different scene
characteristics drew attention for different categories of images.

Fig. 4.1: Examples of scenes used in Experiment I. The full scene is on the left, followed
by the mid-cropped image, and the two closely-cropped images.
One example is included from the ‘People’ (top), ‘Landscape’ (second from the top,
photograph contributed by Dr. Mark Fairchild), ‘Still Life’ (second from bottom), and
‘Composite’ (bottom). All scenes were obtained from the Corel® database at RIT unless
otherwise noted.

The potential images had to be artifact-free to avoid the dichotomy in fixation
results between high-quality and low-quality images observed by Larson and
Chandler (2010) in their work on full-reference image quality assessment. All
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images were required to be landscape-oriented to provide a uniform visual field
in subsequent testing. This experiment required that each scene have five or
more areas of interest. And each of the selected scenes had to be large enough so
that they could be cropped to a scene containing one or two key areas while still
being large enough (600x400 pixels) for viewing. Each of the 60 scenes were
cropped such that the first cropping would result in three or four key areas and
the second cropping would result in scenes each having one or two key areas, see
Figure 4.1, for example. This resulted in a total of 240 images. The images were
divided into four sets. Each observer saw one rendition of each of the 60 scenes:
15 full images, 15 mid-cropped images, and 30 close-cropped images.
In this experiment, the 32 observers received one of four variations of the
following written experimental instructions:

Today you will be viewing 60 scenes. You have been provided paper
copies of each scene. As each scene is presented, please circle and
number the important areas of that scene on the corresponding copy.
Important areas are those that convey information about the scene – it
may be helpful to think about how you would describe the scene to
someone else.
Start with the most important area (1), then the second (2), and so on
until all important areas are identified. Some scenes might have few
important areas and some might have many. An example is provided
below. This is just one way this particular scene might be labeled. You
might label this scene a different way. You might feel a different area is
the most important, for example, or that there are important areas in
addition to those numbered. You are to decide how many areas to
number for each scene. There is no ‘right answer’.
Thank you for participating in this study.
The observers were given a set of black and white printed copies of the images
that they viewed and markers for labeling these prints. The images were
projected onto a screen in a classroom in the Munsell Color Science Lab at the
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Rochester Institute of Technology. The experimental setup is shown in Figure
4.2. All observers were instructed to circle and number the ‘important’ areas in
the images they were shown. However, eight observers were shown an example in
which four areas were circled, Figure 4.3 – center. These observers received the
instructions as written above. Eight observers were shown an example in which
fourteen areas were circled, Figure 4.3 – right. A third group was shown both of
these examples. For these two groups, the underlined clause in the instructions
above was replaced with: there are fewer important areas than those numbered.
(This clause was not actually underlined in the instructions provided and is only
underlined here for illustrative purposes.) And the remaining eight observers
were given a practice image with no areas circled, Figure 4.3 – left. For this group
of observers, the words from “For example” through to the underlined words
were eliminated. And the following sentence was added: A practice image is
provided below. The author verbally described identifying four areas and
fourteen areas as different ways the image might be labeled and then allowed
time for the observers to label this image for practice, giving them an opportunity
to ask questions and receive clarification. The order in which the instructions
were given was randomized, though attempts were made to balance the gender
and English ability of the observers in each group.

Fig. 4.2: The experimental setup for Experiment I. ‘Paint Girl’ image provided by
Lexmark®.
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Each scene in Experiment I was evaluated by 8 observers. Observers similar to
the intended observers for Experiment II were targeted. The majority of the
observers were recruited from a graduate Human Vision class. Extra-credit was
offered for their time. Observers experienced in image evaluation (e.g.
photographers or graphic designers) were avoided. Efforts were made to balance
the observers’ gender and facility with English for each set of images. All
participating observers provided informed consent. The consent form used is
included in the Appendix I.

..
Fig. 4.3: Examples used in the experimental instructions. Eight observers used the left
image as a practice image, eight saw the center image, eight saw the right image, and
eight saw both the center and right images.
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4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 Effect of instructions
The mean number of areas identified for the full, mid-cropped and close-cropped
scenes for each group of observers was calculated. The results are shown in
Figure 4.4. These results show that the experimental instructions did have a
statistically significant effect on the number of areas the observers identified as
being important to the information content of the images. The two-way ANOVA
results calculated in Minitab® indicate that observers who saw the example with
four areas circled or received the practice image with no areas circled identified
significantly (F=21.19, P=0.000) fewer areas (about 3, on average) than the
observers seeing either the example with fourteen areas circled or both the four
and fourteen-area example images (about 41/2, on average). There was no
significant difference between the 0-area and 4-area or the 14-area and 4&14area sets. The Minitab® output is included in Appendix I.
To illustrate the effect of the cropping, Figure 4.5 shows the same data as Figure
4.4, but with the mean number of areas identified by the observers shown relative
to the different instructions. The analysis of these data by crop indicates that the
observers circled fewer areas for the closely-cropped (2.8) than the mid-cropped
(3.7) and fewer areas for the mid-cropped than the full scenes (4.7). These
differences were significant (F=24.88, P=0.000) The Minitab® output is included
in Appendix I.
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Fig. 4.4: The mean number of areas identified by the observers groups given each set of
experimental instructions for the full scene, mid-cropped, and closely cropped images.
Error bars represent standard error for all graphs.
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Fig. 4.5: The mean number of areas identified by the observers for the full scene, mid-cropped,
and closely cropped images as a function of the number of areas circled in the experimental
instructions.
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Mean # of areas identified

In addition to receiving four different instructions, the 32 observers also were
shown four different sets of images, with eight observers seeing each set. (The
eight observers seeing each set of images included two observers receiving each of
the four different instructions.) The mean number of important areas identified
for each set of images was calculated by crop level, Figure 4.6. These results
indicate that the image set did not have a substantial impact on the number of
areas circled. (F=1.42, P=0.242)

7
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5

Set
Set
Set
Set

4
3
2

1
2
3
4

1
0
full

mid

close

mean

Crop
Fig. 4.6: The mean number of areas identified by the observers seeing each set of
images for the full scene, mid-cropped, and closely cropped images.

The intra-observer variability as determined by the standard deviation divided by
the mean for each observer was evaluated, Table II. The ‘no example’ and the
‘both examples’ observers have the same variation (.36/.35). The observers seeing
the 4-circle and 14-circle examples also have about the same variation, but at a
lower level (.29/.31). This suggests that a more specific example produces more
specific results. But, this lower level of variability is not necessarily desirable.
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The objective of the experiment was to determine the perceived number of
important areas in the scenes provided. The instructions containing specific
examples may be suggestive of the number of areas that observers should circle
resulting in observers circling four areas regardless of perceived complexity. This
impact on variability may hint at undue influence of the specific examples in the
instructions. The instructions showing no or two examples may provide a truer
estimation of the perceived number of areas in each image.

Table II: The average of standard deviation divided by the mean for the
observers receiving each set of instructions

Instructions
0 Circled
4 Circled
14 Circled
4/14 Circled

Full scene

Mid-cropped

Closely-cropped

Mean

0.42
0.31
0.34
0.37

0.28
0.24
0.25
0.32

0.38
0.32
0.34
0.36

0.36
0.29
0.31
0.35

4.4.2 Circling results by scene
The mean number of areas circled for each scene was calculated for each
cropping: full, mid-cropped, and closely-cropped. The overall results are listed in
Table AI and the results averaged over category are shown in Figure 4.7. These
results were examined to find scenes having averages greater than 5 circled areas
for the full scene, 3.5-4.0 areas for mid-cropped renditions, and closely cropped
renditions of less than 3 areas. Six scenes were required for each of five
categories. The Manmade and Still Life categories each had six scenes that
qualified. The People scenes had three that qualified and three others that
appeared to be possibilities. The Combination scenes had three that qualified and
one other possibility, ‘Venice’. And the Landscapes category had only one scene
(‘Mason Lake’) that qualified with one other (‘Sunset’) that could reasonably be
used. The ‘Sunset’ scene had only 4.25 areas for the full scene. Because there were
so few qualified scenes in the Landscapes category, this category was merged with
the Combination category to form a new category called ‘Outdoor Scenes’.
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Fig. 4.7: The mean number of areas circled for the full, mid-cropped and close-cropped
scenes by scene category

It is interesting that so few of the Landscapes scenes qualified. This occurred
because people typically circled only 3 or 4 areas for the full scenes in this
category, Figure 4.7. The perceived complexity of the scene did not change
appreciably with cropping. Only the two high dynamic range scenes (contributed
by Dr. Mark Fairchild) had close to enough areas circled for all versions.
The number of areas circled for the ‘Bali’ scene in the People category was also
lower for the full scene than for the mid-cropped scene. The people in the full
scene may have been small enough relative to the scene that observers considered
them in groups rather than individuals. (This happened in the ‘Beans’ scene in
the Still Life category as well.) A cropping of the ‘Bali’ scene somewhere between
the Full scene and the mid-cropped scene used in the experiment could result in a
higher average number of areas circled than were circled for the original Full
scene.
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For the Paint Girl, Bright People, and Venice scenes, the number of areas circled
in the mid-cropped images was smaller than desired. For the ‘Bali’ and ‘Dull
People’ images, the number of areas circled in the mid-cropped images was larger
than hoped. Changes to the cropping were made to achieve the required average
number of areas circled. Eight observers participated in an experiment to
evaluate the alternate cropping of these images. The instructions that included
the examples having 4 and 14 areas circled were used. The results for the
verification test are shown in Table III. These results indicate that the mean
number of areas circled is appropriate for the cropping of each scene.

Table III: Perceived area results for alternately
cropped images

Scene

Crop

Bali
Bali
Bright people
Paint girl
Venice

Mid
Full
Mid
Mid
Mid

Mean
areas
3.9
7.6
3.9
4.1
3.6

#

of

Observers mentioned that they had more difficulty making their decisions
regarding the important areas when they were unsure of the subject matter
depicted in the image. It is possible that the observers had to inspect such images
more closely to determine their contents. While the image may only contain one
object, a cliff face, for example, observers may search the entire image for
information regarding what the image contained, and, as a result, the areas
identified could be more widespread. Engledrum (2001) warned that unfamiliar
content may reduce scene context and, consequently, not provide a meaningful
quality scale in perceptual experiments. The results of a study by Judd et al.
(2011) indicated that noise images produce less consistent fixation pattern results
than natural scenes. The scenes that observers had difficulty understanding may
be analogous to these noise images.
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4.4.3 Comparison perceptual and automated segmentation results
The scenes selected for possible inclusion in eye tracking experiments were
assessed for their perceived complexity by having observers circle the areas in
each scene that they felt were important. After this experiment was complete, the
scenes were also segmented using a Matlab function developed by at RIT
(Ugarriza et al., 2009). This algorithm works by finding edges in CIELAB color
space and clustering pixels without edges. The segmentation results were
provided as both image files and Matlab files. Using the Matlab files, a simple
routine to count the image segments that were larger than 1% of the total image
was created, Appendix I. The mean numbers of segments found in this analysis
were 14, 101/2, and 6 for the full, mid-cropped, and close-cropped renditions,
respectively. These values were then compared to the visual results for each
scene. This comparison indicated that the visual and segmentation results
generally correlated well; with a mean correlation coefficient of r=.69. Further, it
was found that the correlation coefficient was greater than .6 for 75% of the
scenes (45 of 60). The mean correlation coefficient for these scenes was r=.86.
This varied by scene category. For the ‘People’ scenes, the mean correlation was
.84 and none of the scenes in this category were in the bottom 25%. In contrast,
the ‘Manmade’ and ‘Scenic’ categories had mean correlations of .66 and .51,
respectively, with six and five scenes, respectively, in the bottom 25%.
There were two scenes of the fifteen in the bottom 25% that were included in
Experiment II. One of these is the ‘Sunset’ scene. For this scene, the observers felt
that the full scene had the most important areas. However, the segmentation
results, Figure 4.8, indicated that the full scene had half the number of segments
of the mid-cropped and one of the two close-cropped renditions. This could be
the result of the segmentation routine failing to separate scene elements that
were close in appearance; something that observers were readily able to do.
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Fig. 4.8: The full (left), mid-cropped (center) and closely-cropped (right) renditions of
the ‘Sunset’ scene. The segmentation results are shown at top.

The other scene that was among those with lower correlations is the ‘Masks’
scene. This was one that observers felt did not have as many important areas in
the full scene as for the mid-cropped rendition. The segmentation results
indicated that this might be an appropriate scene to include. The full scene had
20 segments, the mid-cropped rendition had 12, and the close-cropped, 7. The
‘Masks’ scene was included in the ‘Interesting’ category of scenes in Experiment
II.
One other scene that the segmentation results indicated would be good to
include, but was not initially selected was the ‘Clown’ scene, Figure 4.9. There 23,
15, and 4 segments identified for the full scene, mid-cropped, and close-cropped
renditions, respectively. Observers had circled an average of 4.0, 3.0, and 2.75
areas in these images, respectively. Because of the strong segmentation results,
because its visual results were reasonable, and because this scene includes a
person, the ‘Clown’ scene was included in the ‘Interesting’ scenes for Experiment
II.
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Fig. 4.9: The segmented versions (top) of the ‘Clown’ scene (bottom), with the full scene
images on the left, the mid-cropped renditions in the center, and the close-cropped
renditions at right.

One selected scene that yielded interesting segmentation results was ‘Venice’. The
segmentation results indicated an equal number of segments for the full scene
and mid-cropped rendition while the observers circled about half the number of
areas in the mid-cropped relative to the full scene. The number of areas in the
mid-cropped was considered to be too low, so a rendition found to have more
areas in the verification experiment was added for Experiment II. This rendition
was found to have more segments than the full scene in the segmentation
analysis.
With these results, the scene selection was complete, Table IV. The scenes chosen
had greater than 5 circled areas for the full scene, 3.5-4.0 areas for mid-cropped
renditions, and closely cropped renditions of less than 3 areas, on average. The
last column of Table IV lists scenes that did not meet specified criteria, but were
of interest for other reasons. The ‘Badlands’ scene was the Landscape image that
was the next closest to qualifying. The ‘Masks’ scene, from the manmade
category, was a particularly cluttered scene that had a relatively low number of
areas circled for the full scene. If observers had been asked to circle objects in this
scene, the number would likely have been much higher. But, when asked for the
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important areas, observers selected only three or four objects or groups of objects
from the mix. It seemed that it would be interesting to see how this scene would
perform in Experiment II. The ‘Firelight’ scene is of interest because it included
artists rendering of skin, metal, brick and wood. Again, this was an image that
had a relatively low value for the areas circled in the full scene. Finally, the
‘Clown’ scene was included because the segmentation results indicated it might
be a reasonable option, despite the fact that the observers circled a relatively
small number of areas in both the full and mid-cropped scenes. The ‘Masks’,
‘Firelight’, and ‘Clown’ scenes each contained a painted face (for the clown, this
was a face with paint on it).
Along with the extra scenes, extra renditions of three scenes in the People
category were included: the original full ‘Bali’ scene and close-cropped renditions
of the ‘Olympians’ and ‘Paint Girl’ scenes depicting female faces. These latter
images were included because of the critical importance of human faces in
perceptual experiments and because of studies like those of Fernandez et al.
(2005) that showed face images producing the most consistent results.
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Table IV: Scenes selected for use in Experiment II – Scene names listed
at top and thumbnails (full, mid-crop, closely-cropped) at bottom

Still Life
Fruit basket
Figs
Veggies
Spices
Bouquet
Farm table I

Manmade
Fishing
Tailor
Metal
Thread
Books
Stained glass

Still Life

.

.

.

.

People
Dull people
Bali
Paint girl
Fabric
Guys
Olympians
Manmade
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Outdoor
Giverny
Sails
Venice
Church
Mason Lake
Sunset

Interesting
Badlands
Masks
Firelight
Clown
Extra people
renditions
People
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Outdoor

Interesting
.

.

.
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5
Experiment II:
Evaluating the impact of
scene content on fixation
time and consistency
5.1 Experimental objective
One of the key objectives of this research is to better understand the impact of
scene content on visual attention and the consistency of information provided in
image difference or equivalency experimentation.
To develop this
understanding, the objective of this experiment was to evaluate eye movements
for a variety of pictorial scenes exhibiting varying degrees of complexity as
determined by the number of visually important areas that they contain. This
work built on the results of Babcock et al. (2003a, 2003b), which showed that the
one scene that had a significantly greater number of important scene areas than
the others produced less consistent results over a variety of experimental
protocols. Experiment II included 29 scenes with a systematically varied number
of important scene areas, as determined in Experiment I. The results of this
experiment were used to select the scenes that were included in Experiment III.

5.2 Summary
The objective of this experiment was to evaluate the fixation time and consistency
of scenes of varying complexity. The experimental results indicated that scene
complexity had a significant impact on fixation time and consistency and verbal
descriptions of the scenes. The complexity of the scenes impacted viewing
behavior, but not always as expected. The results indicated that cropping too
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close could leave the image without a main area of interest or ‘point-of-focus’.
The results also showed that viewing instance (the number of times that an image
was seen) had a significant effect on fixation time. Finally, the results indicated
that the presence of a face had a significant impact on fixation consistency
regardless of scene complexity, even for artificial faces (the figurine in the ‘Masks’
scene).
This experiment was conducted in two parts, the first focusing on eye movements
and the second on the interaction between verbal descriptions of and fixations on
pictorials scenes. The results of these two parts were generally consistent with
each other as well as with the circling and segmentation results in Experiment I.
Key points for Experiment II are listed below.
•

Crop had a significant impact on fixation time
– Full scenes were fixated significantly longer than the closelycropped images and generally more than the mid-cropped images
– Mid-cropped images were fixated significantly more than closelycropped images

•

Crop had a significant effect on fixation consistency
– The Main Area of Interest (AOI) for the Full scenes was more
frequently different for different observers than for the closelycropped images
– There were more closely-cropped images (66%) and mid-cropped
images (64%) with consistent Main AOIs between Experiments 2.1
and 2.2 than full scenes (48%)
– Observers often started viewing at the center of the image,
especially for close-cropped images
– Qualitative assessment suggests that scene complexity impacted
scanpath consistency with more closely-cropped images with higher
than average scanpath consistency and more full scenes with lower
than average consistency
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–

The Main AOIs for the single image relative to the triplet image in
Experiment 2.2, both viewed by the same observer, were the same
for most images
• The closely-cropped images that had different Main AOIs all
lacked a distinct point of focus

•

Scene complexity affected the consistency of the verbal descriptors and
fixated areas
– Full scenes most often had neither common descriptors nor fixated
areas
– Closely-cropped images most often had both common descriptors
and fixated areas
– Mid-cropped images either had both, like closely-cropped images,
or neither, like full scenes
– For full scenes, observers most often both did not name fixated
areas and did not fixate named areas
– For the closely-cropped images, observers most often both named
fixated areas and fixated named areas
– Responses for mid-cropped images varied the most
– For all images, it was most uncommon to name areas that were not
fixated

•

For scenes with faces in them, the faces were the focal point, even full
scenes and even non-human faces

•

The fixation, segmentation, and circling experimental results were
generally consistent

•

A side-to-side shift in luminance across an image may lead to issues with
simultaneous contrast in perceptual comparison experiments

•

Viewing instance (the number of times that an image was seen) had a
significant effect on fixation time
– First view was fixated longer than the second and third views and
the second view was fixated longer than third view
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5.3 Experimental preparation
5.3.1 Evaluating the SMI Display
The experiment was conducted on existing computer equipment in the
Multidisciplinary Vision Research Laboratory at the Rochester Institute of
Technology. The room lights were extinguished during the experimentation. The
eye movement evaluation was conducted using the SMI eye-tracking hardware.
This system is composed of a CMOS camera located in a strip below the Dell
P2210 computer display that remotely tracks the movements of the observers’
eyes, Figure 5.1. The camera must be able to find both eyes for proper tracking to
take place. The strip also includes illuminators that provide the light used to
create the reflection on the observers’ eyes used in tracking. The observers sat
approximately 45-50 centimeters from the display in a chair that was modified to
reduce rotational movement, Figure 5.2.

Fig. 5.1: The SMI eye-tracking hardware,
including the display and sensors
(underneath the display).

Fig. 5.2: Experimental setup
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5.3.1.1 Display Characterization
The display incorporated in the SMI eye-tracking system was characterized
following the procedure detailed by Day et al. (2004). An LMT 1210 colorimeter
was used to characterize the display. The setup is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The
measured values were close to target, indicating that the display could be wellcharacterized and that the display has stable primaries, Figures 5.4-5.6.

Fig. 5.3: Display characterization set up

Fig. 5.4: Results of the chromaticity RGBY verification assessment.
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Fig. 5.5: Results of the luminance RGBY verification assessment.

Fig. 5.6: Results of the primary stability assessment. Note that, with the black
subtracted (right) the R, G, and B ramp values fall on top of each other
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5.3.1.2 Display uniformity
The uniformity of the display was evaluated by using a Minolta CS100 to measure
targets having three identical patches in the same locations as the test images,
Figure 5.7. The patches on the six targets comprised a gray ramp with values of 1,
64, 128, 160, 192, and 255. The measurement results, shown in Figure 5.8,
indicate that, while the display is uniform at most gray levels, the right side was
lighter for RGB of 1 and the top is darker for RGB of 64. However, these
measurements were made with a hand-held device and there was considerable
vertical angular dependence, Figure 5.9. The side-to-side non-uniformity should
be considered when assessing the relative appearance of pairs of dark scenes.
The angular dependence is a concern for Experiments II & III since the stimuli
will be configured with one image on top and two on the bottom. The images on
the bottom were each seen on both sides of the display during the course of the
experimental run, to mitigate the impact of the dependency. Also, the two images
being evaluated relative to the ‘original’ are at the same vertical position,
reducing the impact of the vertical angular dependence of luminance level.
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Luminance/Mean Luminance

Fig. 5.7: Target used in measuring display uniformity.
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Fig. 5.8: Normalized luminance for the six gray ramp targets.
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Fig. 5.9: Luminance measured for the white patch target when measured with the
Minolta perpendicular to the display and with the Minolta at an approximately 60o angle
(horizontally-side to side and vertically- up and down) to the display.

5.3.2 Evaluating the Image Adjustments
In Experiment II, The observers were shown the ‘original’ image together with
two modified images and asked to identify which of the modified images more
closely resembled the original, Figure 5.10. The aim was to shift the images such
that the resulting renditions are perceptually close in image difference from the
original. This was necessary so that observers would visually evaluate both
images in each pair relative to the original to make a selection and so that there
would be some confusion in the selection results. Useful results would not have
been obtained if observers had rapidly and consistently selected the same image
rendition.
In this experiment, modifications were needed to provide the observers with
something to evaluate. (Effects of these modifications were not specifically of
interest in this test.) Each of the images was shifted in three ways. Adjustments
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made by Stokes et al. (1995) and Wang and Hardeberg (2009) included changes
in chroma, hue, lightness, and contrast. For this experiment, the image
manipulations chosen were increased contrast, shifting the color balance in the
red direction, and increasing saturation. These were chosen in part because of the
findings of Fredembach et al. (2010) that these attributes had a significant effect
on perceived image quality. The stimuli were built using a simple Matlab
function, Appendix II. Table A2 lists the adjustments made to each image.

Fig. 5.10: Stimulus triplet format in Experiment II. The stimuli were 1660 x 1040 pixel,
8-bit tif files.

To ensure that the image modifications were achieving the goal of similar
difference, observers were asked to report whether either of the adjusted images
were immediately identifiable as different. Three observers were polled after
which images that these observers agreed were significantly different were
adjusted. After six observers, images that no one identified as being problematic
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were eliminated from further assessment. This process was repeated until only
two images were reported as problematic. However, there was no agreement on
which rendition was the most different for these images (the close-cropped
rendition of the ‘Venice’ scene and the mid-cropped ‘Sunset’ image). Also, in a
practice run, the observer spent about the average amount of time (8.6 sec) with
these two images; 6.7 sec for ‘Venice’ and 8.9 sec for ‘Sunset’, further suggesting
that these images would not be considerably easier to evaluate.
For ‘Venice’, which subtly shifted from white clouds on the left to blue sky on the
right of the image, Figure 5.11, simultaneous contrast may have been an issue
such that the side of the display on which a rendition appeared impacted its
relative appearance. In Experiment II, each of the modified renditions appeared
on each side of the display once. Since the behavioral data are not considered in
this experiment, this was not an issue. However, this shift in luminance, which
could lead to side-to-side bias, should be avoided in perceptual experiments. This
consideration is included in the guidelines.

Fig. 5.11: The mid-cropped ‘Sunset’ and close-cropped ‘Venice’ images.
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5.4 Experimental protocol
5.4.1 Experimental protocol – Experiment 2.1
The main variable in this experiment is the number of potentially important
areas within each scene. The scenes chosen are shown in Table IV. The
experiment was conducted using each scene as a whole, along with a cropped
version of the scene that included three or four important areas, and a cropped
version of each scene that included only one or two areas of potential interest.
Each observer saw only one version of each scene – full, mid-crop, or closecropped. This decision was made in part because of Jacoby and Dallas’ (1981)
finding that prior presentation of images facilitated recognition of image
fragments.
The experiment followed a forced-choice paired comparison protocol in which
the observers were asked to identify which of two images more closely resembled
the original. The three images were shown simultaneously, with the original on
top and the two modifications below, Figure 5.10. This approach was used
because it limits the impact of change blindness and is a relatively easy task for
the observer. Each of the three images was 4 inches tall by 6 inches wide. Each
observer saw each of 29 originals (28 scenes plus one extra ‘People’ image) with
three image pairs: Contrast shift-Red shift, Contrast shift-Saturation shift, and
Red shift-Saturation shift, for a total of 87 stimuli. Each rendition (Contrast shift,
Red shift, Saturation shift) appeared once on each side of the display. The order
of the image pairs was randomized. Observers were instructed to verbally report
their selections. This removed the requirement of a physical response, which
could impact their eye movement patterns. While the observers were completing
this exercise, their eye movements were monitored using the SMI remote eyetracking hardware.
The software used for evaluation of fixations is integrated into the remote eyetracking hardware. The iViewX program controls the eye-tracking hardware and
provides the image of the observers’ eyes. The Experiment Center software serves
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as the primary interface in running the experiment and is used to control the
images on the display. The Experiment Center software has Calibration,
Validation, Text, Question, and Image tabs. The calibration of the eye-tracking
hardware is performed by having each observer view five specified spots on the
display. The background for the calibration was the same gray (142, 142, 142) as
was used for the experimental stimuli. Calibration points that ‘animate and
shrink’ were used. (Pelz, private discussion) The validation procedure was
similar to calibration but involved only four points. Calibration was conducted at
the beginning of each observer session and validation was done following every
fifth image. (Pelz, private discussion) Following each image stimulus, a gray
screen with a trigger Area of Interest (an X) was presented. This provided time
for the observers to adapt after each image and it ensured that the calibration had
not drifted substantially. The system automatically advanced to the next image
when the observer fixated the ‘X’ for one second. BeGaze software was used to
analyze the results. Using this equipment, the observers’ fixation locations and
durations were monitored. The images were divided into areas of interest, or
AOIs. (The AOIs were defined by objects or image areas where visually evaluation
determined fixations were clustered.) The software reported the fixation counts
and the fixation time – total and as a percentage – that the observers spent in
each AOI.
A total of 27 observers participated in the experiment. These observers were
primarily obtained using the SONA system in the Psychology department at RIT.
(The Psychology students are required to participate in research on campus. The
SONA system is the interface through which these students sign up and are
awarded credit for their participation.) The observers were naïve to the objectives
of the experiment and generally did not have experience with image evaluation.
All observers were tested for normal color vision using the Ishihara Color Plates.
All observers signed an informed consent form prior to participating, Appendix
II.
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5.4.2 Experimental protocol – Experiment 2.2
Experiment 2.2 was conducted to obtain information regarding image areas that
observers deemed important in the images. Einhauser et al. (2008b) found that
objects recalled by observers in test scenes predicted fixations better than image
saliency. (Though, in their study regarding visual scene memory and saccadic eye
guidance, Melcher and Kowler (2001) saw no correlation between eye
movements and memory.)
The first half of this experiment followed the same protocol as Experiment 2.1 in
which observers were shown image triplets (Figure 5.10) and asked to determine
which of the two test images best represented the original. In Experiment 2.2,
each observer saw each scene once – 29 stimuli – rather than the three times in
Experiment 2.1. In the second half of this experiment, each observer saw each of
the 29 scenes again, but this time only the original image was shown, as in Figure
5.12. After the image was displayed for 3 seconds, the observers were asked to
verbally describe the scene content in up to 5 words. The 3 second time interval
and ‘up to 5- word’ description instruction were selected to be consistent with the
protocol used by Einhauser et al. (2008b). A screen of the same gray used for the
background in the image stimuli was present while the observers provided their
responses.
The same three groups of images were used in this experiment as were used in
Experiment 2.1. Each group contained one rendition of each of the 28 scenes,
plus one of the extra ‘Interesting’ images containing people. Eight observers
viewed each of the three sets. About half of the observers were participants in the
Center for Imaging Science High School interns program. The remaining
participants were students and staff in the Center for Imaging Science, most, but
not all, having limited experience with eye-tracking. None had previous
experience with formal image analysis. Informed consent was obtained from all
participants and their parents, if under the age of eighteen.
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Fig. 5.12: The ‘Masks’ original image as shown in Part 2 of Experiment 2.2.

5.5 Results and discussion
5.5.1 Summary
The key objective of this experiment was to determine the impact of scene
complexity on fixation time and consistency as well as perceptual consistency.
The data provided by the BeGaze software incorporated in the SMI eye-tracking
system includes fixation time and count for each test stimulus for each observer
or averaged over all observers. The software may also be set up to provide
fixation data for Areas of Interest, or AOIs, for each test stimulus. In this
experiment, the stimuli were divided into AOIs by objects or image areas
determined to be important by visually evaluating image areas where fixations
were clustered.
Another experimental objective was to determine the impact of scene complexity
on perceptual consistency. This was accomplished by evaluating the consistency
of the verbal descriptions of the experimental images. The results were also
evaluated to determine if the scene descriptors correlated with the most fixated
image areas.
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5.5.2 Observer calibration
In the experiment, the observers were calibrated using the five-point calibration
available in Experiment Center. Initially, when the calibration error was less than
1.5o of visual angle in both the x and y directions, the experiment was initiated.
This limit was determined to be too high and led to issues with tracking and with
the automatic triggering of the next image for one observer. The threshold was
lowered to 1.0o of visual angle. Figure 13 illustrates the extent of a 1.0o visual
angle error. The purple circle at the center of the image represents one having a
radius of 1.0o at an 18” viewing distance. In the experiment, a four-point
validation was conducted following every fifth image. The mean calibration and
validation errors for all of the observers as well as for the observers with the
largest and smallest errors are shown in Table V. Additional data are included in
Table A4. The observer having the largest error did not have trouble with the
automatic triggers. In the validations, he seemed to be anticipating the
movement of the validation dot and would move his eyes ahead of the dot. In
Experiments 2.2 and III, the observers were instructed to avoid anticipating the
movement of the dot.

Fig. 5.13: An illustration of the extent of fixation location error. The purple circle
represents one having a radius of 1.0o at an 18” viewing distance.
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Table V: Calibration and validation mean deviations
from the target in degrees of visual angle for the
observers overall and for the observers with the largest
and smallest average deviations

Mean
Std Dev
Max obs
Min obs

x
0.89
0.38
1.6
0.5

y
1.03
0.43
2.2
0.4

5.5.3 Manual versus automated results
The BeGaze software provides automatic calculation of fixation times and
locations. Due to the concerns raised by the calibration error, the fixation
location results for the observers viewing the Group 1.1 images were evaluated
manually as well. This group included the observer with the largest error as
reported in the calibration and validation results as well as the observer who had
difficulty with the automatic triggers and had the greatest error as determined by
visual analysis of the fixation locations. A comparison of the manual and
automatic results, Figure 5.14, indicates that the top ranked AOI as determined
manually was the top or second ranked area as determined automatically, and
vice versa, for more than 80% of the images. The biggest issue was for the last
twelve images for the observer whose calibration had drifted. For her, the
fixations clustered just above the original image, resulting in a mismatch of
automatically and manually determined Main AOIs. For these images, manual
results were used.
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Fig. 5.14: Comparison of manually and automatically determined Main AOI

5.5.4 Scene complexity and fixation time
In this experiment, the Full scenes were fixated more than the Closely-cropped
images, Figure 5.15. (A one-way ANOVA analysis was conducted using Minitab®.
Results are included in Appendix II.) The average fixation counts for the Midcropped were not significantly different from either the Full scenes or the
Closely-cropped images.
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Fig. 5.15: Fixation time averaged over all observers by crop

While the Full scene and Mid-cropped images nearly always had higher fixation
counts and longer total fixation times than the closely-cropped images, the
‘Sunset’ scene, Figure 5.16, was an exception. The Full ‘Sunset’ scene had results
similar to those of a closely-cropped image. This result is in agreement with the
circled data obtained in Experiment I. The Full scenes often had fixation counts
and total times that were higher than the Mid-cropped images, on average, but
there were scenes for which the Mid-cropped images were equivalent to those for
Full scenes, such as ‘Sails’, ‘Fishing’, and ‘Guys’, Figure 5.17. For the ‘Guys’ Midcropped image, fixations were concentrated on the man’s glasses and the papaya
in his hand.
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Fig. 5.16: ‘Sunset’ full scene, mid-cropped, and close-cropped images

Fig. 5.17: Scenes for which the Mid-cropped renditions (bottom row) received fixation
times and counts more consistent with Full scenes (higher fixation times and counts).
‘Fishing’ scene from JIS X 9204:2000 Graphic technology – Prepress digital data
exchange – XYZ/sRGB standard colour image data. ‘Sails’ and ‘Guys’ scenes obtained
from the Corel® database at RIT.

About one-third of the Full scenes (10 of 29) had consistently high fixation times
and counts. These were:
•

Fishing, Dull People, Tailor, Clown, Bali, Farm Table, Olympians, Guys,
Badlands, Thread

About half of the closely-cropped images (14 of 30) had consistently low fixation
times and counts. These were:
•

Farm Table, Thread, Mason Lake, Bouquet, Guys, Metal, Olympians,
Fabric, Giverny, Sails, Clown, Tailor, Venice, Church
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There are two other points of interest regarding fixation time and count (which
are highly correlated, r=.94). First, observers spent more time looking at the
original image than either of the test images, Figure 5.18, left, although these
differences were not significant. (A one-way ANOVA analysis was conducted
using Minitab®. Results are included in Appendix II.) Fixation time and counts
were essentially the same for the left and right images. The second point is that
viewing instance had a significant effect on average fixation time and count. The
first view was fixated more than the third view. The second viewing was fixated
less than the first viewing and more than third viewing, though not significantly
so, Figure 5.18, right. (Minitab® results are included in Appendix II.)
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Fig. 5.18: The mean fixation count averaged over all scenes and all observers for the
each of the triplet images - original, left, and right (left) and for the first, second, and
third viewings (right) of each image

5.5.5 Scene complexity and fixation consistency
The consistency of fixation was evaluated in several ways. The first two were by
examining the percentage of all of the top fixated areas by all observers for each
image that were the overall top fixated AOI, Figure 5.19, left and by looking at the
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60%

% of unique areas in top AOI

% of top AOI represented by
Main AOI

number of unique areas represented in the top fixated areas, Figure 5.19, right.
These data show that observers looked around more in the Full scenes than they
did in the Mid-cropped or Closely-cropped images. For each image the top three
areas for each observer were identified and the area that appeared most often in
these top three was designated the Main AOI. The percentage of total top areas
represented by the Main AOI was lower for the Full scenes than the Mid-cropped
or Closely-cropped images, though not significantly so. (A one-way ANOVA
analysis was conducted in Minitab®. Results are included in Appendix II.) Also,
the percentage of the unique areas that appeared in the collection of top fixated
areas was higher for the Full scenes, significantly higher than the Closely-cropped
images. The percentage of unique areas for the Mid-cropped images was not
significantly different than either the Full scenes or Closely-cropped images.
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Fig. 5.19: Fixation consistency as a function of scene crop as represented by the
percentage of the top fixated areas that were the Main AOI overall (left) and the
percentage of unique areas that were included in the top fixated areas (right).

The ‘Badlands’ closely-cropped image (Figure 5.20, right) had the most unique
areas and fewest of the top areas represented by the Main AOI of any Closelycropped image. This image is one without a distinct focal point. In this sense, it
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may have behaved like the abstract images in Parkhurst et al.’s study (2002),
which had the strongest correlation between fixation and low-level image
characteristics such as local contrast.

Fig. 5.20: The ‘Paint Girl’ Full scene (left) was fixated more like a Closely-cropped
image. The ‘Badlands’ Closely-cropped image (right) was fixated more like a Full scene.
‘Paint Girl’ scene courtesy of Lexmark, ‘Badlands’ scene courtesy of Dr. Mark Fairchild

Fig. 5.21: The ‘Fruit Basket’ (left), ‘Mason Lake’ (center), and Dull People (right) Midcropped images were fixated more like closely-cropped images.
‘Mason Lake’ image courtesy of Dr. Mark Fairchild

‘Paint Girl’ was the Full scene with the fewest unique areas and the most top
areas represented by the Main AOI, in this case, the woman’s face (Figure 5.20,
left). The Main AOI results generally indicated that for scenes with faces in them,
the faces were the focal point, even full scenes (such as ‘Paint Girl’) and even
synthetic faces (for example, the ‘Masks’ full scene), though sometimes hands
drew attention as well (the ‘Dull People’ mid-cropped scene in Figure 5.21, for
example). This interest in faces is extensively supported by previous research
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including (Yarbus, 1967, p. 211), DeAngelus and Pelz (2009), and Babcock et al.
(2003a). There were three Mid-cropped images that were fixated more like
Closely-cropped images: ‘Fruit Basket’ (Figure 5.21, left), ‘Mason Lake’ (center),
and ‘Dull People’ (right). And there were two Mid-cropped images that were
fixated more like Full scenes: ‘Thread’ (Figure 5.22, left) and ‘Masks’ (Figure
5.22, right).

Fig. 5.22: The ‘Thread’ (left) and ‘Masks’ (right) Mid-cropped images had fixation
results that were more consistent with Full scenes.

Another aspect of fixation consistency that was investigated was the correlation
between the fixation results for Experiments 2.1 and 2.2. Table VI shows the
correlation for the unique areas by crop. The complete results are listed in Table
A6 of Appendix II. The values are given for the entire set of images as well as for
an adjusted set that had the six images with the largest differences between the
two experiments removed.
Table VI: The correlation coefficient between the
fixation data (unique areas) for Experiments 2.1
and 2.2 by crop. The adjusted correlation is with
the six images having the lowest agreement
removed.

Full
Mid-crop
Close-crop

r

r-adj

0.49
0.27
0.62

0.80
0.57
0.77
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These data indicate that the closely-cropped images produced the most
consistent fixations over the two experiments and that the mid-cropped were the
least consistent. Even with the six worst offenders removed (about 1 in 5 images),
the correlation for the mid-cropped images is still only fair.

Table VII: Main AOIs for the Single and Triplet stimuli of the 11 images
having differing Main AOIs in Experiment 2.2

Scene

Crop

Main AOIs  Single

Main AOIs  triplet

Firelight
Badlands
Church
Farm table
Masks
Bali
Badlands
Fishing
Paint girl
Masks
Metal

full
mid
mid
mid
mid
close
close
close
close
close
close

book
center hills, pink stripe
windows
tomatoes
blue rope
central fold
striations
holes
tuners
knot
reflection

candle, fire
right yellow, left yellow
church, bushes
bread
green rope, eye, eyebrow
shaded
top right, center right
center left, crease, center right
tailpiece
loops
center wine

The correlation data are supported by data regarding the agreement of the Main
AOI between the two tests. For Experiments 2.1 and 2.2, there were more
closely-cropped images (66%) and mid-cropped images (64%) with consistent
Main AOIs than full scenes (48%). For Experiment 2.2, however, the results for
the Main AOIs tell a slightly different story. Comparing the Main AOI for the
triplet stimuli to the single-image stimuli in Experiment 2.2 (which had the same
observers as opposed to comparing results for Experiments 2.1 and 2.2), nearly
90% of the images had the same Main AOI. Of the few that did not, more were
closely-cropped than mid-cropped or full scenes, Table VII. The closely-cropped
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images that had different Main AOIs all lacked a distinct point of focus, Figure
5.23. For intra-observer Main AOIs, the images with the greatest variability were
closely-cropped scenes with no point of focus.

Fig. 5.23: The six closely-cropped scenes that had different Main AOIs for the single
and triplet stimuli in Experiment 2.2. The scenes from top left are: Masks, Paint Girl,
Fishing, Metal, Bali, and Badlands
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Fig. 5.24: The results of the qualitative assessment of observer scanpath consistency
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One final approach to evaluating the impact of scene complexity on fixation
consistency was to assess the scanpath consistency. This was a qualitative, visual
assessment of the scanpaths followed by the observers when looking at the single
images in Experiment 2.2. The results suggest that scene complexity did impact
scanpath consistency. More closely-cropped images had higher than average
scanpath consistency and more full scenes had lower than average consistency.
The results are shown in Figure 5.24. Examples of high, medium, and low
consistency are shown in Figure 5.25. In evaluating the scanpath consistency, it
was noted that observers often started viewing at the center of the image,
especially for close-cropped images.

Fig. 5.25: Examples of very high (top), medium (bottom left) and low (bottom right)
observer scanpath consistency, qualitatively assessed
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5.5.6 Scene complexity and verbal descriptions
The results of Experiment 2.2 were analyzed to evaluate the effect of scene
complexity on the variability of the most frequently used descriptors and its
interaction with fixation consistency. In the second half of Experiment 2.2,
observers were asked to describe each image using up to five words. Images that
were described by half or more of the observers using the same word were
counted. Images that had the same Main AOI for half or more of the observers
were also tallied. The results are shown in Figure 5.25. These results show that
the Closely-cropped images had common descriptors and Main AOIs for more
than half of the images. In contrast, nearly half of the Full scene images had
neither common descriptors nor Main AOIs. The Mid-cropped images were
somewhere in-between with almost half having both common descriptors and
Main AOIs and about one-third having neither. In general, two-thirds of the
images had either common descriptors and AOIs or neither of these, leaving
about one-third of the images having either common descriptors or common
Main AOIs.
70%

% of Images

60%
50%
Common Words

40%

Common AOIs
Neither

30%

Both

20%
10%
0%
Full

Mid

Close

Crop
Fig. 5.26: The percentage of images in Experiment 2.2 that (1) were described by
observers using the same word, (2) had the same Main AOI, (3) had neither of these
commonalities, or (4) had both.
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70%

% of Images

60%
Named not fixated

50%

Fixated not named

40%
30%

Named areas fixated
and Main AOI named

20%

Named not fixated and
Main AOI not named

10%
0%
full

mid

close

Crop
Fig. 5.27: The percentage of images in Experiment 2.2 that had (1) named areas that
were not Main AOIs for any of the observers, (2) Main AOIs that were not named, (3)
named areas fixated and the Main AOI named, or (4) named areas were not fixated and
the Main AOI was not named.

The images in this experiment most frequently had either common verbal reports
and fixation results or neither of these consistencies. The question of whether the
verbal descriptions matched the most frequently fixated areas and how this was
affected by scene complexity was also evaluated. Looking at these results, Figure
5.27, suggests that scene complexity is an important factor. For closely-cropped
images, most commonly named areas were fixated and the Main AOIs were
named. Observers are generally looking at and describing the same areas,
although for about one-third of the images the Main AOI was not named. For a
majority of the Full scenes, either the Main AOI was not named or named areas
were not fixated. For the majority of the images, observers are looking at areas
other than the ones they describe. The results were again the most varied for
Mid-cropped images. The most frequent occurrence was for images to have Main
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AOIs that were not named. Observers often spent the most time fixating image
elements that they did not name and frequently named image areas that they did
not spend considerable time fixating. This is an important point to consider in
the analysis of perceptual experiment results. For example, in their work
examining eye movements in color analysis in experiments of different protocols,
Babcock et al. (2003a) indicated that observers’ eye movements were not
consistently correlated with the regions that they stated were important in their
ratings of color quality. The results of Experiment 2.2 suggest that their findings
do not necessarily mean that observers were unaware of where they were looking.

5.5.7 Comparison of fixation results to the circling and segmentation
results of Experiment I
The fixation results were compared to the circling and segmentation results
obtained in Experiment I. The data were analyzed by comparing by crop – full-tofull, mid-to-mid, and close-to-close for each scene. The correlations between the
segmentation and circling results are shown on the left side of Table VIII and the
correlation between the fixation results for Experiments 2.1 and the segmentation
and circling results are shown on the right side of Table VIII. These show that the
segmentation and circling results agree well for all except the ‘Sunset’, as
reported earlier, Figure 4.8. The eye movement analysis indicates that the
fixation consistency results for the ‘Sunset’ scene were more in line with the
segmentation than the circling results; people looked consistently in fewer areas
in the Full scene than the Mid-cropped image – closer to the number fixated in
the closely-cropped images - as predicted by the segmentation algorithm.
However, the descriptors used by the observers agreed more closely with the
circling results. The participants in the circling experiment identified more areas
on average for the Full scene than the Mid-cropped and Closely-cropped images.
A summary of these data is shown in Table IX. The detailed results are included
in Table A7 in Appendix II.
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Table VIII: Correlation for the segmentation and circling
results from Experiment I (left) and correlations for
Experiment II fixation results and the segmentation and
circling results. Correlations compare crop (full-full, mid-mid,
close-close) for each scene.
Scene
Sunset
Masks
Venice
Spices
Stained glass
Mason Lake
Dull People
Firelight
Fabric
Fishing
Guys
Clown
Bali
Fruit basket
Tailor
Veggies
Paint girl
Figs
Library
Bouquet
Church
Metal
Badlands
Farm table
Giverny
Olympians
Sails
Thread

Seg v
Circle
‐0.33
0.57
0.64
0.83
0.83
0.87
0.87
0.88
0.90
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00

..

Scene
Paint Girl
St glass
Mason Lake
Dull People
Fishing
Firelight
Church
Fruitbasket
Sunset
Tailor
Sailboats
Fabric
Masks
Bouquet
Thread
Farm table
Badlands
Bali
Library
Metal
Spice
Venice
Guys
Giverny
Figs
Clown
Veggies
Olympians

Corr for
%Main v
Seg

Corr for
%Main v
Circled

0.99
0.72
0.83
0.74
-0.19
-0.21
-0.34
-0.11
-0.99
-0.59
-0.53
-0.71
-0.16
-0.57
-0.73
-0.69
-0.70
-0.91
-0.73
-0.89
-1.00
-0.88
-0.84
-0.89
-0.90
-1.00
-1.00
-0.97

0.99
0.99
0.45
0.33
0.26
0.28
-0.14
-0.47
0.48
-0.30
-0.45
-0.33
-0.90
-0.74
-0.67
-0.77
-0.80
-0.67
-0.87
-0.77
-0.78
-0.93
-0.99
-0.94
-0.98
-0.89
-0.95
-0.99

The fixation results correlate well with the segmentation and circling results for
about half of the scenes, Table VIII. They correlate well with one or the other for
a few other scenes. As noted above, the ‘Sunset’ scene fixation results correlate
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better with the segmentation results. The ‘Fabric’ scene also correlated better
with the segmentation results while the ‘Masks’ (Table IX) and ‘Bouquet’ scenes
were in closer agreement with the circling results. About one-quarter of the
scenes had poor or inverse correlations (positive correlations, in this case). These
scenes had closely-cropped images with no distinct point-of-focus, Table IV. Also,
over half of these had Full scenes that included faces or other distinct focal
points. This suggests that for fixation consistency, it was not specifically the crop
that was the key factor; it was the presence of a point-of-focus.
Table IX: Circling, segmentation, fixation, and description
results for the ‘Sunset’ and ‘Masks’ scenes.
The fixation results are the percentages of the top fixated areas
represented by the Main AOI. A higher percentage indicates higher
consistency. Note the agreement between the segmentation and fixation
results for the ‘Sunset’ scene.

Results-Sunset
Circling
Segmentation
Fixation
Descriptors

Full
4.3
4
41%
4

Mid
3.6
8
28%
4

Close
3.6
3
41%
3

Results-Masks
Circling
Segmentation
Fixation
Descriptors

Full
3.4
20
28%
4

Mid
4.0
12
24%
6

Close
2.9
7
30%
4
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5.5 Summary
In Experiment II, the images were categorized by crop – full scene, mid-cropped,
and closely-cropped. The results indicate that fixation consistency relies not on
crop but on the images having single focal point. It was not enough to have one
object in the scene because cropping too close could leave the image without a
main area of interest. The results also indicate that human faces, even artificial
ones, function well for focusing fixation, regardless of scene complexity. The
findings were used to develop a stimulus design framework for perceptual
experiments. Scene selection for Experiment III followed these guidelines.
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6
Experiment III:

Scene content effect on
fixation and response
consistency in image
difference experiments
6.1 Experimental objective
Experiment II examined the interaction of image content and visual attention in
image difference (or equivalency) experiments. The results were used to generate
guidelines for designing stimuli for visual experiments. These guidelines centered
on the concept of pictorial scenes having a single focal point. Scenes were
selected for Experiment III to verify this concept. Experiment III evaluated
whether the fixation consistency results were as expected based on the
Experiment II results. Experimental response consistency and the impact of
image repetition were also considered. In this experiment, eye movements of
observers viewing pictorial scenes with a varied number of key areas including
repeated exposures were evaluated.

6.2 Experimental summary
The objective of this experiment was to determine if the fixation consistency for
scenes of varying complexity were as expected based on the results of Experiment
II. The results of Experiment III indicated that scene complexity impacted
fixation consistency with few surprises. There was actually a ‘Single Point-of-
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Focus’ in the scenes in this category - observers were significantly more likely to
fixate on the Main AOI in the Single Point-of-Focus scenes than other scenes.
Likewise, there actually was ‘No Point-of-Focus’ in the scenes in this category.
Observers were significantly less likely to fixate on the Main AOI in the No Pointof-Focus scenes than most other scenes. Busy scenes with relatively high fixation
time and consistency contained humans or human representations. However,
while the presence of a single face in ‘Busy’ scenes increased fixation time and
consistency, multiple faces did not.
There was only a weak correlation between fixation consistency and response
consistency results. The correlation tended to be negative for ‘Busy’ scenes
meaning low fixation consistency yielded higher response consistency, but
positive for ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes. The response consistency may have
also been impacted by scene rendition. Observers selected the images having
global shifts (contrast and color balance) more frequently than local ones
(saturation and hue). Also, observers selected the right image significantly more
often than the left. This impacted response consistency as well.
Key points for Experiment III are listed below.
•

The results for the longer and shorter test runs were well-correlated – they
can be pooled for subsequent analyses
o The percentages of fixation time on the Main AOI for the 48-stimuli
and the 96-stimuli sets correlated well
o The mean percentage of fixation time on the Main AOI correlated
well between the first and second groups of the 96-stimuli sets


For some scenes, such as ‘Masks’, the fixation time
percentage significantly increased from Group 1 to Group 2,
indicating increased focus on a single area as the experiment
progressed



On average, the fixation time percentage on the Main AOI
increased from 6.6% for Group 1 stimuli to 7.1% for Group 2

o For the ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes, the Main AOI was nearly
always the same for the 48- and 96-stimuli sets
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o For the ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes, observers fixated less
consistently over the course of the long experiment


Observers spent a higher percentage of fixation time on the
Main AOI in the Group 1 images than the Group 2 for the No
Point-of-Focus scenes



A higher number of the image areas were represented in the
top three AOIs for the No Point-of-Focus scenes for the
Group 2 than for the Group 1 images

o Observers spent less time looking at the stimuli the second time
they saw them, on average
•

Scene content generally produced the expected fixation consistency results
o The mean percentage of fixation time on the Main AOI was
significantly higher for Single Point-of-Focus scenes relative to the
other scene categories
o The four scenes with the highest fixation time percentages on the
Main AOI were in the ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ category
o Four of the five scenes with lowest fixation time percentages on the
Main AOI were in the ‘Large Area’ and ‘Busy’ categories; the
exception was the ‘Provence’ scene
o ‘Provence’ was the only ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scene with a
consistently low fixation time percentage


It was not expected that observers’ attention would be
divided for the ‘Provence’ scene, however, it is not surprising
in retrospect, given the variation in its background content

o The two ‘Busy’ or ‘Large Area’ scenes with consistently high fixation
time percentages were ‘Masks–blurred’ and ‘Fruit Plate’


The attraction to the figurine in the ‘Masks’ scene with its
human features was expected



It was surprising that attention was not more divided among
the different fruits in the ‘Fruit Plate’ scene

o The ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes had fewer different areas
represented by the top three AOIs than other scenes, about 2, while
the ‘Busy’ and ‘Large Area’ scenes had about 3 areas represented
and the ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes had about 4


The Main AOI for the ‘Paint Girl’ and ‘Masks–blurred’ scenes
consistently represented a high percentage of the Top 3 AOIs
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The ‘Provence’ scene had five of eight areas represented in
the Top 3 AOIs

o The ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes had differing Main AOIs more often
than the other categories both between 48- and 96-stimuli sets and
between Groups 1&2 in the 96-stimuli sets
•

For several scenes (all ‘Busy’, ‘No Point-of-Focus’, or ‘Large Area’)
observers fixated on lower areas of the original (generally Area 6) and
upper areas in the comparison images

•

Scene category had a significant impact on observers’ verbal descriptions
of the most important image areas
o Observers named more areas of focus for ‘Busy’ scenes than other
scenes and more areas for ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes than for
‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes
o ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes had the most consistently named
important area
o ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes most often had no stated area of
importance
o The ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes most often had agreement
between the named and fixated main areas
o ‘Large Area’ and ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes were least likely to have
the same named and fixated main areas

•

For some scenes, observers may be using areas other than those most
fixated to make their decisions
o For the ‘Old Men’ scenes, observers fixated on many areas of the
images but most consistently said they were using the flowers for
reference


The one group of observers (96-stimuli Set 4) that actually
fixated on the flowers did not mention them

o For ‘Mayan Statue’, observers consistently looked at the statue but
said that they were looking at the background stones to make their
decisions
•

There was a significant difference in fixation time percentage for scenes
having one face relative to those having multiple faces

•

Impact of blur is not consistently significant
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o The fixation time (%) decreased for the blurred versions of the
‘Fruit Plate’ and ‘Money’ scenes, increased slightly for the blurred
version of the ‘Old Men’ and ‘Masks’ scenes, and remained the same
for the ‘Dancers’ scene

•



Blur may have drawn focus away from the center of the ‘Fruit
Plate’ and ‘Money’ scenes that lacked a single focal point



For the ‘Masks’ scene - the only one of the five blurred scenes
in which the blurred area was the Main AOI - the fixation
time percentage increased, though not reliably so

Centering and contrast did not reliably impact fixation consistency
o People often fixate at the center of images, especially when first
looking at them, however, they will follow content away from the
center

•

The scenes that were included in both Experiment II and III produced
similar results across the two experiments

•

Observers significantly selected as the best match the images having global
shifts (Contrast and color balance) over the local (Saturation and Hue)
shifts
o For the ‘Yarn’ scene for the observers for the 96-stimuli set, the
yellow yarn, where the local shifts occurred, was consistently
fixated throughout the experiment. For the 48-stimuli set
observers, a variety of areas were fixated, leading to significant
differences in fixation time percentage for the two groups of
observers

•

The Main AOIs were most often in the original image
o There was no right to left difference in the number of Main AOIs

•

Observers significantly selected the right over the left image

•

The correlation between response consistency and fixation consistency
was generally weak (negative correlation for ‘Busy’ scenes, positive
correlation for all other scenes).
o These results suggest that, for ‘Busy’ scenes, better response
consistency can be achieved with scenes not having a consistent
focal area
o The opposite is true for ‘No Point of Focus’, ‘Large Area’, and ‘Single
Point of Focus’ scenes – greater fixation consistency results in
greater response consistency
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•

Two scenes that did not produce response consistency results similar to
other scenes in their categories were ‘Paint Girl’ (Busy) and ‘Rose’ (Single
Point-of-Focus)
o ‘Paint Girl’ had a single face, which served as a focal point
o For the Rose scene the image equivalency choice may have been
difficult - in the 96-stimuli Sets observers selected the right image
29 out of 36 times

•

The ‘Paint Girl crop’, ‘Flag-crop’, and ‘Old Men-blur’ scenes had high
response consistency

6.3 Experimental protocol
In this experiment, the fixation consistency and image equivalence response
consistency were evaluated. The scenes in this experiment were grouped into four
categories: Busy, No Point-of-Focus, Large Area, and Single Point-of-Focus. The
Large Area and Single Point-of-Focus scenes each contained a single object.
However, for the Large Area scenes this object spanned the majority of the image
area. See Figure 6.1 for examples. The Single Point-of-Focus scenes included ones
in which the Point-of-Focus was off-center as well as many that were centered.
The scenes were split into five sets. Each set comprised eight scenes including:
•

2 busy scenes

•

1 blurred busy scene with one area remaining in focus


The ‘sharp’ area was about 3o of visual angle at a viewing distance of
18”-20”

•

1 scene with no point-of-focus

•

1 scene with one large object or person

•

2 scenes with a single point-of-focus

The image sets included scenes with people, animals, things (one that included a
face, such as the figurine in the ‘Masks’ scene, Figure 5.9), and natural items such
as fruit.
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The experiment followed the soft-copy, forced-choice paired comparison protocol
used in Experiment 2.1. The observers were asked to identify which of two test
images better represented the original. The observers’ fixation locations and
durations were collected using the SMI eye-tracking hardware and Experiment
Center and BeGaze software. At the end of this experiment, observers were asked
to describe the area, if any, in each of the eight scenes on which they concentrated
in making their image equivalence decisions.
This experiment differed from the previous experiment in that it involved fewer
scenes with more renditions and repetitions. The same modifications used in the
second experiment - increased contrast, red shift in color balance, and decreased
saturation - were used in this experiment along with a hue shift of the yellow
content toward green. When no yellows were present, other shifts were used. For
example, the reds in the cropped Flag scene were shifted toward yellow, Figure
6.1. All modifications were made in Photoshop®. These modifications were made
to provide the observers with something to assess – the effect of the specific
modifications on eye movements was not evaluated in this study. The
modifications were made so that the differences were approximately visually
equal as determined by the author and 6 pilot observers. The stimuli were built
using a simple Matlab® function, Appendix III.
Eight observers saw each scene set; five observers saw each image pair once,
which required 48 decisions (six scenes each with four modifications) and three
saw each image pair twice, requiring 96 decisions. Four of the five observers who
saw each image pair once, evaluated two scene sets. Each of these scene sets was
seen first three times and second twice.
A total of 33 observers participated. The results for one observer were not
included in the analysis. The observers were primarily obtained from Psychology
classes, through the SONA system, and an undergraduate Human Vision class. A
wide range of majors were represented. Twenty males and twelve females
participated, ranging in age from 15 to 50, though the majority of the observers
were about 20. Eleven wore contacts or glasses; one observer who wore contacts
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had to return with her glasses because she could not be adequately tracked with
her contacts. One observer, who wore bifocals, could not be calibrated and did
not participate in the study. The observers’ color vision was evaluated using
Ishihara Plates. One observer had a significant color vision deficiency. His results
were not included in the analysis. Most observers (25) were native English
speakers. Three observers were deaf or hard of hearing. Communication was only
an issue with one of the hard of hearing observers during calibration. This
observer also read the numbers on the Ishihara plates relatively quickly,
sometimes misidentifying them. When asked to repeat the number, he would
take additional time and identify the number correctly. Because of the difficulties
with calibration and the possibility of a mild color vision deficiency, an extra
observer was obtained for this image set.

6.4 Results and discussion
6.4.1 Observer Calibration
In Experiment III, the observers were calibrated using the five-point calibration
provided by Experiment Center. The observers were instructed to fixate on the
calibration dot and avoid anticipating the movement of the dot. When the
calibration error was less than 1.0o of visual angle in both the x and y directions,
the experiment was initiated. (An exception was made for the observer with
whom communication was difficult.) In the experiment, a four-point validation
was conducted following every sixth image. The mean calibration and validation
errors for all of the observers as well as for the observers with the largest and
smallest errors are shown in Table X. Additional data are included in Table A8.
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Table X: Calibration and validation mean deviations from the target
in degrees of visual angle for the observers overall and for the
observers with the largest and smallest average deviations

Mean
Std Dev
Max obs
Min obs

Calibration
x
y
0.55
0.62
0.16
0.25
0.6
1.2
0.3
0.3

Validation
x
y
Mean
0.72
0.81
Std Dev
0.18
0.2
Max obs
0.8
1.3
Min obs
0.45
0.4

6.4.2 Scene complexity and fixation time

6.4.2.1 Total Fixation Time
Tables XI and XII contain the mean and standard deviations of the times, in
seconds, that the observers spent looking at the scenes in each set. (Fixation
number and duration were highly correlated, so only duration was analyzed
further. This correlation was also reported by Tatler and Tatler (2013).) There
was no single set that consistently was viewed the longest or shortest. The two
sets with the longest viewing times for the 96-stimuli sets (Set 2 and Set 5) had
the shortest viewing times for the 48-stimuli sets and the set viewed the longest
of the 48-stimuli sets (Set 3) was viewed for the shortest time for the 96-stimuli
sets.
The overall average viewing time per image was higher for the 96-stimuli sets
(9.4 sec versus 8.1 sec for the 48-stimuli sets). This difference was significant
(p<.001; DF=1918; t-test conducted in Excel®) A histogram of the means for the
observers is shown in Figure 6.1.
Tables XI and XII also contain the minimum times that any one observer spent
evaluating the scenes. The minimum times were evaluated to ensure that there
was no one scene that being viewed for less than three seconds, indicating that
observers were able to make the equivalency decision without having to examine
the images. This lower limit was chosen based on the protocol used by Einhauser
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et al. (2008b). The minimum times shown in Tables XI and XII are on average
2.0 seconds, a full second below the set limit. Further investigation into the
minimum times however, revealed that the minimum times occurred on different
scenes for different observers. Table XIII shows the scene or scenes for each Set
that had the shortest viewing time, on average.

8

# of obserrvers

7
6
5
48
96

4
3
2
1
0
2-3

4-5

6-7

8-9

10-11 12-13 14-15 16-17

>18

Viewing time (secs)
Fig. 6.1: Histogram of the mean viewing times per image for the observers in
Experiment III

Table XI: The mean, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum fixation
times (sec) on the images in the five 48- stimuli sets in Experiment III

48 sets
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5

Mean
7.0
6.8
11.7
8.5
6.8

Std Dev
2.8
2.6
4.6
2.5
1.9
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42.6
46.7
83.4
47.2
24.4

Min
2.3
1.9
1.7
1.7
2.0
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Table XII: The mean, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum fixation
times (sec) on the images in the five 96- stimuli sets in Experiment III

96 sets
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5

Mean
8.2
12.3
7.0
8.1
12.0

Std Dev
3.0
4.8
3.4
2.7
4.5

Max
42.7
58.8
32.6
31.0
37.8

Min
2.3
2.2
1.4
1.7
2.7

Table XIII: The scene having the lowest mean fixation time for each
of the five sets in Experiment III

Set
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5

Fixation Time (sec)
Scene
Renditions
48-sets 96-sets
Flag
(Sat/hue)
3.9
3.6
Flag-crop
(Sat/Red)
3.7
4.9
Bird
(Hue/contrast)
6.1
3.9
Panther-crop (Hue/contrast)
4.3
4
Woman
(Contrast/red)
4.3
4.6

6.4.2.2 Fixation Time on the Main AOI
In this experiment, each scene was divided into eight areas of interest or AOIs.
These AOIs were object-based. The Main AOI is the area with the highest fixation
time percentage. The mean fixation time on the Main AOI for each scene for the
96-stimuli Sets relative to 48-stimuli Sets is shown in Figure 6.2 by Set. From
this graph, it is evident that there is a fair correlation between the fixation times
for the 96- versus 48-stimuli for Sets 2, 3, and 5. For Set 4, the mean fixation
times are clustered around half a second for both 48- and 96-stimuli. For Set 1,
the mean fixation times are not well-correlated. Three scenes, ‘House’, ‘Red
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Average Fixation Time on Main
AOI/Observer (ms)
96-Stimuli Set

Melon’, and ‘Dancers-blur’, Figure 6.3, had much longer mean fixation times for
the 48-stimuli tests than for the 96-stimuli tests, on average.

1200
1000
Set 1

800

Set 2

600

Set 3
Set 4

400

Set 5

200
0
0

500

1000

Average Fixation Time on Main
AOI/Observer (ms)
48-Stimuli Set
Fig. 6.2: The average fixation time (ms) on the Main AOI for the 96-stimuli sets versus
the 48-stimuli sets in Experiment III

Fig. 6.3: The three scenes from Set 1, ‘Dancers-blur’ (left), ‘Red Melon’ (center), and,
‘House’ (right), that had longer viewing times for the 48-stimuli tests than for the 96stimuli tests
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6.4.2.3 Impact of successive viewing
Observers viewing the 96-stimuli sets saw each image pair twice. Comparing the
viewing time of the first instance relative to the second for each image pair, we
find that observers often spent less time looking at the stimuli the second time
they saw them, perhaps because, having seen the images before, they can judge
them more quickly. About two-thirds of the 48 image pairs in the 96-stimuli Sets
had a decrease in viewing time from the first to second viewings. This varied by
Scene Set with Sets 3 & 5 having the highest decrease percentage and Set 1 the
lowest, Table XIV.

Table XIV: The percentage of viewing times that decreased
from first to second viewing for the image pairs in the five
96-stimuli sets

Scene Set
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Mean

decreases (%)
50%
58%
79%
63%
81%
66%

The decreases were also evaluated relative to scene category. The results indicate
that the Single Point-of-Focus scenes had a higher percentage of decreases in
fixation time on second viewing of stimuli as compared to Busy and Large Area
scenes and the No Point-of-Focus scenes had a lower percentage of decreases
than the Large Area scenes, Figure 6.4However, these differences were only
significant if three of the scenes that did not produce similar results to others in
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their category (‘Bird’ and ‘Dull People-crop’ from Single Point-of-Focus, ‘Masksblurred’ from Busy’) were removed from the analysis (Figure 6.4 - gold bars).

Mean % decreased

(Unadjusted: F=2.65, P=0.052; Adjusted: F=12.22, P=0.000; Full results
reported in Appendix III).
90%
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No P of F

Large Area Single Pof F

Category
Fig. 6.4: The percentage of decreases in viewing time from first to second viewing for the
image pairs in each of the five 96-stimuli sets as a function of scene category

In their collected works on perceptual learning, Fahle and Poggio (2002) state
that perceptual learning increases our ability to discriminate between stimuli. It
follows that image differences may be easier to detect for repeated images. They
also say that this is stimulus dependent. They found that different observers use
different strategies and learn at different rates and that these differences are
greater for difficult tasks. This suggests that for stimuli that comprise a difficult
task such as the ‘Busy’ scenes, the perceptual learning process may require a
greater number of repetitions to improve discrimination between images.
The higher number of decreases in fixation time for the ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ as
compared to the ‘Busy’ scenes could also be explained by the difference in time
needed to go from global to local viewing. It is possible that, for the ‘Single Point-
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of-Focus’ scenes, observers are able to make their image equivalence decisions
based on a global view of the images, while the ‘Busy’ scenes require local
inspection. Mazyar et al. (2013) found that visual search becomes more difficult
as the set size increases. If we consider the image equivalence evaluation to be a
visual search task, it follows that as the number of objects in the scene increases,
the evaluation becomes more difficult.

Fig. 6.5: Two scenes removed in the adjusted percentage of viewing time decreases
analysis – ‘Bird’ (left) and ‘Masks-blur’ (right)
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6.4.3 Scene complexity and fixation consistency
6.4.3.1 Comparison between 48-stimuli and 96-stimuli scene sets

Fix time % for 96-stimuli Sets

The effect of scene complexity on fixation consistency was evaluated by
determining the mean percentage of fixation time on the Main AOI of the images.
Fixation time percentage was evaluated because the viewing times of the
observers varied considerably. Understanding how observers allotted their
viewing time on the stimuli rather than their overall viewing time provided a
better assessment of fixation consistency. Fixation time percentages for the 48stimuli and 96-stimuli sets correlated reasonably well (r=.66), Figure 6.6,
although there were outliers – Paint Girl (top), Purple Yarn (center), Mayan
Bricks (lowest), Figure 6.7. (The Paint Girl scene falls much closer to the
trendline (9.5, 10.5.) with one of the 96-stimuli set observers removed.) Data
plotted by scene set is shown in Figure A8 in the Appendix III.
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Fig. 6.6: The fixation time percentage on the Main AOI for the 96-stimuli sets relative to
the 48-stimuli sets
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Fig. 6.7: The outliers in the fixation time percentage comparison between the 48- and
96-stimuli sets – ‘Paint Girl’ (left), ‘Purple yarn’ (center) and ‘Mayan-crop’ (right)

6.4.3.2 Comparison between Groups 1 and 2 of the 96-stimuli scene sets
The consistency of fixation time percentage on the Main AOI was also evaluated
for the two groups of images in the 96-stimuli sets. The groups are the first 48
images the observers viewed (Group 1) and the second set of 48 images viewed
(Group 2). The mean fixation time percentage on the Main AOI correlated well
between these two groups (r=.77). The ‘Paint Girl’ scene, Figure 6.7, has a large
influence. However, the correlation was still fair without it (r=.68). The ‘Paint
Girl’ was one of the two scenes that had a lower fixation time percentage –
indicating decreased focus - for Group 2. The other scene was the ‘Woman by the
Wall’, Figure 6.12. There were several scenes that had a higher fixation time
percentage (increased focus) on the Main AOI for Group 2. The ‘Fruit Plate’ and
‘Masks-blurred’ scenes had the largest increase from Group 1 to Group 2, Figure
6.9. The fixation time percentages for the ‘Tree’ (Figure 6.9), ‘Bird’ (Figure 6.12),
and ‘Masks’ scenes were also higher for Group 2 than Group 1. The fixation time
percentage increase significantly for Group 2 over Group 1, on average, if the
‘Paint Girl’ scene is not included in the analysis (With ‘Paint Girl’ scene: T-Value
= -1.46, P-Value = 0.153; Without ‘Paint Girl: T-Value = -2.16 P-Value = 0.037;
Minitab results in Appendix III).
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Fig. 6.8: Fixation time percentage on the Main AOI for Group 2 versus Group 1 of the
96-stimuli sets.

Fig. 6.9: The ‘Fruit Plate’ (left) and ‘Masks-blurred’ (center) scenes had the largest
increase in fixation time percentage on the Main AOI from Group 1 to Group 2. The
fixation time percentage for the ‘Tree’ scene also increased from Group 1 to Group 2.
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6.4.3.3 Effect of category
The mean fixation time percentage on the Main AOI was calculated for each
scene category. A one way ANOVA was conducted using Minitab® statistical
software. Results are included in Appendix III. Grouping information was
calculated using the Tukey method with 95% confidence intervals. This analysis
showed that the Single Point-of-Focus scenes had higher fixation time as a
percentage on the Main AOI than other scene categories and the No Point-ofFocus scenes had lower fixation time percentage than the Busy scenes, Figure
6.10. Two scenes had fixation time percentages that were different from others in
their categories: ‘Paint Girl’, Figure 6.9, from the Busy scene category and
‘Provence’, Figure 6.12, from the Single Point-of-Focus scenes. It is not surprising
that the ‘Paint Girl’ scene had a fixation time percentage that more closely
matched the Single Point-of-Focus scenes since faces have long been known to
attract attention (for example, Yarbus, 1967, pp. 182-3). It is also not terribly
surprising that ‘Provence’ did not have as high a fixation time percentage as other
Single Point-of-Focus scenes since there was a lot of detail in the background
areas that might have drawn attention. Researchers (Mannan et al. 1997,
Reinagel and Zador, 1999, and Parkhurst and Niebur, 2003) have found that
fixations occur in areas of local contrast such as the trees in the ‘Provence’ scene.
For this scene, the house is so much a part of the landscape that it, in retrospect,
seems reasonable that it can not be considered a single focal point of the scene.
The scenes with the highest and lowest fixation time percentages overall are
shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, respectively. The four scenes with the highest
fixation time percentages are all ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes, while the ones
with the lowest fixation times are generally ‘Busy’ or ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes.
The exception was the ‘Provence’ scene, which, as just discussed, observers
fixated more like a ‘Busy’ scene than a scene from the ‘Single Point-of-Focus’
category in which it was originally placed. It is not surprising that ‘Single Pointof-Focus’ scenes had Main AOIs with the highest fixation time percentages. This
not only makes intuitive sense, it was also a key result in a study by Judd et al.
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Fix time % normalized by area

(2011). These researchers found that high resolution, easy scenes (where ‘easy’
was defined as though scenes which were easy to distinguish as resolution
dropped and generally had a single area of interest) had the highest fixation
consistency.
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Fig. 6.10: Fixation time percentage on the Main AOI by category both as established
and with three scenes removed: ‘Paint Girl’, ‘Mayan statue’, and ‘Provence’.

There were two ‘Busy’ scenes with consistently high fixation time percentages on
the Main AOI: ‘Masks-blurred’ and ‘Fruit Plate’, Figure 6.9. The figurine in the
‘Masks-blurred’ scene and the central fruit in the ‘Fruit Plate’ scene consistently
attracted attention. It was expected that observers would be attracted to the
figurine in the ‘Masks-blurred’ scene with its human features. However, it was
surprising that attention was not more divided among the different fruits in the
‘Fruit Plate’ scene. The blurred version of ‘Fruit Plate’ had lower fixation time
percentages than original version. Perhaps the blurring of the central fruits
caused the observers to shift their attention to the strawberries (the region in
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focus), though this shift was not complete. Also, it should be remembered that
the ‘Masks-blurred’ and ‘Fruit Plate’ scenes were the two scenes with the most
significant increases in fixation time percentage from the Group 1 to Group 2
images for the 96-stimuli sets.

Fig. 6. 11: The scenes in Experiment III with the highest fixation time percentage on
Main AOI. All four – ‘Woman by wall’, ‘Paint Girl-crop’, ‘Bird’, and ‘Flag’ are Single
Point-of-Focus’ scenes.

Fig. 6.12: The scenes with the lowest fixation time percentage on Main AOI.
‘Dull People’ (top left) and ‘Spools’ (top center) were classified in the ‘Busy’ category.
‘Snow’ and ‘Harbor-crop’ (bottom left and right, respectively) were ‘No Point-of-Focus’
scenes. Only ‘Provence’ (top right) was a ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scene.
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6.4.3.4 Effect of blur
The fixation time percentages on the Main AOI were compared for the scenes
that had original and blurred renditions. These results, Figure 6.13, indicate that
blur did not have a consistently significant effect. However, for the ‘Fruit Plate’
and ‘Money’ scenes, the fixation time percentage on the blurred renditions was
significantly lower than on the originals (‘Fruit Plate’: T= 3.18, P<0.015, DF=130,
‘Money’: T= 12.54, P=0.000, DF=130), indicating that attention was more

Mean Fixation Time on Main Area (%)

dispersed for the blurred renditions. In these two scenes, as well as the ‘Dancers’
and ‘Old Men’ scenes, the area that remained in focus was not the Main AOI of
the original. This was only the case for the ‘Masks’ scene. For this scene as well as
the Old Men scene, there was a small but insignificant increase in fixation time
percentage on the Main AOI for the blurred rendition (T=-0.63, P~0.55, DF=130).
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Fig. 6.13: The effect of blur on fixation time percentage on the Main AOI.
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6.4.3.5 Effect of faces

Mean Fixation Time on Main Area (%)

Since the time of Buswell (1935), faces have been shown to have an impact on
observer eye movements and attention. Therefore, the impact of the presence of
faces on fixation time percentage on the Main AOI was evaluated. Unsurprisingly,
the presence of faces did increase the fixation time percentage, Figure 6.14.
(T=2.01, P<.05, DF=4892). It was interesting, however, that, if the scenes are
split into scenes having a single face and those having multiple faces, we find that
scenes having multiple faces are equivalent to those with no faces at all and those
having a single face are equivalent to Single Point-of-Focus scenes, Figure 6.15.
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Fig. 6.14: The effect of faces on fixation time percentage on the Main AOI for Single
Point-of-Focus and Busy/No Point of Focus/Large Area categories.
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Fig. 6.15: The effect of faces on fixation time percentage on the Main AOI, with the
scenes in the Busy/No Point of Focus/Large Area categories split into single faces and
multiple faces.
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6.4.3.6 Effect of centering
The effect of centering was examined for the Single Point-of-Focus scenes. The
scenes having a centered focal point have no significant difference in fixation
time percentage on the Main AOI compared to those that had their focal point
off-center (T= 1.01, P~0.32, DF=1582), Figure 6.16. Observers did follow the focal
points when they were off-center - for the ‘Masks’ (Figure 6.9) and ‘Woman by
wall’ (Figure 6.12) scenes, for example,.

Fix time %
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Fig. 6.16: The effect of centering the focal point on fixation time percentage on the Main
AOI for Single Point-of-Focus scenes.
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6.4.3.7 Effect of image contrast
The relationship between fixation time percentage on the Main AOI and global
image contrast of the original scene (not the contrast shift image modification)
was examined, Figure 6.17. As is evident in the graph, there was no relationship
between image contrast and fixation time percentage. Image contrast in this
analysis is represented by the range of digital counts needed to encompass 5% to
95% of the image pixels.
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Fig. 6.17: Fixation time percentage on the Main AOI versus image contrast is
determined by the range of digital counts need to encompass 5%-95% of the image
pixels.
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6.4.4 Scene complexity and scene areas fixated
6.4.4.1 Number of the Top 3 areas represented by the Main AOI
To understand the degree to which the Main AOI caught the observers’ attention,
the top three fixation areas for each scene were determined. Then the total
number of these top areas that was represented by the Main AOI was evaluated.
For a given scene, there are 6 (for the 48-stimuli) stimuli or viewings. For each
stimulus, 3 top areas were identified, meaning 18 total ‘top’ areas for each scene.
These can all be the same scene area since there are three images in each
stimulus: the original and two comparison images, Figure 6.18.

8 areas

8 areas

8 areas

Fig. 6.18: Schematic of the stimuli for Experiment III. Each image of each stimulus has
eight AOIs.

The average number of the Top 3 AOIs represented by the Main AOI for each
scene category is shown in Figure 6.19. The results of a one way ANOVA showed
that there actually was a ‘Single Point of Focus’ for the scenes in this category.
The observers were significantly more likely to fixate on the Main AOI in the
Single Point-of-Focus scenes than other scenes. The data also indicate that there
actually was ‘No Point of Focus’ in the scenes in this category. The observers were
significantly less likely to fixate on the Main AOI in the ‘No Point-of-Focus’ than
the ‘Busy’ scenes. The average for the ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes is about 9 areas.
This is substantially above the lowest possible number of 3. However, the lowest
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number actually seen for any scene was 6. Also, the ‘Mayan Bricks’ No Point-ofFocus scene, Figure 6.20, had a high number (14 of 18) top areas represented by
the Main AOI.

# of Top 3 Areas
Represented by Main AOI

18
15
12
9
6
3
Busy

No Point of
Focus

Large Area

Single Pt of
Focus

Scene Category
Fig. 6. 19: The number of the Top 3 AOIs for a given scene that are represented by the
Main AOI by scene category. This number can range from 3 to 18.

Fig. 6.20: The ‘Mayan-crop’ scene, which had a higher number of the Top 3 areas
represented by the Main AOI than other ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes.
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6.4.4.2 Number of the eight scene areas represented in the Top 3 areas

# of different areas represented
in the Main AOI

In the previous section, the number of the Top 3 areas of fixation that were the
Main AOI was determined. In this section, we examine the number of the eight
possible areas in each scene that were represented in the Top 3 areas for each
scene. The average number of areas for the scenes in each category is shown in
Figure 6.21. The Minitab® analysis (grouping information calculated using the
Tukey method with 95% confidence intervals) shows that the Single Point-ofFocus scenes had significantly fewer different areas represented by the top three
AOIs than other scene categories, about 2. The Busy and Large Area scenes had
about 3 areas represented, and the No Point-of-Focus scenes had the most areas
represented, over 4, though this difference was not significant.
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Fig. 6.21: The number of the eight possible areas in a given scene represented in the
Top 3 AOIs by scene category.
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The data were also analyzed by scene within the categories. The results for the
Single Point-of-Focus for the 48-stimuli sets are shown in Figure 6.22. The data
for other categories and for the 96-stimuli Single Point-of-Focus scenes are
shown in Figures A7-A12 in Appendix III. The graph in Figure 6.22 shows the
percentage of the Top 3 AOIs represented by the Main AOI, the second highest
fixated area, and so forth for each scene in a category. The data show that the
Main AOI for most of the Single Point-of-Focus scenes represents over 80% of
the Top 3 fixated areas. The ‘Bird’ (Figure 6.11) and ‘Provence’ (Figure 6.12)
scenes were the exceptions. It was previously discussed that the ‘Provence’ scene
had fixation behavior more typical of a ‘Busy’ scene. This scene had five of eight
areas represented in the Top 3 AOIs. The ‘Bird’ scene is a more interesting case.
While it had the lowest percentage of the Top 3 fixated areas represented by the
Main AOI, it also had a consistently high percentage of fixation time on the Main
AOI. This was because observers split their attention between the bird’s head and
body and did not look extensively in other areas. This is an example of why it is
important to consider both aspects – fixation time percentage and number of
unique areas.

Scene

Fig. 6.22: The percentage of the Top 3 AOIs represented the Main area, the second
highest occurring area, and so forth for each scene in a category. These data represent
the Single Point-of-Focus for the 48-stimuli sets.
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% of Scenes in Category that Changed

One aspect of fixation consistency is how often the Main AOI changed between
different viewings of the same scene. This was evaluated by the number of
different Main AOIs, as already discussed. Another way of looking at this is
examining the percentage of times the Main AOI changed between the groups of
observers. Figure 6.23 shows the percentage of changes in the Main AOI by
category between the 48- and 96-stimuli sets and between Groups 1 and 2 of the
96-stimuli sets. These data indicated that the ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes changed
Main AOI more often than the other categories both between 48- and 96-stimuli
sets and between Groups 1&2 in the 96-stimuli sets. Indeed, the ‘No Point-ofFocus’ scenes rarely had the same Main AOI. In contrast, the ‘Single Point-ofFocus’ scenes nearly always had the same Main AOI. This serves as additional
evidence of the greater fixation consistency resulting for scenes having a single,
rather than multiple or no, distinct focal points.
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Fig. 6.23: The percentage of the scenes in each category whose Main AOI changed
between the 48- and 96-stimuli sets or the Group 1 and Group 2 images within the 96stimuli sets.
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6.4.5 Scene complexity and identified important areas
At the end of each test session, the observers were asked to name each scene that
they viewed in the experiment and to identify the areas of these scenes that were
used in making image equivalence decisions. The number of different areas they
named in their descriptions was evaluated, Figure 6.24. The Minitab® analysis
(grouping information calculated using the Tukey method with 95% confidence
intervals) indicated that observers named more areas for ‘Busy’ scenes than for
Single Point-of-Focus scenes (F=5.2, P=0.004). This indicates that the ‘Busy’
scenes contained more areas that observers felt were relevant in making image
equivalence decisions than Single Point-of-Focus scenes.

# of areas named
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Fig. 6.24: The number of different areas named, on average, for the scenes in each
category.
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Fig. 6.25: The number of different areas named for each scene. The ‘Busy’ scenes are
shown at top on the left and the ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes at the top right. The Large
Area scenes and ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ are shown in the bottom graph, left to right,
respectively.

The results for the individual scenes are shown in Figure 6.25. Once again, the
‘Masks-blurred’ and ‘Provence’ scenes behaved out of category. The ‘Masksblurred’ scene had results more consistent with ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes. It,
along with ‘Carver’, Figure 6.26 - left, had fewer than average named areas for a
‘Busy’ scene. In the ‘Carver’ scene, observers named the man’s blue shirt and the
wood carving as the areas that impacted their decisions. The fixation results were
more dispersed. Observers looked most often at an area that included the man’s
head and shirt, but also at the wood carving, the man’s arms, and his pants. The
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‘Provence’ scene and its cropped version, ‘House’, Figure 6.26 - right, had higher
than average named areas for ‘Single Point of Focus’ or ‘Large Area’ scenes,
respectively. The content in these scenes varied enough that observers cited
differing areas as important in making their image equivalence decisions. This is
consistent with the fixation results, especially for the ‘Provence’ scene. The ‘Spool’
scene, Figure 6.26 - center, had fewer than average named areas for a Large Area
scene. While for most Large Area scenes, observers would name a variety of
specific areas as important in making their image equivalence decisions, for the
‘Spool’ scene, the observers routinely stated the central dark blue area of the
thread.

Fig. 6.26: The ‘Carver’, ‘Spool’, and ‘House’ scenes.

Though observers were asked to name areas of scenes that had a key influence on
their image equivalence decisions, there were certain scenes for which they stated
that there was no one particular area that they used to make their decisions.
Evaluating such scenes by category, Figure 6.27, we see that observers most often
failed to identify a specific area of focus – more than one-quarter of the time - for
the ‘No Point of Focus’ scenes. In contrast, observers generally identified a
specific area for the ‘Busy’ and ‘Single Point of Focus’ scenes. This indicates that
scenes lacking a focal point may leave observers uncertain about what area to use
in image evaluation.
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Fig. 6.27: The percentage of observers stating that there was no focal point in an image
by category.

The scene areas most commonly named by the observers in their self-report of
areas key to their image equivalence decisions were compared to the Main AOIs
in the fixation results. Figure 6.28 shows the percentage of scenes for which the
Main AOI is different from the area most frequently named by observers as the
one that influenced image equivalency decisions. As with the changes in Main
AOI between the sets of images, the fixated and named areas were more often
different for the ‘No Point of Focus’ scenes and were generally the same for the
‘Single Point of Focus’ scenes. This is yet another indication that attention was
most consistent when there is one main focal point in a pictorial image.
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Fig. 6.28: The percentage of the scenes in each category in which the Main AOI in the
fixation results was different from the main area named.

Observers occasionally did not mention the area that they fixated the most. For
example, for the ‘Bird’ scene, observers looked most at its head, but they cited the
red feathers on its belly. This was the second most fixated region. Though this
scene was designated a ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scene, it was apparently actually a
two Point-of-Focus scene. For the ‘Woman’ (a Large Area scene), observers
looked most at her eyes, but named her skin (second most fixated region) and
hair. For the Mayan Statue, they fixated the statue but most frequently named the
stones surrounding it. And for the ‘Old Men’ scenes (both in the ‘Busy’ category),
observers looked at several different areas of the images, but rarely the flowers,
which was the area most commonly named. The only observers who significantly
fixated on the flowers did not mention them.
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6.4.6 Comparing results for Experiments II and III
There were five images that were used in both Experiments II and III: ‘Paint Girl’,
‘Paint Girl-crop’, ‘Dull People’, ‘Dull People-crop’, and ‘Masks’, Figure 6.29. These
scenes produced similar results in the two Experiments. The ‘Paint Girl’ and
‘Masks’ scenes had more consistent fixation results than other ‘Full’ (Experiment
II) or ‘Busy’ (Experiment III) scenes. This was likely driven by the presence of a
single face. The ‘Dull People’ scene, with its five faces, did have fixation results
that aligned with the ‘Full’ or ‘Busy’ scene category in which it was included. The
‘Paint Girl-crop’ scene had consistent fixation and verbal results in both
experiments.

Fig. 6. 29: The Dull People, Paint Girl, and Masks scenes used in both Experiments II
and III.

In Experiment 2, the ‘Dull People-crop’ scene served as a mid-cropped image
because the segmentation and circling results indicated that there were too many
important areas for it to be a closely-cropped image. However, the fixation results
showed that observers’ fixations were concentrated on the face and, to a lesser
extent, the hand on the couch. Because of these fixation results, this scene was
included in the Single Point-of-Focus category in Experiment III. The split of
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attention between the face and the hand on the couch yielded fixation results for
this scene that were not as consistent as other Single Point-of-Focus scenes.

6.4.7 Alternative definition of the areas of interest
The AOIs used in the experimental results discussed to this point were defined by
the author according to the subject matter contained in the scenes. The AOIs
were labeled with names such as ‘head’, ‘bird’, ‘tree’, and ‘background’. In this
section, the analysis was repeated with the AOIs defined by simply dividing the
images into equal rectangles, as shown in Figures 6.30. This approach was taken
to examine whether the Main AOIs were driven top-down by the image content
or bottom-up by the general image area.

1 2 3 4
8 7 6 5

1
4
7

2
5
8

3
6
9

Fig. 6.30: The AOI definition schemes for the rectangular analyses. Note central
rectangle, 5, in the 9-rectangle configuration, right.
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Fig. 6.31: The average fixation time percentages on the Main AOI for rectangular AOIs
relative to the object-based AOIs.

The average fixation time percentages on the Main AOIs correlate well between
object-based AOIs and AOIs defined as rectangles, Figure 6.31. The correlation
coefficient was r=.61 for the 8-rectangle configuration and r=.78 for the 9
Rectangular AOIs. These improves to r=.74 and r=.84, respectively, with removal
of four scenes. The solid relationship between the rectangular and object-based
fixation time percentages indicates that the scene content, as defined by the
objects, often fell within the rectangular regions. There were four scenes that did
not agree as well between the rectangular AOI configurations and the objectbased AOIs. For the 8-rectangle configuration, these were ‘Mayan Bricks’, the two
‘Woman’ scenes, and the Rose-crop scene, Figure 6.32. The ‘Mayan Bricks’ had
higher fixation time percentage with rectangular areas. The object-based AOIs
divided what proved to be the main focal area in this scene. The two ‘Woman’
scenes and the ‘Rose-crop’ scene had a higher fixation time percentage on the
Main AOI with object-oriented areas. For these scenes, the rectangular areas
divided the main focal area - the woman’s face for both of the ‘Woman’ scenes,
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and the center of the rose for the ‘Rose-crop’ scene. For the 9-Rectangles case, the
four scenes were ‘Mayan Statue’, ‘Rose’, and ‘Woman’, which all had higher
fixation time percentages for the rectangular AOIs than the object-based AOIs,
and the ‘House’ scene, which had a lower fixation time percentage.

The ‘Woman’ scene was an outlier in both cases. For this scene, the fixation time
percentage on the Main AOI was lower with the 8 rectangular AOIs relative to the
object-based AOIs. In this configuration, her face is cut in half vertically with her
eyes in two areas (2&3). For the 9-rectangle configuration, the average fixation
time percentage was higher and her face was cut in half horizontally with her eyes
in a single AOI, rectangle 5.

Fig. 6.32: Scenes that did not have good agreement between object-based and
rectangular AOIs.
Top row: the ‘Mayan Bricks’, the ‘Woman by the wall’, the ‘Woman’, and the ‘Rose-crop’
scenes, which did not have good agreement between the object-based AOIs and the 8rectangle AOIs. Bottom row: the ‘Mayan Statue, the ‘Rose’, the ‘Woman’, and the ‘House’
scenes, which did not have good agreement between the object-based AOIs and the 9rectangle AOIs.
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Table XV: The number of Main AOIs occurring in the eight
rectangular AOIs

Area
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

# of Main
AOIs
0
12
14
2
1
8
2
1

Scene: 48 - Sets

Dancers-blur, Panther-crop
Provence
Money, Woman
Woman by wall

Table XVI: The number of Main AOIs occurring in the nine
rectangular AOIs

Area
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

# of Main
AOIs
2
6
2
1
21
7
0
1
0

Scene: 48 - Sets
Spools, Carver
Dancers-blurred, Flag-crop
Woman by wall

Melons
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Rectangle 5, the central area in the 9-rectangle configuration, was the Main AOI
for more than half of all of the scenes. The number of times each of the rectangles
was the Main AOI for the 40 scenes is listed in Tables XIV and XV, for the eight
rectangle and nine rectangle configurations, respectively. For the eight-rectangle
AOIs, these data show that the Main AOIs were located in the upper central areas
(Rectangles 2 and 3) about two-thirds of the time. They also show that the Main
AOIs are only in the corners (Rectangles 1, 4, 5 and 8) 10% of the time. The Main
AOI was rarely in the corners for the 9-rectangle configuration. Indeed, the Main
AOI was never in the bottom corners and only once – for the ‘Melons’ scene,
Figure 6.34 - in Rectangle 8 at bottom center. These data agree with Buswell’s
findings (1935) regarding eye movements when viewing paintings that observers
fixated more in central areas of images and rarely in the corners, discussed in
Section 2.3.2.
At first look, this concentration of Main AOIs in the top center of the 8-rectangle
configuration and central rectangle in the 9-rectangle approach seems bottom-up
– observers are simply looking at the upper central part of the scenes. However,
these are primarily photographic images, which are often composed in such a way
that the subject matter appears in this area. The relatively high correlation
coefficients between fixation time percentages for the object-based AOIs and
those for the rectangular AOIs support this assertion. The few scenes that had
Main AOIs in the corners are listed in the third column of Tables XIV and XV for
the 8-rectangle and 9-rectangle configurations, respectively. These scenes are
shown in Figures 6.33 and 6.34. Examination of these scenes suggests that the
Main AOI shows up in the corners when the content is located there and was not
located in the center when there was no content there. For example, the ‘Carver’,
‘Dancers-blurred’, and ‘Woman by wall’ scenes all had faces (or a head) in areas
other than the center. For the ‘Provence’ scene, the building was in the bottom
right corner, Rectangle 5 of the 8-rectangle configuration. In contrast, for the
‘Melons’ scene, there was a void in the center. For the other two scenes listed as
having the ‘Main AOI’ in a corner, the ‘Spools’ and ‘Flag-cropped’ scenes, the
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Main AOIs actually split fairly evenly between four areas. (For the ‘Spools’ scene,
the Main AOI was in the top left corner 5 times and in three other areas 4 times).

Fig. 6.33: Scenes having Main AOIs in one of the four corner rectangles in the 8rectangle configuration. ‘Dancers-blur’ and ‘Panther-crop’ Main AOI was top right,
‘Woman by wall’ was bottom left, and ‘Provence’ was bottom right.

Fig. 6.34: Scenes having Main AOIs away from the center in the 9-rectangle
configuration. The Main AOI for ‘Carver’ and ‘Spools’ was the top left, for ‘Melons’ the
Main AOI was bottom center, and ‘Flag-crop’ was top right.

Maybe the most interesting result in the rectangular AOI analysis was that, for
several scenes, observers fixated on lower areas of the original (generally Area 6
for the 8-rectangle analysis) and upper areas of the comparison images.
Examples of scenes in which this occurred are ‘Rose’ and ‘Mayan Statue’, Figure
6.32; ”Panther-cropped’, Figure 6.33; ‘Spools’ and ‘Flag – cropped’, Figure 6.34;
and ‘Fruit Plate–blurred’, ‘Snow’, ‘Money-blurred’, ‘Harbor-cropped’ and
‘Harbor’ Figure 6.35. For ‘Spools’, ‘Snow’, and ‘Flag – cropped’, observers looked
at Area 6 in the Original and the top right of the left image (Areas 3&4) and the
top left of the right images (Areas 1&2). For the ‘Spools’ scene, these areas had
different colors of thread, meaning this might not be a successful image
evaluation strategy.
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Fig. 6.35: Scenes in which observers looked at lower areas of the original and upper
areas of the comparison images: ‘Fruit Plate–blurred’, ‘Snow’, ‘Money-blurred’, and
‘Harbor’

To take a closer look at this phenomenon, the total number of times each of the
rectangles in the 8-rectangle configuration was one of the top three AOI’s was
determined. These values are represented schematically in Figure 6.36. The area
that was most often in the top three AOI’s – the bottom center-right area in the
original – is shown in red, the area that was least often in the top three AOI’s –
the bottom center-left of the right comparison image – is shown in blue. The
remaining areas are linearly scaled between these two points. From this figure we
can see that observers more often look at the tops of the images than the bottoms
and more often at the centers than at the corners (p<.001, DF=958). Exceptions
to this include the bottom center-right rectangle of the original, which, as noted,
was most frequently in the top three AOI, and the top right corner of the left
image, which was in the top three AOI’s significantly more often than other
corners (p<.001, DF=478).
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Fig. 6.36: Frequency that each AOI was in the top 3 AOIs. Red represents the most
frequent and blue the least.
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6.4.8 Behavioral results
6.4.8.1 Image modification
The task in Experiment III was for the observers to select the test image that
more closely resembled the designated original image. In the experiment, four
image modifications were used; two global shifts – contrast increase and a red
shift in color balance, and two local shifts – decreased saturation and a shift of
yellow hues toward green. The modifications of the images selected by the
observers as being better matches to the ‘originals’ were tallied, Figure 6.37. A
one-way ANOVA was conducted in Minitab® (grouping information calculated
using the Tukey method with 95% confidence intervals. Observers significantly
selected the images having contrast or red color balance shifts over those having
saturation or hue shifts (F=90.61, P=0.000). Although all shifts were made to be
as perceptually equivalent as possible, observers were still more substantially
affected by the global shifts, on average.

40%
35%

% Selected

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Contrast

Red

Saturation

Hue

Shift
Fig. 6.37: The percentage of the images selected as more closely representing the
original by image modification, averaged over Sets
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The image rendition may have impacted the fixation results for the ‘Yarn’ scene,
Figure 6.38. For this scene, the observers for the 96-stimuli set consistently
fixated the yellow yarn, where the local shifts occurred, throughout the
experiment. For the 48-stimuli set observers, a variety of areas were fixated,
leading to significant differences in fixation time percentage for the two groups of
observers. The 96-stimuli set started with a comparison between the rendition
with shifted saturation (local) and the increased contrast (global) rendition while
the 48-stimuli set started with a comparison between the two local modifications
– saturation and hue. In their study of attention and fixation, McPeek et al.
(1999) found that observers consistently fixated on the targets determined to be
of visual interest; observers were in essence primed for these targets. It may be
that the observers for the 96-stimuli set determined early in the testing that the
yellow yarn was of visual interest and the 48-stimuli set observers did not. Võ and
Wolfe (2011) also found that if observers learn that only a subset of objects are
relevant for a search task, then the set size effectively shrinks to that subset over
the course of repeated viewings. For the ‘Yarn’ scene, observers viewing the 96stimuli set may have had an effectively smaller search space than those viewing
the 48-stimuli set.

Fig. 6.38: An example of the experimental stimuli - the ‘Yarn’ scene with reduced
saturation (left) and increased contrast (right) comparison images.
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6.4.8.2 Image position effect on fixation and image selection

Percent having the Main AOI

In Experiment III, the stimuli comprised an ‘original’ and two comparison
images, Figure 6.39. The experimental task was to select the one of two modified
images, left or right, that more closely resembled the original image. The fixation
time on the three images in the triplet as well as the frequency that each of the
test images was selected were evaluated. The Main AOIs were most often located
in the original image. There were an equivalent number of Main AOIs in the left
image relative to the right, on average. Scenes with unequal numbers of Main
AOIs in the left and right images generally did not have correspondingly unequal
numbers of left and right decisions.

60%
50%
40%
Original
30%

Left
Right

20%
10%
0%
Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Set 5

Mean

Set
Fig. 6.39: Percent of the Main AOIs occurring in each of the triplet images (original or
left or right comparison image) for each Scene Set

Looking at the number of times observers chose the right versus left image as the
best match to the original, it as determined that they significantly chose the right
over the left image by a ratio of 55/45, (P<0.001, DF=238), Figure 6.40. This was
evaluated by Scene Set. All sets except for Set 1 had a significantly higher number
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of ‘right’ selections relative to ‘left’ selections (P~.52, Set 1; P<0.01, Set 2;
P<0.001, Sets 3-5; DF=46). Set 1 had an even distribution of right versus left
selections. This difference could be explained by the side-to-side difference in
display brightness for very dark and very light colors. However, the scene that
had the most extreme right-to-left difference, ‘Rose’, had little dark or light
content (5%-95% digital count range of 32-161). For this scene, the observers for
the 96-stimuli set selected the right image over 80% of the time. Another
explanation might be that observers defaulted to the right image when it was
difficult for them to decide. Unfortunately, no data was taken regarding their
default option. Nor was any collected regarding whether observers were right- or
left-handed. Further study of observers’ default selections may yield interesting
information.
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% Selected

60%
50%
40%
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30%
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20%
10%
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Set
Fig. 6.40: Percent of each comparison image (left or right) having Main AOI for each of
the Scene Sets
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6.4.6.3 Response consistency
The response consistency was evaluated by determining the number of switches
or times observers change their decisions between two views of the same pair
(96-sets) and the number of time observers wrapped their decisions (ex. pick
contrast over hue, hue over red, and red over contrast) (48-sets). Scenes with
high response consistency for both 48- and 96-stimuli sets were the ‘Old menblur’, ‘Paint Girl-crop’ and ‘Flag-crop’ scenes. The scenes with the lowest
response consistency were ‘House’, ‘Spool’, and ‘Mayan Statue’. These scenes are
shown in Figure 6.41.

Fig. 6.41: The top row shows the high Response Consistency scenes: ‘Old Men-blur’,
‘Paint Girl-crop’ and ‘Flag-crop’. The bottom row shows the low Response Consistency
scenes: ‘House’, ‘Spool’, and ‘Mayan Statue.
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Fig. 6.42: Number of wraps (48-stimuli sets) and switches (96-stimuli sets) versus the
fixation time percentage on the Main AOI. An example of a ‘wrap’ is choosing the
contrast rendition over hue, hue over red, and red over contrast.

The relationship between the response consistency and fixation consistency,
Figure 6.42, was generally weak. (The object-based AOIs were used in this
analysis. Using the rectangular AOIs resulted in an even weaker agreement.)
However, evaluating the response versus fixation consistency results by scene
category, it was found that eliminating two of the sixteen ‘Busy’ scenes (bottom
right points – ‘Old Men-blur’ and ‘Paint Girl’) yields a fair positive correlation:
r=.55. (A positive correlation between wraps and switches and fixation time
percentage indicates a negative correlation in response and fixation consistencies
since a high number of wraps and switches equates to lower response
consistency.) A similarly strong negative correlation could not be achieved by
eliminating other scenes. In contrast to the ‘Busy’ scene results, the other scene
categories were negatively correlated. The correlation between the response and
fixation consistencies for the ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes was r=-.75. Eliminating
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one of the Large Area scenes (‘Flag-crop’) results in a correlation of r=-.71 and
eliminating two of the thirteen ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes (‘Rose’ and ‘
Panther-crop’, which are the top and bottom left Single Point-of-Focus points in
Figure 6.43) results in a correlation of r=-.66. The positive correlation suggests
that for ‘Busy’ scenes, better response consistency may be achieved with scenes
not having a consistent focal area. It is possible that, for busy scenes, it is more
advantageous for observers to look around in the images rather than focus in a
single area. For other scenes, however, the results suggest that greater fixation
consistency yields greater response consistency.

Fig. 6.43: The ‘outliers’ in the response versus fixation consistency analysis: for the
‘Busy’ scenes – ‘Paint Girl’ and ‘Old Men-blur’, ‘Flag-crop’ for Large Area, and for the
Single Point-of-Focus scenes ‘Rose’ and ‘Panther-crop’.

The ‘outlying’ scenes for the response versus fixation consistency analysis are
shown Figure 6.43. The result for the ‘Paint Girl’ scene is once again more in line
with the ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ scenes. Indeed, shifting this scene to this
category increases the strength of the relationship from a correlation of r=-.48 to
r=-.59 (r=-.74 with ‘Rose’ and ‘Panther-crop’ removed). For the ‘Old Men’, ‘Flagcrop’, and ‘Panther-crop’, the response consistency is stronger than expected
given the fixation consistency. For the flag and the cat, this may be because the
color is relatively consistent across the different fixation areas. For the ‘Old Men’,
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it may be that observers were successfully using the flowers to make their
decisions, as they stated they were, even though they were looking at a variety of
areas. Or, they may have been using skin tones of various people, though this
seems less likely. For the ‘Rose’ scene, observers were not as consistent as
expected given their consistent focus on the flower. It may be that the image
differences for this were truly so close to equivalent, that the observers had
difficulty selecting an image and defaulted to the image on the right. Or, it could
be that the impact of the local image modification relative to the global ones
shifted over the course of the experiment.

6.5 Summary
The results of Experiment III indicated that scene complexity generally impacted
fixation consistency as expected. Scenes identified as having a ‘Single Point-ofFocus’ had higher fixation consistency than scenes categorized as ‘Busy’ or ‘No
Point-of-Focus’. ‘Busy’ scenes containing a single face had higher fixation
consistency than those without faces or with multiple faces. However, hands were
found to be a distraction. Finally, analysis using rectangular AOIs indicated that
observers fixated on the bottom center of the original image and the top of the
comparison images. These findings were used to supplement the guidelines for
stimuli selection for perceptual experiments.
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7
Framework for pictorial
target design
Selection of stimuli is typically a difficult step in visual experiments with pictorial
scenes, but it is an important one. As Triantiphillidou et al. (2007) warn, in
experimentation examining the impact of image processing approaches, it is
desirable that the only impact of scene content on the results should be due to the
effects of the approaches being evaluated, not the differences in how observers
view the content. This is an important consideration for imaging and color
scientists evaluating various image processing issues such as compression, gamut
mapping, high dynamic range imaging, and color management. And it is an issue
important in industry, academia, and in the development of international
standards. In past years, an ISO/IEC ad hoc standards committee spent
considerable time working to identify a suitable set of images. Having a
framework to follow in the design of stimuli for visual experiments involving
complex images will benefit such efforts.
The results of this study were used to develop a framework for designing pictorial
stimuli for image difference experiments. The experiments provided insight
regarding the scene content characteristics that correlate most closely with
fixation consistency. Image characteristics considered were scene complexity,
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centering of the scene focal point, global contrast, color gamut, blur, and the
presence of faces. It was expected that the number of key scene areas would play
a major role based on the results of Einhauser et al. (2008b), who found that
‘interesting’ objects correlated better with eye movements than image saliency. It
seemed plausible that scenes having many possible areas of interest would (1)
make it harder for individual observers to maintain focus, especially over the
course of a long experiment, (2) attract the attention of different observers in
different ways, and (3) add to the noise of the image, masking the image
difference signal. The results indicated that scenes having a single focal point did
indeed yield greater fixation consistency.
It was expected that consistent fixation would translate to consistent observer
image difference response. This did not uniformly occur. Fixation consistency
was not highly predicative of response consistency. For Single Point-of-Focus and
No Point-of-Focus scenes, the relationship between fixation and response
consistency was generally positive, as expected. However, there was no
relationship between fixation and response consistency for the Large Area scenes
and there was a negative correlation between fixation and response consistency
for the ‘Busy’ scenes. While having a strong correlation between fixation and
response consistency might have been a more satisfying result, it must be
remembered that the image shifts were deliberately selected to make the choice
between the two test images difficult. Observers were likely making arbitrary
decisions at times. Also, while the pilot results indicated that the images shifts
were equivalent, observers more often selected the test images having the global
shifts (increased contrast and red color balance) over the local shifts (saturation
and hue). While consistent fixation did not equate to consistent response, it does
indicate that observers are evaluating the same image information in making
their selections – they were just coming to different conclusions.
Based on the experimental results, to maximize fixation consistency, scenes
having either a single point of focus or uniform content are recommended when
selecting pictorial stimuli for perceptual experiments. Specific considerations for
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single point of focus scenes and scenes having uniform content are summarized
below. Table XVII lists characteristics to include and avoid in pictorial stimuli for
image comparison experiments.

7.1 Single point of focus scenes
Fixation consistency was significantly higher for scenes having a single point of
focus. Local shifts, such as the hue and saturation shifts in this study, can affect
busy images in ways that catch the attention of some observers, but not others.
For this reason, busy images having a variety of colors should be avoided.
Further, fixation consistency is higher for scenes with a single focal point and a
relatively uniform background. For scenes with faces in them, the faces were the
focal point, even busy scenes and even non-human faces. However, scenes
depicting multiple faces had lower fixation consistency than those having only
one. When a single face and hands are present in a scene, both capture attention.
While hands may provide additional signal if the skin tones are the same as the
face, if they are different, they may reduce response consistency. It is
recommended that they be excluded.

7.2 Scenes with uniform content
For comparison experiments such as those in this study, in which the observer’s
gaze is shifting between images, scenes having uniform content are also
recommended. For such experiments, observers often develop efficient viewing
strategies that involve looking at areas of the images that are physically close
together, such as the bottom of the top image and the tops of the bottom images,
as occurred in this study. This was especially true for scenes without a focal point.
For this reason, scenes that vary from top-to-bottom (in experiments where the
comparison images are arranged vertically) or side-to-side (in experiment where
the comparison images are arranged horizontally) should be avoided. Also, a
side-to-side gradient shift in luminance across an image may lead to issues with
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simultaneous contrast and crispening (the phenomenon in which perceived color
differences are amplified on a background of similar color) and should be
avoided.

7.3 Additional Points of Consideration


Fixation time generally decreased from first to second to third views of a
scene.



In this study, observers selected the right test image more often than the
left.



In this study, the Main AOI was most frequently in the ‘original’ image and
was equally likely to occur in the two comparison images.



Blur may draw attention away from the center of busy scenes that lack a
single focal point toward the area remaining in focus, possibly by making
the ‘background’ information less interesting.



Centering did not reliably impact fixation consistency. People often fixate
at the center of images. This may serve as the ‘default’ AOI. However,
observers will follow the content away from the center.



Global scene contrast did not reliably impact fixation consistency.



Observers may use areas other than those most fixated to make image
difference or equivalence decisions.
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Table XVII: Image characteristics to include and avoid in pictorial stimuli
for image comparison experiments

Include

Avoid

Single point-of-focus scenes
Single Point-of-Focus

No Point-of-Focus

Single Point-of-Focus

Busy scenes

Uniform Background

Distracting background

Single Face

Multiple Faces

No Hands

Hands
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Include

Avoid

Scenes with uniform content
Uniform content

Top-to-bottom shift

Uniform content

Side-to-side gradient
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8
Conclusion and
future work
Concluding Statements
This study provided an evaluation of the impact of scene content complexity on
observer attention and experimental consistency. The results were used to
generate guidelines for designing pictorial stimuli for perceptual experiments. To
achieve this, a series of experiments were conducted. The objective of
Experiment I was to evaluate the perceived number of key interest areas in each
of the potential scenes and its cropped versions. The main outcome of this
experiment was the scene set for Experiment II. Other findings included that
perceived complexity and automated segmentation results were well-correlated.
Experiment II was conducted using scenes of varied complexity as determined in
Experiment I by the number of visually important areas they contain. The
objective of this experiment was to evaluate eye movements as a function of
pictorial image complexity. The fixation consistency results indicated that scene
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complexity impacted viewing behavior, but not always as expected. Cropping too
close sometimes resulted in images without a main area of interest or ‘point-offocus’, leaving observers no clear idea of where to look. The fixation consistency,
scanpath consistency, and verbal description results all indicated that scenes
having a single focal point will be attended most consistently.
Other results of Experiment II involve the impact of faces and of viewing
instance. It is well-known that human faces draw attention. This study was no
exception. The presence of a face had a significant impact on fixation consistency
regardless of scene complexity, even for artificial faces. Finally, the results
showed that viewing instance effected fixation time – an important consideration
in lengthy experiments.
Experiment II examined the interaction of image content and visual attention.
The results were used to generate a proposed set of guidelines for designing
stimuli for image comparison experiments. The objective of Experiment III was
to determine if the fixation and response consistency for scenes of varying
complexity were as expected based on the results of Experiment II. The results
indicated that scene complexity impacted fixation consistency and verbal
descriptions of important areas with few surprises. Observers were significantly
more likely to fixate on the Main AOI in the Single Point-of-Focus scenes than
other scenes and significantly less likely to fixate on the Main AOI in the ‘No
Point-of-Focus’ scenes than most other scenes. And observers fixated less
consistently over the course of a long experiment for the ‘No Point-of-Focus’
scenes. ‘Busy’ scenes with relatively high fixation time and consistency contained
humans or human representations. However, while the presence of a single face
in a ‘Busy’ scene increased fixation consistency, multiple faces did not.
In Experiment III, however, there was only a weak correlation between fixation
and response consistency results. The correlation tended to be negative for ‘Busy’
scenes meaning low fixation consistency yielded higher response consistency, but
positive for ‘Single Point-of-Focus’ and ‘No Point-of-Focus’ scenes. The response
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consistency was likely impacted by scene rendition and image position. Observers
selected the images having global shifts (contrast and color balance) more
frequently than local ones (saturation and hue). Also, observers selected the right
test image more often than the left.
Other findings for Experiment III included that:
(1)
The Main AOIs were most often in the ‘original’ image. This is a
reasonable result since the observers were comparing the two test images to the
original. However, the Main AOIs were equally likely to occur in the two
comparison images, despite the observers selecting the right image more often
than the left as a better match.
(2)
For scenes with a single focal point, the background should be uniform.
Scenes that have detailed backgrounds are more likely to have divided attention
and those with non-uniform backgrounds may have issues with simultaneous
contrast or crispening.
(3)
For some scenes lacking a single focal point, observers fixated on lower
areas of the original and upper areas in the comparison images, indicating
observers were developing efficient viewing strategies. This possibility suggests
that scenes containing uniform content should be used.
(4)
Observers may use areas other than those most fixated to make their
image comparison decisions in some scenes.
(5)
Blur drew focus away from the center of scenes that lacked a focal point
and increased focus on the Main AOI for the one scene that had the Main AOI in
focus.
(6)

Centering and contrast did not reliably impact fixation consistency.

Following the guidelines developed in this study will benefit those conducting
perceptual experiments with pictorial stimuli, whether researching color
reproduction, determining what constitutes equivalent images, conducting
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perceptual color standards work, or imaging system assessments. Although
fixation consistency did not translate uniformly to response consistency, it does
indicate that observers are evaluating the visual information contained in the
same area. Inconsistencies in response, then, may result from observers making
arbitrary selections when the decision is difficult or from real inconsistencies in
observer opinion. If they are evaluating the same information, this would be part
of the signal to be measured rather than experimental noise. Used properly, the
guidelines will help researchers to reduce time spent on selecting appropriate
pictorial stimuli, thereby increasing the efficiency and efficacy of the experiments
they conduct.

Future Work
Several interesting questions arose during the course of this study. Further study
in at least four areas may be warranted: image position in comparison studies,
simplifying composition at image capture, simplifying academic content delivery,
and understanding what characteristics are important in determining image
equivalence.


The effect of image position in comparison studies – In this study, the
right image was selected more often than the left. In additional studies,
will this result repeat? Is the right image a more common default choice
than the left and, if so, is this impacted by observer handedness?



The impact of blur – The impact of blur was not consistently significant in
this experiment. However, it shifted focus from the center, possibly by
making the blurred areas less interesting. Is increasing focus on the main
subject matter by blurring the background an effective approach for
improving perceived image quality? What is the impact of increasing the
level of blur?
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Simplifying image composition at capture – In this study, it was noted that
the example images of recommended stimuli for perceptual experiments
were more pleasing images than those shown for what to avoid. Does
simplifying image composition increase perceived image quality, especially
for consumer photography? If so, is high dynamic range imaging
detrimental? Under what circumstances?



Pedagogy – In this study, simplifying image composition resulted in more
consistent observer fixation. Will simplifying content delivery facilitate
learning by focusing student’s attention on important concepts?



Image equivalence – Knowing what makes two images equivalent is
instrumental to understanding the image information that is most critical
to the message being communicated. This understanding should, in turn,
be powerful in developing automated approaches to measuring image
quality. In this study, the global and local changes were determined to be
visually approximately equal in the pilot study, yet observers more often
selected images with the local changes over those with global changes as
being the better match. Global versus local changes that were equally
perceptible were not equally acceptable. In further experimentation, will
this result hold up? What is the impact of global versus local (within object
boundaries) changes? What is the impact of global versus local changes on
image naturalness and how does this impact image equivalence?
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The human visual system and attention
Pictorial scenes contain a vast number of stimuli that all are competing for the
attention of the observer. Understanding attentional mechanisms in humans is a
key element to understanding not just where people look in pictorial images but
what drives them to look there. A brief overview of the physiology of attention as
it pertains to understanding possible ways that human visual attention may
impact observer performance in perceptual experiments is provided. The review
begins with a discussion of the visual pathway including the Lateral Geniculate
Nucleus (LGN), which is considered the ‘gatekeeper’ or the first junction along
the visual pathway where bottom-up input from the stimuli meets top-down
input from the cortex. Then, the neuronal responses to attention and the idea of
attentional receptive fields as correlates to visual receptive fields are discussed.
For further detail on the physiology of the vision system, Hubel’s Eye, Brain, &
Vision (1995 - http://hubel.med.harvard.edu/) is an excellent resource.

0.1 Visual pathways and the role of the LGN in visual attention
Investigation into how information is transmitted along the visual pathway from
the retina to the LGN and from the LGN to the visual cortex and beyond, Figure
A.1, has been conducted using electrophysiology and, more recently, functional
magnetic resonance imaging. The (fMRI) technique images the blood oxygen
level-dependent (BOLD) changes associated with neural activity. (Boynton,
2002) These studies indicate that the pathway of visual information from the
rods relative to that of the cones differs in line with the general tasks performed
by the photoreceptors. The foveal region of the retina is largely responsible for
the perception of color and fine detail. The rods are generally considered
important in perception of motion and low light imagery.
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Fig. A.1: Schematic of the visual pathway from the eye to the occipital cortex. (From
Gazzaniga, 2009, p. 179)

Wandell (1995, pp. 118-119) describes two visual pathways from the retina
through the lateral geniculate nucleus to visual cortex; the ventral stream or
parvocellular pathway, leading more from the fovea to the inferior temporal
cortex, and the dorsal stream or magnocellular pathway, leading more from the
periphery to the posterior parietal cortex. Though Zeki (pp. 187-194, 1991)
cautions that, due to the significant level of interconnection between V1 and V2 to
higher areas of the brain, there is no real ‘pathway’ from V1 to higher levels in the
brain. Physiological evidence indicates that the magnocellular pathway is more
important for the perception of motion while the parvocellular pathway is more
important for the perception detail, form and color – all things of interest in
object recognition. (Wandell, 1995, pp. 126-127; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000)
In their work regarding neural mechanisms in visual attention, Desimone and
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Duncan (1995) suggest that the ventral stream can be thought of as being
primarily responsible for object recognition. They state that processing
complexity and receptive field size increase over the course of this pathway. They
suggest that the dorsal stream may be thought of as being responsible for spatial
perception and oculomotor performance and remark that the receptive fields
along this pathway are relatively large. Further up the visual pathway, Palmer
(1999, p. 26) describes two pathways from the visual cortex to the frontal lobe, a
ventral pathway through the inferior regions of the temporal lobe and a dorsal
pathway through the parietal lobe. Zeki et al. (1991) report that the V1 and V2
visual areas of the cortex act as segregators of information directing input visual
information to various extrastriate areas of the brain. Regions of the brain
involved in vision are shown in Figure A.2.

Fig. A.2: Regions of the human brain involved in vision. (From Palmer, 1999, p. 26)
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The pathways described above outline the bottom-up transmission of visual
information. There is also extensive physiological evidence of feedback from
higher levels in the brain to the early visual system. Such feedback is necessary to
support the idea of a two-stage theory of attention in which there is a rapid ‘preattentive’ stage, driven by bottom-up characteristics of the visual stimuli, that
provide the observer with the sense of the scene and an ‘attentive’ stage, driven
by cognitive mechanisms, in which details of the scene are gathered. Kastner
(2008) has examined the role of the LGN in human visual attention and proposes
the idea that the LGN acts as an ‘early gatekeeper’ in controlling attention by
enhancing responses to attended stimuli, attenuating responses to ignored
stimuli, and increasing baseline activity when a visual stimulus is anticipated.
Kastner and Ungerleider (2000) propose that object recognition is generally a
bottom-up, sensory mechanism (though Biederman, 1982), while attention is
driven by top-down neural feedback mechanisms, with both systems working to
resolve the competition among visual stimuli to determine which will receive
attention. They propose the basic construct shown in Figure A.3 for how these
systems cooperate to control visual attention. Kastner and Pinsk (2004) report
evidence that the lateral geniculate nucleus is the earliest point in the visual
processing pathway to receive attentional top-down signals and that feedback to
V1 is received from higher-order extrastriate areas (all visually responsive areas
other than visual cortex). Gazzaniga et al. (2009, p.529) state that there are
“massive neuronal projections from visual cortex back to the thalamus”.
In the concept of the LGN as gatekeeper, visual information coming ‘up’ through
the visual pathway from the input stimulus is filtered at the LGN in accordance
with information coming ‘down’ from the higher cortical regions. Measurements
of electrical activity over time made by Luck and Hillyard (1994) in a study of the
effects of attention in the visual system also indicate a feedback mechanism to
extrastriate occipital cortex, which contains important visual regions. The study
results suggest that the feedback is most likely coming from the inferior temporal
cortex, where object identification occurs, and posterior parietal cortex, which
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includes regions involved with attention and the interaction of visual and motor
systems. They suggest that this feedback activates a filtering mechanism to allow
focus of attention. Kanwisher and Wojciulik (2000) report experimental results
that suggest that, while attention impacts processing in visual cortex, the timing
suggested by fMRI results indicates that this occurs as a result of feedback from
higher levels. Kastner and McMains (2007) report evidence that irrelevant visual
input is filtered based on feedback from further up in the visual system relevant
to memory and situational context.

Top-down attentional
feedback mechanisms

Competition among multiple stimuli
for representation in visual cortex

Output to
memory &
motor systems

Bottom-up sensory
mechanisms
Fig. A.3: Construct proposed by Kastner and Ungerleider for the general mechanisms of
visual attention, after Kastner and Ungerleider (2000, p. 333).

Mesulam (1981) found, in studies with monkeys and analysis of patients with
cortical lesions, a network of four regions of the brain important in attention.
Two of these regions may be thought of as bottom-up; the posterior parietal
region responsible for generating a sensory representation and the reticular
region responsible for keeping the brain alert. Two regions may be considered
top-down; a frontal cortex region responsible for exploratory movement and a
region of the cingulate gyrus that ‘assigns relevance’ to the sensory input based
on experience relative to the current task. Posner and Petersen (1990) report
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experimental results indicating that the attentional system is formed by a
network of areas within the brain, as opposed to one single area, and that it is a
separate system from that governing visual processing.
Marois et al. (2004) also conducted experimentation indicating that a network of
regions in the brain contributes to the two stages of visual processing reported in
models of visual attention. This experimentation was conducted using the
‘attentional blink paradigm’ in which two targets are presented within 500ms of
each other amidst distractor scenes. In this experimental setup, the second target
often goes undetected because the visual system is busy processing the first. The
experiment produced several interesting results. First, they found that the
parahippocampal place area (PPA), in the medial temporal cortex, which
responds to landscapes but not faces, was most active when landscapes were
detected, as might be expected, however, it was also more active when a
landscape scene was presented but not detected (missed in the attentional blink)
than when no scene is presented at all. In contrast to this, the authors report that
the frontal cortex, in general, was active only when the stimulus was detected.
The authors suggest that the frontal cortex may be a component in the system
controlling visual attention, while the visual cortex is pre-consciously processing
visual input to guide fixation locations. Based on their experimental results, the
authors state that responses measured in the visual cortex alone do not indicate
awareness. Marois et al. suggest, in essence, that bottom-up factors impact
attention, while attention impacts top-down factors. The differing response
patterns for the frontal and visual cortex and the PPA activity indicate, in the
authors’ estimation, that both involuntary, bottom-up and conscious, top-down
factors take part in the allocation of attention.
Many other researchers have provided evidence regarding areas of the brain
involved with attention. Among them are Desimone and Duncan (1995), who
examined the neural mechanisms involved in visual attention for observers
looking at pictorial scenes. Their results indicated that there were neurons in the
colliculus and the frontal eye fields that appeared to be responsible for the
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determination of fixation location. Parkhurst et al. (2002), too, cite
electrophysiological and anatomical evidence to support the two-stage model
concept. They report the presence of low-level processing by cells distributed
throughout the visual field, which would support parallel processing, and higher
processing by cells that are concentrated in receptive fields, which may support
serial processing. Hopfinger et al. (2000), in studies using event related fMRI,
found a network of areas in the brain that participate in the voluntary control of
attention. Further, they found that the increases in neuronal activity in the
targeted areas appeared prior to the stimulus. They say this may be the result of
top-down mechanisms. And Hayhoe and Ballard (2005) conducted testing that
was useful in explaining the physiological basis for fixation locations. These
researchers proposed that the neural mechanisms driving gaze selection are
reward-based with the neurotransmitter dopamine serving as the primary
reward.
The two stages of visual processing may be important with regard to perceptual
image difference studies in that, as the observer tires and attention fades or
wanders, the observer may shift toward operating more on bottom-up visual cues
with less input from top-down attentional control. Boynton (1984), in writing on
psychophysical procedures, comments that some of the most consistent results
occur when the observer responds almost reflexively, without over-thinking the
answers. However, if a shift occurs during the course of an experiment, this
could lead to inconsistent results.

0.2 Neuronal responses to visual attention
Understanding the physiological underpinnings of attention is relevant when
determining how attention impacts the performance of human observers in
perceptual image difference testing. The findings reviewed here include neuronal
responses to attention and the concept of the attentional receptive field.
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In his study of the neurophysiology of attention, Desimone (1996) discussed
three neuronal effects that occur in the processing of visual input that may be
relevant to attention and memory: repetition suppression, enhancement, and
delay activity. ‘Repetition suppression’, as defined by Desimone, is the effect in
which short and long-term neuronal responses to a familiar visual stimulus are
diminished. The suppressed response lasted several minutes even with over a
hundred intervening stimuli. ‘Enhancement’ is essentially the opposite effect. It
is an amplification of the neuronal response that occurs for stimuli that have
‘learned visual significance’. And ‘delay activity’ is an increase in neuronal
response that occurs when memory of a stimulus is required for a short period of
time. While both enhancement and delay activity are thought to play a role in
working memory, suppression is considered to be a factor in perceptual learning.
All three are believed to be important in the determination of which image
elements receive attention.
There is physiological evidence that visual system is more responsive to attended
than unattended stimuli. Kastner and Ungerleider (2000) reported an increase in
baseline activity, as measured by an increase in fMRI signals, in attended areas
prior to the appearance of the stimulus, favoring stimuli that eventually appear in
the attended area relative to those that appear in unattended areas. And Rensink
et al. (1997) suggest that the perception of change can only occur if the area of the
scene that changes has been attended. However, Reynolds et al. (2000)
conducted experimentation with stimuli of varying contrast on non-human
primate observers that indicated that the effect of attention was contrast
dependent. Essentially, attention served to lower the contrast threshold such that
the V4 neurons responded at a higher firing rate when the low contrast stimulus
was attended than when it was unattended. The firing rates between an attended
and unattended high contrast stimulus were not significantly different.
Koch and Ullman (1985), in the development of their model of visual attention,
discuss the idea that the most salient object within the visual field gets attention.
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The authors comment, however, that neurons do not typically operate using such
a ‘Winner Take All’ approach and suggest that the actual underlying mechanism
may be that the selected feature is enhanced while all others are suppressed.
Researchers have since proposed an attentional receptive field that is roughly
analogous to on-center, center-surround antagonistic receptive fields of ganglion
cells. In the center-surround receptive field structure, illustrated in Figure A.4,
the associated neuron is maximally excited when the target stimulus is directly
centered on the field, Figure A.4 (left) and minimally stimulated when the target
stimulus is located in the surround area.

Fig. A.4: Schematics of an on-center (left) and off-center (right) center surround
receptive fields. After Fairchild 2005

Kastner is among the researchers discussing the concept of an attentional
receptive field and conducting studies aimed at identifying a physiological basis
for such a construct. Results of fMRI studies conducted by Kastner et al. (1998)
with sequential and simultaneous image presentations indicate that objects
within a receptive field at the cortical level vie for further processing. Attention to
a given object essentially puts it in the center of the receptive field and suppresses
the impact of surrounding objects. This structure acts as a filter for irrelevant
information. The researchers also found that the suppressive effects scaled with
receptive field size.
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In other studies, Itti and Koch (2000) also report evidence for a two-stage model
of visual attention in which the first fixation points are determined by low-level
factors (bottom-up) encoded by center-surround mechanisms and subsequent
points are driven by top-down cognitive mechanisms, which have a higher degree
of variability. Kastner and Pinsk (2004) found, using fMRI studies, that there is a
‘neural basis’ for competition between multiple stimuli present within a receptive
field simultaneously and that this competition is ‘critically’ dependent on the size
of that field. Luck and Hillyard (1994) used electrophysiology (an event-related
brain potential or ERP technique) to probe for a neural correlate for a visual
processing filter that suppresses distractor elements to strengthen the focus on a
visual target. They found that attention peaks about 100ms after the sensory
peak. To study how irrelevant information is filtered by the visual system, Moran
and Desimone (1985) conducted testing with non-human primates that indicated
a significant reduction in response for an unattended stimulus. The authors
commented that the effect of attention was to reduce the effective receptive field
such that it encompassed only the attended stimulus. The testing suggested,
however, that the reduction in the response to ignored stimuli only occurred
when the attended and unattended elements were both within the neuron’s
receptive field of neurons in the V4 area or the inferior temporal cortex. Attention
did not similarly impact the responses of neurons in the V1 area.
Many other researchers have conducted studies generating evidence for centersurround type receptive fields for visual attention. Desimone and Duncan’s
experimental results, for example, include evidence of such attentional receptive
fields. They found that when both a target and a distractor were within the
receptive field of certain neurons, the response was driven by the target. These
cells “responded as though their receptive fields had shrunk around the target”.
(Desimone and Duncan, 1995) They found that novel or unexpected stimuli elicit
a larger neural signal in the visual cortex than expected stimuli, giving them an
advantage in the process of determining the allocation of attentional resources.
Kastner and Pinsk also describe a filter mechanism that operates by having the
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receptor field “shrink around an attended stimulus” leaving nearby unattended
stimuli outside the field. They speculate that the focus of attention may be
encompassed by “extensive suppressive zones”. (Kastner and Pinsk, 2004)
Desimone and Duncan further describe the possibility that an ‘optimal stimulus’
for a given receptor field may produce little or no increased response when in
that receptor field if other similar stimuli are present in the surrounding region.
They cite the example that a cell that normally responds to vertical moving
stimuli may not respond to such a stimulus if it is part of a larger whole.
(Desimone and Duncan, 1995) Similarly, Kastner and Ungerleider found that
when two stimuli are within a neuron’s receptive field at the same time, they had
a mutually suppressive effect on one another. (Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000)
And Gazzaniga et al. discuss the concept of images as collections of features that
mutually suppress neural responses to each other until one is attended.
(Gazzaniga et al., p.514)
Researchers have proposed that saliency in complex images is driven by centersurround image structures. Studies conducted by Gao and colleagues (2007,
2008), for example, suggest that the many center-surround mechanisms in early
visual processing serve as evidence for the idea that edges and center-surround
image structures may be of particular importance in determining what catches
human attention. These researchers conducted studies exploring how the visual
system processes available information from individual image elements into
‘coherent units’ that are perceived as objects. They suggest that this involves
bottom-up saliency, especially for scene characteristics such as intensity, color,
and orientation, which tend to demarcate different regions of the visual field.
They propose that a center-surround construct is the most plausible approach for
accomplishing visual segmentation.
The particular image structure of red fruit set against green leaves has been cited
as the one most likely to attract eye movements. Parraga et al. (2002) conducted
studies that indicate that the red-green sensitivity of the human visual system is
particularly suited for the recognition of red fruit against green leaves at grasping
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distance; that the response for this target is better than for natural scenes taken
at random. Results of studies by Hansen and Gegenfurtner (2009) agree with this
finding. They suggest that color vision may have evolved in concert with “natural
scene statistics”, specifically red fruit against green leaves, which is difficult. In
contrast, Kirchner and Thorpe (2006) found that differences in scene statistics
did not aid observers in identifying target animal scenes relative to distractor
scenes. They also found, however, that the scenes that the observers most
efficiently identified as targets were ‘remarkably homogenous’. The results of
these studies may suggest that pictorial images depicting a single object of a
characteristic size against a relatively uniform background may be advantageous
for producing consistent results in perceptual experiments.

0.3 Face perception
Physiological evidence of specialized face perception systems is provided by
researchers including Harris and Aguirre (2008) who report on the existence of
neurons sensitive to faces and to face parts and on testing indicating larger neural
responses for familiar relative to unfamiliar faces. The face inversion effect is
often cited as evidence that primates (chimps have been shown to exhibit this
effect as well) process faces as wholes rather than part by part. (Gazzaniga et al.,
2009 pp. 245-6) In this effect, faces that are right-side up are recognized more
quickly and more accurately than faces that are displayed upside-down. (Yin,
1969; Kanwisher et al., 1998) While this inversion effect occurs for other scenes
and objects, the effect is much stronger for faces than other objects tested.
Further, faces that have been rearranged appear basically normal when viewed
upside-down but appear grotesquely distorted when viewed right-side up, Figure
2.5. (Thompson, 1980) It seems that the human vision system can process the
rearranged face parts to adequately give the impression of a human face when
that face is not seen in its normal orientation. When the orientation is inverted,
the perceptual system can make adequate ‘corrections’ to make the face appear
reasonably normal. Diamond and Carey (1986) caution, however, that the
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inversion effect may occur for any class of objects that have the same general
configuration, where individuals can be distinguished by relational features, and
where the observers have the expertise to make these distinctions. They found an
inversion effect equal to that of faces for dog breeders looking at images of the
breeds with which they were most familiar. Observers who were not particularly
familiar with the specific breed of dog pictured did not experience the same
inversion effect.
In related work, Biederman (1972) conducted an experiment showing that
distinct objects were significantly harder to locate in jumbled images than in
unmodified versions of the same scene. He concludes that context may impact
object recognition. The concept of context may be related to chunking of
information and the processing of wholes. Goh et al. (2004), using functional
magnetic resonance adaptation (fMR-A), found evidence of ‘contextual binding’
between targets and scenes that appears to take place in the hippocampal and
parahippocampal regions in the brain. Joubert et al. (2007) also report that, for
objects that tend to appear simultaneously, the neurons tuned to those objects
tend to fire simultaneously and that when an object appears out of context,
neurons fire together that ordinarily do not so.

……
Fig. A. 5: Face inversion effect (Thompson, 1980)
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Images for Experiment I: Still Life
Farmhouse 1

Farmhouse 2

Fruit cup

Fruit basket

Flowers

Beans

Spices

Potatoes

Fruit plate

Veggies

China veggies

Bouquet
..
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Images for Experiment I: Manmade
Tailor

Yarn

Books

Metal

Masks

Fishing

Interior

Thread

Money

Stained glass

Candy

New York City
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Images for Experiment I: People
Paint Girl

Bali

Men

Bright People

Dull people

Firelight

Olympians

Bride

Girls

Clown

Fabric

Guys
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Images for Experiment I: Landscapes
Falls

Badlands

Mason Lake

Autumn Lake

Arizona

Castle Rock

Sedona

Grand Canyon

Rocks

Sunset

Lake

Mountain
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Images for Experiment I: Combinations
Building

Pumpkin

Sails

Art

Meal

Figs

Venice

Harbor

Barn

Giverny

Church

Tiananmen
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The informed consent form for Experiment I
Evaluating Image Complexity
Investigators: Susan Farnand
You are invited to join a research study evaluating the perceived complexity images. This
work is being conducted to generate data for a research dissertation on designing pictorial
stimuli for perceptual experiments. The purpose of this experiment is to determine the
number of areas in each of a variety of scenes that are perceived to be important.
Today, you will be looking at 60 scenes. For each scene, you will be asked to circle and
number the important areas of that scene on a corresponding paper copy. This should take
about 30 minutes.

CONFIDENTIALITY
Your name will not be recorded. An identifier such as Participant 11 will be used to connect
to the information that you provide. The information obtained will not be traceable back to
you.

RISKS and BENEFITS
There are no anticipated risks of participating in this study.
The results of this experiment will provide information that should prove useful to the
cultural heritage community.

INCENTIVES
For your efforts, you will be given extra homework credit, when available, or a small gift of
appreciation.

YOUR RIGHTS AS A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT
Participation in this study is voluntary. You have the right not to participate at all or to leave
the study at any time.

CONTACTS FOR QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS
You may contact me, Susan Farnand, at 475-4567 or spfpci@rit.edu if you have questions
about the study.

_____________________________________________________________________
Your signature

Date

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY!!!
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Table A1: Experiment I results by scene
Image
Giverny
Sails
China
veggies
Venice
Church
Tiananmen
Meal
Pumpkin
Building
Harbor
Art
Barn
Fishing
Tailor
Metal
Thread
Books
Stained
glass
Money
NYC
Yarn
Interior
Candy
Masks
Dull People
Bright
People
Olympians
Guys
Fabric
Paint Girl
Bride
Bali
Firelight
Men
Girls
Clown
Mason
Lake
Sunset
Badlands
Sedona

Rendition
Full
Full

Mean
7.625
6.375

Rendition
Mid
Mid

Mean
4
3.75

Rendition
Close 1
Close 1

Mean
1.625
2.5

Rendition
Close 2
Close 2

Mean
2.5
2.875

Category
combo
combo

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

6.375
6.375
5.375
4.375
4.375
4.25
4.125
3.875
3.875
3.25
5.875
5.75
5.5
5.375
5

Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid

3.375
3.125
4.375
3.75
3.125
3.625
3.75
4.875
3.125
3.125
3.5
4.75
3.375
3.125
4.375

Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1

3.75
2.375
4.25
2.375
3.125
1.75
1.875
4.625
2.5
1.5
2.625
2.25
2.375
2.75
2.875

Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2

2.625
4.75
2.625
3.125
3.25
2.125
3
2.25
2.75
2.375
3
3.75
3
2.625
3.125

combo
combo
combo
combo
combo
combo
combo
combo
combo
combo
manmade
manmade
manmade
manmade
manmade

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

5
4.75
4.75
4.375
4
3.875
3.375
5.625

Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid

3.375
4.375
3
4.5
3.625
3.25
4
5.375

Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1

3.5
3.25
3.625
1.875
2.875
3.625
2.875
2.25

Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2

2.5
3.625
3.125
2.125
4
2
2
3

manmade
manmade
manmade
manmade
manmade
manmade
manmade
people

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

5.625
5.5
5.375
5.25
4.75
4.5
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.125
4

Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid

3.125
3.375
4.625
4.25
3.125
3.125
4.875
3.875
3.875
2.875
3

Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1

1.875
2.75
3.125
1.5
3.75
3.625
2.375
2.625
1.875
2.5
2.75

Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2

3.875
2.125
2.375
3.125
3.375
3.25
1.5
2.625
2.625
3.75
3.25

people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people

Full
Full
Full
Full

5
4.25
4.25
4.125

Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid

3.125
3.625
3.25
3.25

Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1

2.25
3.625
3
2

Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2

2.625
3
3.25
3

scenics
scenics
scenics
scenics
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Lake
Castle
Rock
Arizona
Mountain
Grand
Canyon
Falls
Rocks
Autumn
Lake
Fruit
basket
Figs
Veggies
Spices
Potatoes
Bouquet
Farm table
1
Farm table
2
Fruit plate
Fruit cup
Flowers
Beans

Full

3.625

Mid

3.625

Close 1

2.75

Close 2

3

scenics

Full
Full
Full

3.625
3.5
3.375

Mid
Mid
Mid

2.875
2.375
4.375

Close 1
Close 1
Close 1

3.125
2.625
2.5

Close 2
Close 2
Close 2

2
2.25
2.25

scenics
scenics
scenics

Full
Full
Full

3.125
3
2.875

Mid
Mid
Mid

4.125
3.5
2.875

Close 1
Close 1
Close 1

1.75
1.125
3.125

Close 2
Close 2
Close 2

3.125
3.125
2.75

scenics
scenics
scenics

Full

2.75

Mid

3

Close 1

3.25

Close 2

2.125

scenics

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

7.875
6.875
5.625
5.25
5.25
5.25

Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid

4.125
4.5
3.5
4.375
4.25
3.75

Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1

1.75
3.25
3.375
2.125
3.375
3.125

Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2

2.875
1.875
2.5
2.25
1.75
1.75

still life
still life
still life
still life
still life
still life

Full

5.125

Mid

4.25

Close 1

4

Close 2

2.875

still life

Full
Full
Full
Full
Full

5
4.5
4
3.625
2.875

Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid
Mid

3.375
5.25
3.5
4.5
2.625

Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1
Close 1

2.75
3
2.375
2.875
2.75

Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2
Close 2

2.75
3.125
2.125
4.25
3

still life
still life
still life
still life
still life
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Minitab results evaluating the effect of number of areas in
the instructions and crop on the number of areas circled
Two-way ANOVA: number of areas circled versus instruction areas, crop
Source
instr areas
crop
Interaction
Error
Total
S = 1.087

instr
areas
0
4
14
414

crop
close
full
mid

DF
3
2
6
84
95

SS
75.110
58.778
3.761
99.233
236.881

R-Sq = 58.11%

MS
25.0366
29.3889
0.6268
1.1813

F
21.19
24.88
0.53

P
0.000
0.000
0.784

R-Sq(adj) = 52.62%

Mean
2.75694
2.95694
4.86944
4.26667

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-+---------+---------+---------+-------(----*-----)
(-----*----)
(-----*----)
(----*-----)
-+---------+---------+---------+-------2.40
3.20
4.00
4.80

Mean
2.75417
4.67083
3.71250

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
------+---------+---------+---------+--(----*-----)
(-----*----)
(----*----)
------+---------+---------+---------+--2.80
3.50
4.20
4.90
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Minitab results evaluating the effect of image set and crop
on the number of areas circled
Two-way ANOVA: number of areas circled versus set, crop
Source
set
crop
Interaction
Error
Total
S = 1.408

set
1
2
3
4

DF
3
2
6
84
95

R-Sq = 29.73%

Mean
3.94583
3.20417
3.81806
3.88194

crop
close
full
mid

SS
8.465
58.778
3.180
166.458
236.881

MS
2.8216
29.3889
0.5299
1.9816

F
1.42
14.83
0.27

P
0.242
0.000
0.951

R-Sq(adj) = 20.53%

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-------+---------+---------+---------+-(-----------*----------)
(----------*-----------)
(----------*-----------)
(-----------*----------)
-------+---------+---------+---------+-3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50

Mean
2.75417
4.67083
3.71250

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
--+---------+---------+---------+------(-----*------)
(-----*------)
(-----*------)
--+---------+---------+---------+------2.40
3.20
4.00
4.80
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Matlab function for finding the segments in each image in Experiment I
function num_lrg_seg=find_segs(S)
small=min((min(S))');
large=max((max(S))');
for i=small:large
[j,k]=find(S==i);
segments(i,1)=size(j,1);
end
large_segments=find(segments>5000);
num_lrg_seg=size(large_segments,1);
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Table A2: Number of segments identified by the
segmentation algorithm by scene

Scene
Church
Figs
Giverny
Sails
Venice
Books
Fishing
Masks
Metal
Stained glass
Tailor
Thread
Bali
Clown
Dull People
Fabric
Firelight
Guys
Olympians
Paint girl
Badlands
Mason Lake
Sunset
Bouquet
Farm table
Fruit basket
Spices
Veggies

Full
16
16
16
8
13
19
15
20
21
18
11
28
12
23
12
26
16
15
14
18
13
12
4
19
13
17
19
11
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Mid
10
14
9
6
13
13
11
12
15
17
7
11
16
15
18
12
12
8
8
16
8
10
8
9
9
14
5
7

Close
5
8
6
5
4
7
3
7
9
9
4
6
3
4
4
5
10
4
3
8
7
3
3
3
5
6
2
1
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APPENDIX II: SUPPLEMENTAL
MATERIALS FOR EXPERIMENT II
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Matlab function for building the stimuli in
Experiment II
for i=1:5
for j=1:8
background=142.*uint8(ones(1040,1660,3));
F0= sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f.tif', i, j);
F1= sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_C14.tif', i,j);
F2= sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_R20.tif', i,j);
F3= sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_Ysat-14.tif', i,j);
F4= sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_Yhue14.tif', i,j);
orig=imread(F0);
image1=imread(F1);
image2=imread(F2);
image3=imread(F3);
image4=imread(F4);
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image1;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image2;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_Stim9_%.0f.tif', i,j,1);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image1;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image3;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_Stim_%.0f.tif', i,j,2);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image1;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image4;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_Stim_%.0f.tif', i,j,3);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image2;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image3;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_Stim_%.0f.tif', i,j,4);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image2;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image4;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_Stim_%.0f.tif', i,j,5);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image3;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image4;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_Stim_%.0f.tif', i,j,6);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
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temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image2;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image1;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_%.0fR.tif', i,j,1);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image3;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image1;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_%.0fR.tif', i,j,2);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image4;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image1;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_%.0fR.tif', i,j,3);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image3;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image2;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_%.0fR.tif', i,j,4);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image4;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image2;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_%.0f.tif', i,j,5);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
temp=background;
temp(91:490,511:1110,1:3)=orig;
temp(551:950,176:775,1:3)=image4;
temp(551:950,886:1485,1:3)=image3;
Fput=sprintf('Set%.0f_%.0f_%.0fR.tif', i,j,6);
imwrite(temp,Fput)
end
end
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Table A3: Image Shifts for Experiment II
Category
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Interesting
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade
Manmade

Scene
Fruit basket
Fruit basket
Fruit basket
Figs
Figs
Figs
Spices
Spices
Spices
Veggies
Veggies
Veggies
Flowers
Flowers
Flowers
Farm table
Farm table
Farm table
Badlands
Badlands
Badlands
Masks
Masks
Masks
Firelight
Firelight
Firelight
Bali
Paint girl
Olympians
Clown
Clown
Clown
Fishing
Fishing
Fishing
Tailor
Tailor
Tailor
Metal
Metal
Metal
Books
Books
Books
Stained glass
Stained glass
Stained glass
Thread
Thread
Thread

Rendition contrast red shift saturation shift
full
14
20
Y24
mid
14
25
Y-14
close
20
10
Y-16
full
20
20
Y30
mid
14
32
R30
close
14
20
R24
full
14
20
Y24
mid
14
20
Y24
close
14
16
Y-8
full
14
20
R24
mid
14
20
R24
close
14
20
R18
full
14
20
R24
mid
14
20
Y24
close
20
20
R24
full
14
20
Y36
mid
14
20
Y24
close
20
32
R-20
full
14
12
Y24
mid
14
14
Y24
close
14
14
Y24
full
14
20
R-28
mid
14
20
Y40
close
20
20
R-40
full
14
20
R24
mid
14
20
R24
close
8
20
R24
full
14
20
R36
close
18
20
R24
close
14
20
R18
full
14
20
R30
mid
10
20
R24
close
14
20
Y-10
full
14
20
Y24
mid
14
20
Y24
close
14
12
Y28
full
14
14
R24
mid
14
14
R24
close
20
12
Master 60
full
20
12
R40
mid
22
11
R30
close
30
14
R24
full
14
30
R24
mid
14
30
R24
close
16
B24
R24
full
14
20
R-18
mid
14
30
R-24
close
14
30
R-14
full
14
20
R24
mid
14
20
M30
close
14
14
C30

Table A3: Image Shifts for Experiment II - continued
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Category
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
Outdoors
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People
People

Scene
Venice
Venice
Venice
Church
Church
Church
Sails
Sails
Sails
Giverny
Giverny
Giverny
Mason Lake
Mason Lake
Mason Lake
Sunset
Sunset
Sunset
Paint girl
Paint girl
Paint girl
Dull People
Dull People
Dull People
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Olympians
Olympians
Olympians
Guys
Guys
Guys
Bali
Bali
Bali

Rendition contrast red shift saturation shift
full
14
14
R42
mid
14
20
R30
close
20
10
B25
full
14
20
R24
mid
14
18
R32
close
20
20
Roof C20
full
14
20
R30
mid
14
20
R24
close
14
20
R24
full
14
30
R40
mid
14
20
Y36
close
20
20
Y30
full
14
30
Y-30
mid
14
20
Y-20
close
14
20
Y-16
full
14
10
R48
mid
12
8
R48
close
20
40
R30
full
14
14
Y48
mid
14
20
Y24
close
14
30
R-12
full
14
16
R24
mid
14
20
R24
close
14
20
C24
full
14
20
R24
mid
14
20
R24
close
14
20
R24
full
14
20
R24
mid
18
20
R16
close
12
32
R-10
full
14
20
R24
mid
14
20
R24
close
10
20
R24
full
14
20
R24
mid
14
20
R24
close
20
12
Y24
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Evaluating the relationship between image complexity and eye
movements
Investigators: Susan Farnand
You are invited to join a research study evaluating the impact of image complexity on eye
movements. This work is being conducted to generate data for a research dissertation on
designing pictorial stimuli for perceptual experiments. The purpose of this experiment is to
better understand the impact of scene content and visual attention.

Today, you will be shown a series of scenes on the eye-tracker display. For each
scene, there will be three images; the original image displayed on top with two
modified versions of the scene displayed below it. For each set of three images, you
will be asked to determine which of the two modified scenes more closely
resembles the original scene. You will verbally report which image is a better
representation of the original. After each decision, a gray screen with a single X will
appear. Please fixate on this X to advance to the next scene. Your eye movements
will be tracked as you make these decisions and a video of the experiment will be
made. This experiment should about 30-45 minutes.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Your name will not be recorded. An identifier such as Participant 11 will be used to connect
to the information that you provide. The information obtained will not be traceable back to
you. No images will be published – the video is used for data analysis purposes only.

RISKS and BENEFITS
There are no anticipated risks of participating in this study.
The results of this experiment will provide information that should prove useful to the
imaging science community.

INCENTIVES
For your efforts, you will be given extra homework credit, when available, or a small gift of
appreciation.

YOUR RIGHTS AS A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT
Participation in this study is voluntary. You have the right not to participate at all or to leave
the study at any time.

CONTACTS FOR QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS
You may contact me, Susan Farnand, at 475-4567 or spfpci@rit.edu if you have questions
about the study.

_____________________________________________________________________
Your signature

Date

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY!!!
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Table A4: Calibration and validation mean deviations from the target in
degrees of visual angle for the observers in Experiment 2.1
Validation Obs1
x
Group 1.1
1.6
Group 1.2
0.9
Group 2.1
0.8
Group 2.2
1.1
Group 3.1
1.1
Group 3.2
0.7

Obs1
y
1.4
0.9
1.1
1.6
1.0
0.7

Obs2
x
1.0
0.4
0.6
0.7
0.9
0.6

Obs2
y
1.3
0.5
0.8
0.8
1.5
0.7

Obs3
x
1.0
0.7
1.2
0.6
1.6
1.2
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Obs3
y
1.2
0.6
1.8
0.6
1.0
1.5

Obs4
x
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.6

Obs4
y
0.7
1.1
0.5
0.4
0.9
0.9

Obs5
x
1.6

Obs5
y
2.2

1.5

1.1
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Minitab results
By crop
One-way ANOVA: Full, Mid, Close
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
2
75
77

S = 5.078

Level
Full
Mid
Close

N
26
26
26

SS
263.9
1933.8
2197.6

MS
131.9
25.8

F
5.12

R-Sq = 12.01%

Mean
13.496
11.410
8.995

StDev
6.312
4.653
3.982

P
0.008

R-Sq(adj) = 9.66%

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
--+---------+---------+---------+------(-------*-------)
(-------*-------)
(-------*-------)
--+---------+---------+---------+------7.5
10.0
12.5
15.0

Pooled StDev = 5.078

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

Full
Mid
Close

N
26
26
26

Mean
13.496
11.410
8.995

Grouping
A
A B
B

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.
Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals

One-way ANOVA: AOI left, AOI original, AOI right
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
2
75
77

S = 5.208

Level
AOI left
AOI orig
AOI right

SS
79.5
2033.9
2113.4

MS
39.7
27.1

R-Sq = 3.76%

N
26
26
26

Mean
10.719
12.739
10.495

F
1.46

P
0.238

R-Sq(adj) = 1.19%

StDev
4.763
6.021
4.735

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-------+---------+---------+---------+-(------------*------------)
(------------*-----------)
(------------*-----------)
-------+---------+---------+---------+-9.6
11.2
12.8
14.4

Pooled StDev = 5.208
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Grouping Information Using Tukey Method
N
26
26
26

AOI orig
AOI left
AOI right

Mean
12.739
10.719
10.495

Grouping
A
A
A

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.

Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals

One-way ANOVA: 1st view, 2nd view, 3rd view
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
2
75
77

S = 5.332

Level
1st view
2nd view
3rd view

SS
296.3
2131.9
2428.2

MS
148.1
28.4

F
5.21

R-Sq = 12.20%

N
26
26
26

Mean
13.973
10.616
9.355

StDev
6.737
4.756
4.155

P
0.008

R-Sq(adj) = 9.86%

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-+---------+---------+---------+-------(-------*-------)
(-------*--------)
(-------*--------)
-+---------+---------+---------+-------7.5
10.0
12.5
15.0

Pooled StDev = 5.332

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

1st view
2nd view
3rd view

N
26
26
26

Mean
13.973
10.616
9.355

Grouping
A
A B
B

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.
Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals

One-way ANOVA: Main AOI by crop
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
2
84
86

SS
0.0764
1.1387
1.2150

MS
0.0382
0.0136

F
2.82

P
0.065
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S = 0.1164

Level
cMain
mMain
fMain

N
30
28
29

R-Sq = 6.29%

Mean
0.4514
0.4411
0.3842

StDev
0.1321
0.1168
0.0971

R-Sq(adj) = 4.05%

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-----+---------+---------+---------+---(----------*---------)
(----------*----------)
(----------*----------)
-----+---------+---------+---------+---0.360
0.400
0.440
0.480

Pooled StDev = 0.1164

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

cMain
mMain
fMain

N
30
28
29

Mean
0.4514
0.4411
0.3842

Grouping
A
A
A

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.
Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals

One-way ANOVA: Unique areas by crop
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
2
84
86

SS
0.2742
1.4582
1.7324

S = 0.1318

Level
c Unique
m Unique
f Unique

N
30
28
29

MS
0.1371
0.0174

F
7.90

R-Sq = 15.83%

Mean
0.3851
0.4508
0.5214

StDev
0.1157
0.1381
0.1409

P
0.001

R-Sq(adj) = 13.82%

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
----+---------+---------+---------+----(-------*-------)
(-------*-------)
(-------*-------)
----+---------+---------+---------+----0.360
0.420
0.480
0.540

Pooled StDev = 0.1318

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

f Unique
m Unique
c Unique

N
29
28
30

Mean
0.5214
0.4508
0.3851

Grouping
A
A B
B

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.
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Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
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2nd view
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Fig. A.6: Experiment 2.1 fixation count results by crop for each observer
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Fig. A.7: Experiment 2.1 fixation count results by image in the triplet (original, left and
right) for each observer
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Fig. A.8: Experiment 2.1 fixation count results by successive view of the images for each
observer
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Table A5: For Experiment II, percentages of the 18 top areas (top 3 in each of
3 viewings by 2 groups of observers) that are represented by the Main AOI
and percentages of unique areas that are represented in the top 18 by scene.
Red indicates scenes with lower fixation consistency (fewer of the top areas being the
Main AOI and a higher number of unique areas) and blue indicates scenes with higher
fixation consistency.
Group 1
Scene
Figs
Fruit Basket
Veggies
Spice
Bouquet
Farm Table
Bali/Oly/Pgrl
Badlands
Firelight
Masks
Clown
St Glass
Metal
Thread
Tailor
Books
Fishing
Giverny
Mason Lake
Sunset
Venice
Church
Sailing
Dull People
Olympians
Paint Girl
Guys
Fabric
Bali

Crop
full
full
mid
mid
close
close
full
full
close
mid
mid
close
mid
close
full
mid
full
mid
close
close
full
full
mid
full
mid
full
close
mid
close

%Main
27%
30%
51%
34%
42%
45%
38%
32%
43%
26%
56%
31%
58%
39%
27%
29%
39%
31%
33%
58%
19%
31%
53%
38%
51%
53%
54%
38%
38%

Group 2
% Unique
54%
54%
50%
67%
50%
45%
38%
67%
42%
68%
42%
50%
45%
50%
53%
59%
43%
53%
54%
20%
69%
53%
56%
43%
42%
29%
50%
68%
50%

Crop
mid
mid
close
close
full
full
close
mid
full
close
full
full
close
full
mid
close
mid
close
full
full
mid
mid
close
mid
close
mid
full
close
full
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%Main
42%
67%
42%
42%
58%
38%
46%
38%
42%
50%
38%
29%
88%
29%
50%
42%
42%
42%
50%
46%
33%
42%
50%
58%
63%
38%
50%
38%
38%

Group 3
% Unique
43%
21%
64%
44%
35%
41%
25%
58%
42%
36%
54%
46%
25%
75%
31%
36%
30%
37%
38%
55%
38%
27%
50%
25%
19%
29%
63%
45%
45%

Crop
close
close
full
full
mid
mid
close
close
mid
full
close
mid
full
mid
close
full
close
full
mid
mid
close
close
full
close
full
close
mid
full
mid

%Main
78%
48%
46%
33%
33%
41%
58%
27%
65%
44%
30%
41%
49%
30%
40%
30%
40%
29%
64%
34%
45%
38%
33%
36%
46%
33%
51%
53%
40%

% Unique
21%
32%
79%
83%
50%
36%
22%
46%
31%
59%
42%
46%
45%
60%
38%
64%
30%
43%
29%
55%
38%
30%
67%
32%
31%
29%
56%
45%
45%
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Table A 6: The percentage of unique areas that are represented in the top
areas for Experiments 2.1 and 2.2
Exp 2_1

Full
Scene

Mid-crop

Closecrop

Scene

Unique
Areas

Unique
Areas

Unique
Areas

Badlands
Bali
Bouquet
Church
Clown

0.6
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.7

0.7
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.7

0.8
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.8

Badlands
Bali
Bouquet
Church
Clown

Dull People
Fabric
Farm table
Figs

0.5
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.6
1.0
0.6
0.7

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6

Dull People
Fabric
Farm table
Figs

Firelight
Fishing
Fruitbasket
Giverny
Guys

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7

0.4
0.7
0.6
1.1
0.6

0.6
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5

Firelight
Fishing
Fruit basket
Giverny
Guys

Library
Masks
Mason Lake
Metal
Olympians
Paint Girl
Sailboats

0.9
0.8
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.8

1.4
1.1
0.5
1.0
0.8
0.6
1.3

0.4
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.8
0.6

Books
Masks
Mason Lake
Metal
Olympians
Paint girl
Sails

Spice
St glass
Sunset
Tailor
Thread
Veggies

0.8
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.8
1.1

0.9
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.6

0.5
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.9
0.4

Spices
Stained glass
Sunset
Tailor
Thread
Veggies

Venice

0.5

0.6

0.6

Venice
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Exp 2_2

Full
Scene

Mid-crop

Closecrop

Scene

Unique
Areas

Unique
Areas

Unique
Areas

0.6
0.5
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.9
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.9
0.5

0.8
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.6
0.9
0.7
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.6
0.2
0.4
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.9
0.4
0.7
0.6

0.8
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.9
0.6
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.6
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Table A7: The correlation for the Experiment 2.2
fixation results with the segmentation and circling
results form Experiment I

Scene

2.2 v
Seg

2.2 v
Circled

Firelight
Badlands
Mason Lake
Bali
Bouquet
Church
Fishing
Farm table
Figs
Sunset
Fabric
Venice
Guys
Dull People
Masks
Sailboats
Paint Girl
Tailor
Thread
Spice
Metal
Veggies
Fruitbasket
Library
Giverny
St glass
Clown
Olympians

-1.00
-0.88
-0.72
-0.29
-0.19
-0.10
-0.21
0.03
0.27
-0.62
-0.02
0.02
0.25
0.27
0.88
0.54
0.54
0.66
0.79
0.96
0.75
0.75
0.76
0.95
0.92
0.90
0.98
0.99

-0.90
-0.94
-0.28
0.10
0.03
0.10
0.24
0.15
0.02
0.95
0.42
0.78
0.63
0.71
0.11
0.62
0.75
0.87
0.74
0.64
0.87
0.92
0.95
0.85
0.96
0.99
0.97
0.97
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APPENDIX III: SUPPLEMENTAL
MATERIALS FOR EXPERIMENT III
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Scenes for Experiment III

Set 1 - From top left: Paint Girl (Lexmark®), Money, Dancers-blurred, Cactus, House,
Flag, Red Melon, Purple Yarn

Set 2 - From top left: Dull People (standard), Spools, Fruit Plate-blurred, Snow, Mayan
Statue, Woman by Wall, Panther, Flag-crop

Set 3 - From top left: Dancers, Fruit plate (standard), Masks-blurred, Mayan stones,
Paint Girl - crop, Bird, Tree, Spool-crop
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Set 4 - From top left: Old Men, Yarn (standard), Money-blurred, Harbor-crop, Dull
People - crop, Panther-crop, Provence, Rose-crop

Set 5 - From top left:, Masks (standard), Harbor (standard), Old Men-blurred, Melon,
Carver, Polar bear, Rose, Woman-crop
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Evaluating the relationship between image complexity and eye
movements
Investigators: Susan Farnand
You are invited to join a research study evaluating the impact of image complexity on eye
movements. This work is being conducted to generate data for a research dissertation on
designing pictorial stimuli for perceptual experiments. The purpose of this experiment is to
better understand the impact of scene content and visual attention.

Today, you will be shown a series of scenes on the eye-tracker display. For each
scene, there will be three images; the original image displayed on top with two
modified versions of the scene displayed below it. For each set of three images, you
will be asked to determine which of the two modified scenes more closely
resembles the original scene. You will verbally report which image is a better
representation of the original. After each decision, a gray screen with a single X will
appear. Please fixate on this X to advance to the next scene. Your eye movements
will be tracked as you make these decisions and a video of the experiment will be
made. This experiment should about 30-45 minutes.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Your name will not be recorded. An identifier such as Participant 11 will be used to connect
to the information that you provide. The information obtained will not be traceable back to
you. No images will be published – the video is used for data analysis purposes only.

RISKS and BENEFITS
There are no anticipated risks of participating in this study.
The results of this experiment will provide information that should prove useful to the
imaging science community.

INCENTIVES
For your efforts, you will be given extra homework credit, when available, or a small gift of
appreciation.

YOUR RIGHTS AS A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT
Participation in this study is voluntary. You have the right not to participate at all or to leave
the study at any time.

CONTACTS FOR QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS
You may contact me, Susan Farnand, at 475-4567 or spfpci@rit.edu if you have questions
about the study.

_____________________________________________________________________
Your signature

Date

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY!!!
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Table A8: Calibration and validation data (degrees of visual angle) for
Experiment III
Validations

Obs 1
Obs 2
Obs 3
Obs 4
Obs 5
Obs 6
Obs 7
Obs 8
Obs 9
Obs 10
Obs 11
Obs 12
Obs 13
Obs 14
Obs 15
Obs 16
Obs 17
Obs 18
Obs 19
Obs 20
Obs 21
Obs 22
Obs 23
Obs 24
Obs 25
Obs 26
Average

First Set
x
0.60
0.79
0.89
0.94
0.94
0.83
0.76
0.55
0.86
0.45
0.55
0.52
0.82
0.88
0.88
0.79
0.75
0.68
0.76
0.91
0.44
0.49
0.58
0.49
0.65
1.03
0.72

Second Set
x

y
0.73
0.78
0.98
1.04
1.04
0.66
0.90
0.74
0.89
0.43 min
0.56
0.80
1.29 max
0.88
0.74
0.79
0.83
0.95
0.98
1.14
0.74
0.59
0.53
0.60
0.85
0.57
0.81

y

0.957143
0.5875
0.76

0.65625
0.975
0.64

0.38125

0.575

0.5625
0.9125
0.6375 0.883333

0.29375

0.75625

0.78125
0.64375
0.558333

0.6
0.575
0.625

0.62

0.72
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Initial Calibration
x
y
0.45
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.85
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.65
0.9
0.25
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.35
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.3
0.9
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.55
0.4
1.2 max
0.6
0.35
0.95
0.3
0.3 min
0.8
1.05 max
0.55
0.85
0.55
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.55
0.62
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Table A9: Image Shifts for Experiment III
Group 1
paint girl
money
dancers
cactus-c
provence
flag
red melon
purp yarn
Group 2
dull peo
spools
fruit
polar-crop
maya
woman by wall
panther
flag
Group 3
dancers
fruit
masks
maya-crop
ptgrl crop
bird
orangetree
spool
Group 4
old men
yarn
money
harbor-crop
dull peo crop
panther-crp
provence
rose-crop
Group 5
masks
harbor
old men
melons
carver
polar bear
rose
woman

Contrast

Red

DeSat

hue

20
24
16
18
20
16
16
14

8
20
7
16
12
4
12
2

Y20
R24
Y28
Y20
G24
R16
G5
M28

Y8
R14
Y9
Y14
Y14
R14
G16
Y20

16
20
18
30
28
24
20
16

6
20
14
4
12
14
12
24

R14
C24
Y24
Y8
Y8
Y24
Y24
R14

Y12
C10
Y14
Y10
Y5
Y14
Y14
R12

16
28
14
28
14
20
20
14

8
14
28
12
12
14
14
20

Y28
Y24
R20
Y8
Y24
Y24
Y24
C24

Y10
Y14
Y14
Y5
Y10
Y14
Y14
C14

20
14
24
16
16
24
20
16

28
14
20
16
20
12
12
24

Y24
Y24
R24
Y16
Y10
Y16
Y24
Y18

Y8
Y10
R14
Y4
Y2
Y14
Y14
Y8

14
24
14
24
14
20
20
14

28
14
28
14
24
10
14
20

R20
Y28
Y24
G12
Y16
Y20
Y24
Y20

Y14
Y10
Y8
G14
Y5
Y12
Y10
Y10
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Minitab results

Fixation time decreases from Group 1 to Group 2 by category
One-way ANOVA: 3busy, 3no pof, 3la, 3s pof
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
3
116
119

S = 1.417

Level
3busy
3no pof
3la
3s pof

N
48
15
18
39

SS
15.98
232.94
248.93

MS
5.33
2.01

R-Sq = 6.42%

Mean
3.813
4.200
3.333
4.385

F
2.65

P
0.052

R-Sq(adj) = 4.00%

StDev
1.607
1.014
1.138
1.407

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-----+---------+---------+---------+---(------*-----)
(-----------*-----------)
(----------*----------)
(------*-------)
-----+---------+---------+---------+---3.00
3.60
4.20
4.80

Pooled StDev = 1.417

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

3s pof
3no pof
3busy
3la

N
39
15
48
18

Mean
4.385
4.200
3.813
3.333

Grouping
A
A
A
A

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.

Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
All Pairwise Comparisons
Individual confidence level = 98.97%

3busy subtracted from:

3no pof
3la
3s pof

Lower
-0.706
-1.501
-0.225

Center
0.388
-0.479
0.572

Upper
1.481
0.543
1.369

--------+---------+---------+---------+(--------*--------)
(--------*--------)
(------*-----)
--------+---------+---------+---------+-1.2
0.0
1.2
2.4

3no pof subtracted from:
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3la
3s pof

Lower
-2.159
-0.939

Center
-0.867
0.185

Upper
0.426
1.308

--------+---------+---------+---------+(----------*----------)
(---------*--------)
--------+---------+---------+---------+-1.2
0.0
1.2
2.4

Upper
2.105

--------+---------+---------+---------+(--------*--------)
--------+---------+---------+---------+-1.2
0.0
1.2
2.4

3la subtracted from:

3s pof

Lower
-0.002

Center
1.051

One-way ANOVA: 3no pof, 3adj-la, 3adj-s pof, 3busy adj
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
3
116
119

S = 1.277

Level
3no pof
3adj-la
3adj-s pof
3busy adj

SS
59.78
189.15
248.93

MS
19.93
1.63

R-Sq = 24.01%

N
15
24
36
45

Mean
4.200
3.000
4.917
3.667

F
12.22

P
0.000

R-Sq(adj) = 22.05%

StDev
1.014
1.142
1.052
1.552

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
---------+---------+---------+---------+
(-------*--------)
(-----*------)
(----*-----)
(----*----)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
3.20
4.00
4.80
5.60

Pooled StDev = 1.277

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

3adj-s pof
3no pof
3busy adj
3adj-la

N
36
15
45
24

Mean
4.917
4.200
3.667
3.000

Grouping
A
A B
B C
C

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.

Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
All Pairwise Comparisons
Individual confidence level = 98.97%

3no pof subtracted from:
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3adj-la
3adj-s pof
3busy adj

Lower
-2.297
-0.307
-1.527

Center
-1.200
0.717
-0.533

Upper
-0.103
1.741
0.460

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(------*------)
(------*------)
(-----*------)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-1.5
0.0
1.5
3.0

3adj-la subtracted from:

3adj-s pof
3busy adj

Lower
1.039
-0.176

Center
1.917
0.667

Upper
2.795
1.509

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(-----*-----)
(----*-----)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-1.5
0.0
1.5
3.0

Upper
-0.505

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(----*----)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-1.5
0.0
1.5
3.0

3adj-s pof subtracted from:

3busy adj

Lower
-1.995

Center
-1.250
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Minitab results
Comparison between fixation time percentage for Groups 1&2 with and without
the ‘Paint Girl’ scene

Paired T-Test and CI: Group 1, Group 2 - with ‘Paint Girl’ scene
Paired T for Group 1 - Group 2

Group 1
Group 2
Difference

N
40
40
40

Mean
6.899
7.280
-0.381

StDev
2.577
2.174
1.655

SE Mean
0.407
0.344
0.262

95% CI for mean difference: (-0.911, 0.148)
T-Test of mean difference = 0 (vs not = 0): T-Value = -1.46

P-Value = 0.153

Paired T-Test and CI: Group 1, Group 2 - without ‘Paint Girl’ scene
Paired T for Group 1 - Group 2

Group 1
Group 2
Difference

N
39
39
39

Mean
6.597
7.105
-0.507

StDev
1.752
1.892
1.469

SE Mean
0.280
0.303
0.235

95% CI for mean difference: (-0.984, -0.031)
T-Test of mean difference = 0 (vs not = 0): T-Value = -2.16
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Minitab results

Fixation time percentage on Main AOI by category
One-way ANOVA: fix%r busy, fix%r n pof, fix%r la, fix%r s pof
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
3
716
719

S = 2.173

Level
fix%r
fix%r
fix%r
fix%r

busy
n pof
la
s pof

SS
209.12
3381.75
3590.88

MS
69.71
4.72

R-Sq = 5.82%

N
288
90
108
234

Mean
6.835
6.132
6.577
7.699

F
14.76

P
0.000

R-Sq(adj) = 5.43%

StDev
2.498
1.411
1.857
2.118

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-----+---------+---------+---------+---(---*---)
(------*-------)
(------*-----)
(---*----)
-----+---------+---------+---------+---6.00
6.60
7.20
7.80

Pooled StDev = 2.173

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

fix%r
fix%r
fix%r
fix%r

s pof
busy
la
n pof

N
234
288
108
90

Mean
7.699
6.835
6.577
6.132

Grouping
A
B
B C
C

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.

Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
All Pairwise Comparisons
Individual confidence level = 98.95%

fix%r busy subtracted from:

fix%r n pof
fix%r la
fix%r s pof

Lower
-1.376
-0.887
0.373

Center
-0.702
-0.258
0.864

Upper
-0.029
0.372
1.355

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(----*-----)
(----*----)
(---*---)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-1.2
0.0
1.2
2.4

fix%r n pof subtracted from:
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fix%r la
fix%r s pof

Lower
-0.351
0.875

Center
0.445
1.566

Upper
1.241
2.258

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(------*-----)
(-----*-----)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-1.2
0.0
1.2
2.4

fix%r la subtracted from:

fix%r s pof

Lower
0.473

Center
1.122

Upper
1.771

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(----*-----)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-1.2
0.0
1.2
2.4
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Minitab results

Number of Top 3 AOIs represented by the Main AOI by category
One-way ANOVA: busy_1, no pof_1, la_1, one pof
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
3
116
119

S = 3.366

Level
busy_1
no pof_1
la_1
one pof

SS
515.7
1314.6
1830.4

MS
171.9
11.3

R-Sq = 28.18%

N
48
15
18
39

Mean
11.917
8.733
10.556
14.897

F
15.17

P
0.000

R-Sq(adj) = 26.32%

StDev
3.619
2.738
3.617
3.127

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
--+---------+---------+---------+------(---*---)
(------*------)
(-----*------)
(----*---)
--+---------+---------+---------+------7.5
10.0
12.5
15.0

Pooled StDev = 3.366

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

one pof
busy_1
la_1
no pof_1

N
39
48
18
15

Mean
14.897
11.917
10.556
8.733

Grouping
A
B
B C
C

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.

Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
All Pairwise Comparisons
Individual confidence level = 98.97%

busy_1 subtracted from:

no pof_1
la_1
one pof

Lower
-5.782
-3.789
1.087

Center
-3.183
-1.361
2.981

Upper
-0.585
1.067
4.874

--------+---------+---------+---------+(-----*----)
(----*----)
(---*---)
--------+---------+---------+---------+-5.0
0.0
5.0
10.0

no pof_1 subtracted from:
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la_1
one pof

Lower
-1.249
3.495

Center
1.822
6.164

Upper
4.893
8.833

--------+---------+---------+---------+(-----*-----)
(----*-----)
--------+---------+---------+---------+-5.0
0.0
5.0
10.0

la_1 subtracted from:

one pof

Lower
1.839

Center
4.342

Upper
6.845

--------+---------+---------+---------+(----*----)
--------+---------+---------+---------+-5.0
0.0
5.0
10.0
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Minitab results

Number of different areas represented in the Main AOI by category

One-way ANOVA: busy num, no pof num, la num, one pof num
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
3
116
119

S = 1.406

Level
busy num
no pof num
la num
one pof num

SS
54.58
229.34
283.92

MS
18.19
1.98

R-Sq = 19.22%

N
51
15
21
33

Mean
3.569
4.333
3.381
2.273

F
9.20

P
0.000

R-Sq(adj) = 17.14%

StDev
1.432
1.543
1.532
1.206

Individual 90% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
-------+---------+---------+---------+-(---*---)
(------*-------)
(-----*------)
(----*----)
-------+---------+---------+---------+-2.40
3.20
4.00
4.80

Pooled StDev = 1.406

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

no pof num
busy num
la num
one pof num

N
15
51
21
33

Mean
4.333
3.569
3.381
2.273

Grouping
A
A
A
B

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.

Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
All Pairwise Comparisons
Individual confidence level = 98.97%

busy num subtracted from:

no pof num
la num
one pof num

Lower
-0.313
-1.139
-2.116

Center
0.765
-0.188
-1.296

Upper
1.842
0.764
-0.476

------+---------+---------+---------+--(-----*----)
(----*----)
(----*---)
------+---------+---------+---------+---2.0
0.0
2.0
4.0
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no pof num subtracted from:

la num
one pof num

Lower
-2.193
-3.203

Center
-0.952
-2.061

Upper
0.288
-0.918

------+---------+---------+---------+--(-----*-----)
(-----*----)
------+---------+---------+---------+---2.0
0.0
2.0
4.0

Upper
-0.084

------+---------+---------+---------+--(----*-----)
------+---------+---------+---------+---2.0
0.0
2.0
4.0

la num subtracted from:

one pof num

Lower
-2.132

Center
-1.108
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Minitab results

Number of areas named by category
One-way ANOVA: busy name, no pof name, la name, one pof name
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
3
36
39

S = 1.914

SS
57.10
131.88
188.98

MS
19.03
3.66

R-Sq = 30.21%

Level
busy name
no pof name
la name
one pof name

N
16
5
6
13

Mean
6.563
5.200
4.833
3.769

F
5.20

P
0.004

R-Sq(adj) = 24.40%

StDev
1.861
1.304
2.401
1.922

Individual 90% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
------+---------+---------+---------+--(------*-----)
(-----------*-----------)
(----------*----------)
(------*-------)
------+---------+---------+---------+--3.6
4.8
6.0
7.2

Pooled StDev = 1.914

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

busy name
no pof name
la name
one pof name

N
16
5
6
13

Mean
6.563
5.200
4.833
3.769

Grouping
A
A B
A B
B

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.

Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
All Pairwise Comparisons
Individual confidence level = 98.93%

busy name subtracted from:

no pof name
la name
one pof name

Lower
-4.004
-4.198
-4.719

Center
-1.362
-1.729
-2.793

Upper
1.279
0.739
-0.868

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(----------*---------)
(---------*---------)
(-------*-------)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-2.5
0.0
2.5
5.0

no pof name subtracted from:
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la name
one pof name

Lower
-3.489
-4.144

Center
-0.367
-1.431

Upper
2.756
1.283

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(------------*-----------)
(----------*----------)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-2.5
0.0
2.5
5.0

Upper
1.481

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(---------*---------)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-2.5
0.0
2.5
5.0

la name subtracted from:

one pof name

Lower
-3.609

Center
-1.064
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Minitab results

Image Maniuplations
One-way ANOVA: Contrast, Red, Saturation, Hue
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
3
36
39

S = 0.03141

Level
Contrast
Red
Saturation
Hue

SS
0.268150
0.035513
0.303663

MS
0.089383
0.000986

R-Sq = 88.31%

N
10
10
10
10

Mean
0.34163
0.31939
0.15161
0.18736

F
90.61

P
0.000

R-Sq(adj) = 87.33%

StDev
0.04512
0.01763
0.02304
0.03268

Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on
Pooled StDev
--------+---------+---------+---------+(--*--)
(--*---)
(--*---)
(--*---)
--------+---------+---------+---------+0.180
0.240
0.300
0.360

Pooled StDev = 0.03141

Grouping Information Using Tukey Method

Contrast
Red
Hue
Saturation

N
10
10
10
10

Mean
0.34163
0.31939
0.18736
0.15161

Grouping
A
A
B
B

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.

Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
All Pairwise Comparisons
Individual confidence level = 98.93%

Contrast subtracted from:

Red
Saturation
Hue

Lower
-0.06008
-0.22786
-0.19211

Center
-0.02224
-0.19002
-0.15427

Upper
0.01560
-0.15218
-0.11643

Red
Saturation
Hue

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(--*--)
(--*--)
(--*--)
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---------+---------+---------+---------+
-0.12
0.00
0.12
0.24

Red subtracted from:

Saturation
Hue

Saturation
Hue

Lower
-0.20562
-0.16987

Center
-0.16778
-0.13203

Upper
-0.12994
-0.09419

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(--*--)
(--*--)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-0.12
0.00
0.12
0.24

Saturation subtracted from:

Hue

Lower
-0.00209

Center
0.03575

Upper
0.07359

---------+---------+---------+---------+
(--*--)
---------+---------+---------+---------+
-0.12
0.00
0.12
0.24
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Fig. A.9: The fixation time percentages on the Main AOI for the 96-stimuli tests versus
the 48-stimuli tests by scene set
Top Set 1 (Corr. Coeff. - .60), center left - Set 2 (Corr. Coeff. - .90), center right – Set 3
(Corr. Coeff. - .64), bottom left - Set 4 (Corr. Coeff. - .49), bottom right – Set 5 (Corr.
Coeff. - .43). The ‘Purple yarn’, Red melon’, ‘Mayan bricks’, ‘Yarn, and ‘Woman’ scenes
had the largest detrimental effect on the correlations.
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Fig. A.10: The number of the eight possible areas in a given scene represented in the
Top 3 AOIs by scene category for the 48-stimuli and Groups 1&2 of the 96-stimuli sets.
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Fig. A.11: Percentage of Top 3 AOIs by Scene - Busy scenes for the 48-stimuli sets
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Fig. A.12: Percentage of Top 3 AOIs by Scene - Busy scenes for the 96-stimuli sets
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Fig. A.13: Percentage of Top 3 AOIs by Scene - No Point-of-Focus and Large Area
scenes for the 48-stimuli sets

Scene

Fig. A.14: Percentage of Top 3 AOIs by Scene - No Point-of-Focus and Large Area
scenes for the 96-stimuli sets
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Fig. A.15: Percentage of Top 3 AOIs by Scene - Single Point-of-Focus scenes for the 48stimuli sets

Scene

Fig. A.16: Percentage of Top 3 AOIs by Scene - Single Point-of-Focus scenes for the 96stimuli sets
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Fig. A.17: Fixation time percentage for the object-based AOIs relative to the rectangular
AOIs for the 96-stimuli sets
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